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Servicing Short -Cuts
The "Screen -Grid 6 Automotive Radio Set
The Positive -Grid Tube
Electrolytic Variable Condensers
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Here They Are!
No. 235
New screen grid tube-designed to reduce
cross modulation and similar distortion.

No. 551
New screen grid tube-designed for same
purpose as type 235, although having

RADIO TUBES

slightly different characteristics.

No. 230

FOR ALL NEW RECEIVERS

New general purpose tube, operating et onomically at 2 wits, giving unusual service
though using very little power.

No. 231
New amplifier using

EVER ABREAST

2

volts and extremely

low current consumption in same group as
ryprs 230 and 232.

OF THE RADIO TIMES

No. 232

-for use as radio
frequency amplifier, operating at 2 volts.
New screen grid tube

SE E D

has achieved tremendous success
with these NEW tubes. The reason
is obvious -QUALITY

No. 233
New power amplifier in the Pentode group,
operating on 2 volts with low current con.

sumption.

No. 236
New screen grid tube used mainly as R.l'.
amplifier or detector in automobile sets.
In same group as type 237 and 238. Also
for use in D.C. sets.

No. 237

-

especially
New general purpose tube
adapted to automobile use. Can be used
Also for
or
amplifier.
as
a
detector
either
use in D.C. sets.

No. 238
New power amplifier Pentode for use in
automobile receivers designed for it. Gives
unusual volume for small input signal

strength.

No. S 84
f
expressly for replacement
Somewhat
484 in Sparton sets.
similar in characteristics to the type 227.

Developed
type C

No. S 82 B
Developed expressly for replacement of the
the C 183 in Sparton sets, possessing all
peculiar characteristics necessary for this
purpose.

No. S 83
Developed expressly for replacement of
the C 183 in Sparton sets, possession all
the peculiar characteristics necessary for
this purpose.

247
New power amplifier Pentode, for
use in the output stage of AC
receivers.

SPE BD

Quality is Making History Today.

r

If

rite for Complete Details.

Still another addition to a big family. SPEED FOTO- LECI'R1C TUBES.
Standard gas -filled type, red sensitive, caesium on caesium -oxide silver- oxide.
Six months guarantee against defects. Write for FOTO-LECTRIC folder.

CABLE

RADIO TUBE CORPORATION

230 -240 NORTH 9th STREET, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK
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Important and far- reaching developments in Radio
create sudden demand for specially

9hís excellent

equipped and specially trained Radio

set analyzer
and trouble

Service Men.

shooter included

MANY skilled Radio Service Men are needed now to service
all- electric sets. By becoming a certified R. T. A. Service
Mau, you can make big money, full time or spare time, and
fit yourself for the big -pay opportunities that Radio offers.
We will quickly give you the training you need to qualify as a
Radio Service Man .
certify you
furnish you with a marvelous Radio Set Analyzer. This wonder instrument, together with
our training, will enable you to compete successfully with experts
who have been in the radio business for years. With its help you
can quickly diagnose any ailing Radio set. The training we give
you will enable you to make necessary analysis and repairs.
Serving as a "radio doctor" with this Radio Set Analyzer is but one
of the many easy ways by which we help you make money out of
Radio. Wiring rooms for Radio, installing and servicing sets for
dealers, building and installing automobile Radio sets, constructing
and installing short wave receivers
those are a few of the other
ways in which our members are cashing in on Radio.
As a member of the Radio Training Association, you receive personal
instruction from skilled Radio Engineers. Upon completion of the
training, they will advise you personally on any problems which arise
in your work. The Association will help you make money in your
spare time, increase your pay, or start you in business. The easiest,
quickest, best -paying way for you to get into Radio is by joining
the Radio Training Association.

..

with our course

...

of trainin
This amazing Radio Set Analyzer plus the
instructions given you by the Association will
transform you into an expert quickly. With
it. you can locate troubles in all types of sets,
test circuits, measure resistance and condenser
capacities, detect defective tubes.
Knowing
how to make repairs is easy; knowing what
the trouble is requires expert knowledge and
a Radio Set Analyzer.
With this Radio Set
Analyzer, you will be able to give expert service and make big money.
Possessing this
set analyzer and knowing how to use it will
be but one of the benefits that will be yours
r...Ill' Ir f tl,. It. T. A.

...

t
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Write for No -Cost Membership Plan
We have worked out a plan whereby a membership enrollment need
not cost you a cent. Our thorough training and the valuable Radio
set analyzer can be yours. Write at once and find out how easily
both of these can he earned.
Now is the time to prepare to be a Radio Service Man. Greater
opportunities are opening up right along. For the sake of extra
money in your snare time. bigger pay. a business of your own. a
position with a future, get in touch with the Radio Training Association of America now.
Send for this No-Cost Membership plan and Free Radio Handbook
that will open your eves as to what Radin has in store for the ambitious man. Don't wait. Do it now.

RADIO TRAINING ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
Deof. RCA -3
4513 Ravenswood Ave.
Chicago,

Fill Out and Mail Today!
RADIO TRAINING ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
Dept. RCA -3, 4513 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, III.
Gentlemen: Send me details of your No-Cost

Membership Enrollment Plan and information on
hots to learn to make real money in radio quick
Name

Address
III.

City

State

1
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No. 61: Zenith Model 103 14 -Tube

"Hyperheterodyne,"
with : 'tutomatic Tuning and Automatic Vol
540
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No. 62: ('roslev "Litlfella" Model 1.25 Receiver,
541
Midget 5 -Tube Superheterodyne
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ating characteristics and design data art given.

A
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DESIGN ANI) CONSTRUCTION OF I.F. TRANSFORMERS. A discussion of the numerous factors which enter into
the design of intermediate frequency transformers of all
types.
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LEWIS. PRESIDENT

Radio Division, COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
500 S. Paulina St., Dept. 32 -8H, Chicago,

111.

Send me your Big Free Radio and Television Book, and tell me
how I too can make a success in Radio.

Name
Address

City

State
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SCOTTrrE°

ALLWAVEthe.h,
living in 63 foreign countries have
voluntarily written their testimony of the Scott All -Wave's
prowess as a dependable 'round
the world receiver. Six big volumes of unsolicited praise from
over 600 owners-and there are
hundreds more
Scott All -Wave
users who are too
busy listening to

the whole world,
to write us!

ZEESEN
GERMANY

JOAK
JAPAN

Expect Great

Things
SPECIFICATIONS
If you live in the
SINCE the advent of the Scott All -Wave 15 -550 meter Custom
built in the labo.
-by
laboratory
United States, order
superheterodyne, this receiver has become the pref- ratory
experts and entirely to
your Scott All -Wave
erence of extremely particular listeners, the world over. laboratory
standards.
in full anticipation of
It has become the radio of Kings and Presidents-of Superheterodyne circuit.
lengths
15-550 meters. Twelve
hearing London, Paris
American Consuls abroad and of Foreign Consuls here- tubes.
Pre -selector R. F.
me. Three I. F. stages.
Rome! Your set will
or
of music masters -of broadcasting stU:.ublc
push -pull audio.
be tested on actual rey matched speaker.
stations who use it to pick up short Perfectl
All evils treated to with ception from one of the
t nd climatic extremes.
wave transmissions for re- broadcast- Chassis
VK3ME
amplifier
stations in these counand it has become the dependable in- chromiumand
plated.
AUSTRALIA
tries before shipping.
strument of radio broadcast advertisers
who need a receiver with a wide daytime Order it too, in full belief that you will hear Germany,
range and with tonal capability by France, Holland, Australia, Indo-China, South America,
which the quality of advertising broad- Central America, Cuba, and the other strange places
casts may be accurately checked. And you've always wondered about. You'll hear them with
its owners have written enough prais- your Scott All -Wave-and with perfect clarity and exact
E. II. SCOTT
ing letters about this receiver to fill six tone! Then remember, your Scott All -Wave is guaranPie peer Builder of
Wudd Record Receivers big volumes! Think! Not six volumes of
teed for five full years against defect in material or workmanship-the broadest, most completely protective
satisfaction,
expressing
mere
ordinary testimonial letters,
but rampantly enthusiastic letters that tell of loud, clear, guarantee ever placed on radio equipment.
perfect reception from stations 7,000 to 10,000 miles
Result of Round -the-World Research
away. They're letters from American owners who tune
in Europe and the Orient as fancy dictates. And there The Scott All -Wave was not designed to be just a good
are letters from foreign owners, men and women located receiver for domestic reception. Instead, it was designed
at all points of the globe, who listen to America and and built especially for foreign reception, by an engineer
other far-off lands with their Scott All -Wave receivers. who has made 3 complete trips around the globe to study
Scott owners living in every state in the Union have radio conditions -and overcomes the difficulties heretowritten, just to tell us that the Scott All-Wave they fore encountered in such work. Perfected for reception of
purchased, gives them more than the results we promised foreign stations, the Scott All -Wave automatically became
them -more than we arc promising you here. And people the most efficient receiver possible to bu y,for domestic work.

The E. H. SCOTT RADIO LABORATORIES,
(Formerly Scott Transformer Co.)

4450 Ravenswood Avenue

Dept. C3

INC.

Chicago, Ill.
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FOREIGN RECEPTION...
VK2ME TOO LOUD

LSX
SOUTH
AMERICA

Sunday morning I was listening to what I thought was a station
in U. S. A., when in comes the call-letters. VK2ME, Sydney,
Australia. and I only had the volume control turned about
half on. Vet it was too loud for room reception. I could not
quite believe all the testimonials I read about the Scott.
All -Wave, but results this morning have removed all my
doubts that. the Scott is the King of all radio sets.
B. Firmer, Mich.

'

EUROPE LIKE LOCAL

I

am getting England. Italy and France. good
as local stations on just an inside aerial.
B. Leger. Mass.

CUBA HEARS CHICAGO
The Scott Receiver is just what we need here

in Cuba. On the long wave we have had over
50 stations in U. S.; on the short waves, I
have had Schenectady. Pittsburgh, Boston,
Chicago, etc. Also Italy, with as much volume
as I get Pittsburgh.
B. Chiba,. Cuba.

GREECE HEARS THEM ALL
Performance on the set has been very satisfactory. Have been receiving London, Budapest, Prague, and Belgrade, Poulouse. Barce-

'

ELBOtORNE

et,\

lona. etc., and a score of unknown stations.
M. D. Cenerales, Greece

i
i/
t
í-

HAWAII LIKES SCOTT

In a 6 months test.

Station FIICD. Indo-China, comes in every
night as clear as a hell, while w2XAF, I can
tune in any time of the day they are on the air.
E. Bernard, Hawaii.

ing twa transmitted
from VK3Mf, Melbourne, Australia, sas
logged and recorded

The Scott All -Wave Receiver is far beyond
my expectations. So far I have logged London.
Romanapoli, Radio Colonial France, Moscow,
Russia. Saigon, Indo-China, and Japanese
stations on short wave.
R. A. Balanquit, P. I.

(June 6 'toDec. 5'193/)
every program except-

with loud speaker
volume in Chicago
Just a few of
the letters that
have come in from
all over the world. Read
them -then send the coupon.
NEW ZEALAND. REGULARLY
Have had 5 nights consecutive reception of complete
program from 2VA, Wellington, New Zealand. One
night I had them for nearly 34 hours, using an aerial
only 49 ft. kng
A. R. Miller, Calif.

CONNECTICUT HEARS EGYPT

Reception on short wave nothing short of marvelous.
I picked up the Belgenland, in Alexandria Harbor,
Egypt. Australia comes in as loud as a local.
i. B. Tracy, Coni,.

THE PHILIPPINES, TOO

ITALY LIKE LOCAL
The performance is simply wonderful. The
same day the set arrived I got Italy as cleat
and strong as though it were a local station.
R. Collazo, Porto Rico.

ILLINOIS
HEARS THE WORLD

I have had Big Ben. Chelmsford, England; Grand Opera,
from 12RO. Rome, Italy; the Marsellaise, from EVA, France, and the
Laughing Jack Ass, from VK2ME, Sydney,
Australia. I am writing to express to you my
greatest thrill since I began twisting the dials.
G. Bermel, Illinois.

PORTO RICO GETS ENGLAND
Daylight reception of English. French, and
Italian stations is constant with loud speaker
volume. They come in with a bang.
J. M. Lieber, Porto Rico.

RECORDED AUSTRALIA

SIAM HEARS EUROPE

Last Saturday night I received VK2ME, Australia, loud
enough to make a record of it. It suddenly gave me a
thrill to hear the announcer say "The time is 20 minutes
to 4. Sunday afternoon.' when it was 20 minutes to
12 Saturday night here.
J. R.
Miss.

END COUPON

r full
fParticulars
f

Read a few of the letters from the six big
volumes of praise. They're reproduced on
this page. Then send coupon for the whole story of the Scott
All- Wave -for particulars of the advanced design and precision
engineering and custom construction which make its sensational
performance possible. You'll be surprised, too, at its moderate
price. Clip the coupon-mail at once.

Although in a reputed bad location I have
logged Chelmsford. Rome, Holland, Paris,
and U. S. A. stations with fine volume.
W. Knox, Siam.

F.. 11. SC(ITr R %lll(t LABORATORIES, Inc.
Ravenswood Ave., Dept. C3, Chicago, Ill.
Send me full details of the Scott All -Wave
SET BUILDER
DXER
DEALER

IIE
4450

.Vamt_____._._._.._

Stretf..

°------ --

-
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-- --
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sestro New 11-Tube

Easy
Terms
Pay as you Play Your
Mid -west! Terms as low as

-

$5.00 Down

Push -Pull Pentode Power Output Tubes
Multi-Mu Screen Grid Tubes -Real Autothe Latest Immatic Volume Control
provements That Give Amazing Clarity, Perfect Tone, Split -Hair Selectivity and Sensitivity
Never Before Heard Of!

-All

RADIO-FANS! Just what you've been looking for! A powerful, new 11 -tube radio at an unbelievable low price. And what
a radio! Two Push -pull pentode power output tubes with twice
the power and four times the sensitivity of ordinary 45's -and three
Multi -Mu tubes, together with a -24 first detector, gives you SIX

SCREEN GRIDS. These six screen grids, together with the -27 oscillator, second detector first A.F., and automatic volume control -the -80
fifteen
tubes -gives a total of ELEVEN TUBES, with reception equal to
supera perfectly balanced, non -oscillating. non -radiating,
ordinary tubes
that
heterodyne TE.V- TUNED circuit with real .4utomatic Volume Control
holds those powerful locals down to the same volume as the distant stations
and counteracts that annoying fading on weak stations.

-in

With Specially
Mdlched Id me
DYNAMIC SPEAKER

FREE
TRIAL

- \fu tules,
a band -pass or pre- selector stage, together with Multi
eliminates
makes this radio actually surpass 10 K.C. selectivity. .absolutely
those noisy singing "birdies" and annoying cross
You'll be positively amazed and delighted
talks.
when you see this sensational new set, hear the
beautiful mellow, cathedral tone -know what it mean.
'to have that pin -dot selectivity and unequaled

The use of

TERMS

as low as

sensitivity.

$5.00
W `T

Don't
30 DAYS FREE.
Mail coupon right now for ama:
ing FREE trial offer and complete details. You'll

-TRY IT

De convinced
send a penny.

Deal Direct with Big
Mid -West Factory
-Save

Rush the coupon for big. beautiful
catalog that Illustrates the complete
line of M li) -wEsr console cabinet:.
All new all different. all price,) to
You ll gasp
save you 3u: to 5o(j.
the
you
when
with admiration
vast select Ion of wbeauty, style and
grace that Is crafted into every MIDWEST Console. The catalog Is FREE
doesn't coal you a penny! Rush
the coupon -NOW!

-it

decide.

Save up to 50 per cent

DEPT. 59

in

buying direct from factory -insure
satisfaction -deal direct with the
world's veteran radio builders
MlI)- \VEST.
And don't forget
every MID- \\'EST outfit is backed
by an absolute guarantee of satisfaction. You take no risk.

MID -WEST RADIO
CINCINNATI

be surprised.

Big Pay for USER AGENTS
If

Never before in the history of radio
has such a powerful set been offered
at Mid-West's amazing low price.
Deal direct with the big MID-WEST
Save the jabber's profit.
factory.
Your outfit will reach you splendidly
packed, rigidly tested with everything in place ready to plug in.
Entertain yourself
No assembling!
for 30 days absolutely FREE, then

Complete Line of
Consoles

s,

Middlemen's Profits

-

--

CORP.

OHIO

you are interested in making RIG MON EY in
spare tinte for just showing your MII)- \\-E"t'
Radio to friends and neighbors. then check
the coupon and mail it immediately
Special
for complete detail..
guarantee and FREE trial

`0,`vs
O

eliminates
Your big
opportunity
offer
oink.

Hurry!
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-
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"Takes the Resistance Out of Radio"
Editorial Offices, 96.98 Park Place. New York, N. Y.

UNEXPLORED RADIO
By HUGO GERNSBACK
While radio phenomena of this kind have often been
stressed. and while engineers have a vague idea as
to how it all originates, yet, I do believe that if a little
time and energy are used to work out the actual physics
of such phenomena, an entirely new radio art might
evolve in time. Nature is full of such "stunts.' if
only we might take advantage of them.
I spoke of the crystal detector before. While, of
course, the vacuum tube is easier to handle, the "lowly"
crystal still has its inherent qualities that will some day
bring it back to its former popularity if it is properly
"engineered." The crystal detector is full of mysteries
as yet unsolved by radio engineers.
As every radio man knows, there is nothing really
superior to the crystal detector when it comes to quality.
What all of them do not know, however, is that the
crystal has frequently been an excellent distance- getter,
and there have been many verifications of this. For no
known reason at all, the crystal, whose limit is usually
about 15 to 25 miles, has been able to bring in signals
from distances up to 300 miles.
Of course, the "wise" radio man will point out that
this must be "freak" reception, and let it go at that,
but when the sanie "freak" reception is duplicated hundreds of times they are no longer "freaks" but become
pretty normal.
I proved this years ago in my Into-flex circuit where
I coupled a crystal to the grid of a vacuum tube. Taken
alone, the crystal could not bring in stations more than
15 miles away. With the detector tube alone, the receiver could not bring in signals for a greater distance
either. The two together (the tube now being used as
an audio amplifier) brought in regularly stations as
far as a thousand miles distant, and I can still duplicate
this experiment today at will, bringing in stations on
a 100 -foot aerial from 500 to 1000 Hiles on any good
receiving night.
Here then, is another radio mystery that needs exploring and that perhaps will lead us somewhere into
something that we do not know today.
The trouble is that we take our present -day radio
instrumentalities too much for granted. The chances
are that we are working along entirely wrong lines. and
it might behoove us to try a new path in order to gain
knowledge which we do not possess today.

THERE are some people

in the radio profession
who feel that we know quite a good deal about
our diverse radio instrumentalities, that we have
explored practically everything, and that radio
is now a pretty well "settled" art.
Nothing could be more erroneous than this. As a
matter of fact, everything in the whole radio art is so
new, that we may safely say that not even the surface
has been scratched. We may also safely predict that
radio, as we shall have it, say fifty years hence. will
be something totally different from what we have today.
It was thus with the electrical art. When it started,
batteries were the only source of power known then,
later on. everyone used D.C. generators ; while today,
we are all coming to alternating current.
With radio, the parallel is far greater because, as yet,
we have not even found the best instrumentalities for
it. Our tubes are still crude affairs -marvelous as
they are. If you compare present -day tubes with those
of 1914. and then try to imagine what tubes (if we
shall have tubes) will look like thirty years hence, you
are apt to wonder.
Take, for instance, our present -day detector tube. It
is woefully inadequate (with regard to quality) and,
compared to the crystal detector, it is exceedingly poor.
This has lead a Western experimenter to substitute a
crystal for a detector tube in his television set, with
astonishingly better results in the quality of the received
image.
But there are other things in radio of which we know
practically nothing. Ever so often, we read of radio
ghosts, explanations for which our best engineers are
unable to supply. Suddenly, a frying pan, a faucet or
a bed spring will emit music loud and clear. Evidently
if is possible to have radio reception by totally different
means than those which we are using today.
In New England recently. a frying pan started to
emit music to the astonishment of the housewife. Perhaps you can say there was an aerial and ground in
this instance. but what was the detector, and where
was the amplifier? Yet, music there was, and evidently
our best engineers today are unable to regularly produce music with such means. As usual, nature goes
us one better and causes its own natural instrumentalities to (lo the same thing that we do in a most roundabout manner.
;
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Communication between sub ships above has been attempted

the system described by the
way communication is derived

The under -sea loud -speaker "shuck" to the hull of

a

submarine.

Submarine Hull Is
marine and the sound waves pass through the
thin film of water separating them front the
particular hull plate to which the device is attached.
Before offering It technical description of the surface and undersea apparatus, let me give you a few of the high -lights of their
functions and methods of operation. Later on, a detailed explanation will elaborate further the photographs and drawing accompanying this article.

GEORGE JAMES

IIF.NEVER man descends under the By
ocean's surface, he wants assurance on
two points: first, that he will ascend again safely; anal,
second, that in the event mishap befalls him, he will be
able to converse with those above who are seeking to rescue him
from the engulfing waters.
These two considerations are of paramount importance and any
means to minimize the dangers involved will further the public's
confidence in submarine work. The importance of submarines in
times of peace or war is not to be denied.
With the first consideration we are not technically concerned,
although were it possible for guarantees to be made that no submarine ever would be trapped un the Ii ittnm of the scat, life -saving
:uu1 communications apparatus would not be required.
With the hatter, however, anyone familiar with subtarines and
their frailties must he concerned; and it is interesting to not
that the t'. S. Navy has given its submarine squadrons and their
rescue vessel, and mother ship a cambination underwater radio
and telephone that offers more peace of mind to submarine crews
than any communications device
yet perfected.
ARMATURE
CASING
ELECTROSimply and briefly, the device
MAGNET
COIL \
consists of a portable transmitter - receiver that operates
storage batteries on the fi
fr
deck of any rescue vessel (shown li
in Fig. .\), several hundred feet
of cable and a flat -sided round
underwater reproducer that attaches itself magnetically to the
metal Intl of a sunken submarine,
as illustrated in Fig. B.
Thus, direct contact is at once
made and not made. While cap
screws on the reproducer touch
the submarine physically, the
diaphragms-the heart of the reproducer-do not touch the sub-

DIAPHRAGM -

The component ports of the

Locating the "Sub."
Suppose a submarine, having submerged during n morning run,
does not appear within an hour after its scheduled time for emerging from the green sea. Its squadron sets up a search, utilizing
underwater radio sound apparatus; lookouts scan the sea for
revealing oil blotches; grapnels drag the bottom in the vicinity
where the submarine was last known to be.
Now, suppose they have found her through any of these methods.
A rescue vessel steams overhead and drops anchors. Over the
side, swaying as the surface ship rolls in the swells, the underwater
reproducer is lowered away. The
200 -pound metal piece disappears
beneath the waves. As the cable
FIE uO
TERMINAL
TI-16E
POLE
lowers it, an operator sits at the
deck apparatus as in Fig. A, his
ears encased with telephones. his
ELECTROmouth close by a broadcasting
MAGNET
COIL
transmitter, one finger holding
down the "press -to -talk" button.
etic qualities of the
The magnetic
reproducer attract it to any magnetic substance in its vicinity,
and soon the operator hears a
metallic "ping' as it makes contact, and immediately he engages
COIL
SPACERS
in two-way conversation with the
trapped crew. Now. the beauty
of the apparatus lies in the fact
Fig E
that all power is supplied from
undo r -sea speaker are well illustrated.
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marines in distress and rescue
from almost every angle. In

author, all power for twofront the rescue ship above.

Fig. C.

CG

Entrapped ere;, communicating with rescue ship above.

Mike" and Reproducer

The submarine supplies no current, nor does it possess any
apparatus needed in einupleting contact and circuit. The hull
acts as an acoustical receiver, and the crew, by raising their voices,
can talk with ease to the operator above.
When I.t. W. M. Tinsley, navy radio materiel officer, and Philip
T. Russell, associate radio engineer, completed experiments with
the apparatus, the sets were supplied to the various rescue vessels
above.

with the several fhem. They now are available for conversation
with American suhui, nines no matter where they might go down.
As set forth in the report and instructions e piled by Lt.
'l'insley and ßír. Russell, and as further elaborated at San Diego,
('alif., by officers of the Twelfth Submarine Division, under command of Capt. W. L. Friedell, through whose courtesy these diag -ants and photographs are reproduced herewith, a technical description of the apparatus and its functions follows:

r
General Theory of Operation
the speaker is lowered to the sub, the self-contained electromagnet maintains contact between the reproducer and the hull of
the submarine. Sound energy as spoken into the microphone is
transferred through the power amplifier to an A.C. coil in the
speaker which in turn vibrates both diapluragnis on the underwater
rip runliwer. The nearer diaphragm transmits the sound through
the intervening water space of about one -quarter inch to the metal
Lull plates which in turn are set in vibration in such a way as
to generate sound waves to the air space within the built. That
is, the hill acts as all acoustical receiver. The voices of men inside
the hull in turn vibrate the hull plates in the vicinity of the tinder vcater reproducer, which carries these sepulchral voices from the
bottiiiil of the sea up to the vessel whose crew is attempting to
rescue them, as in Fig. C.
'l'hese vibrations pass through the water to the nearer diaphragm
of the speaker, which in turn produces more lineal oscillatory
motion of the armature tube inside the speaker so as to generate
electrical energy in the A.C. coil. This coil, when `listening," is
connected to the input of the two -stage amplifier, thus giving
enough energy in the 'phones Hain ped to the operators ears so
as to complete two -wav conversations from the deck of the rescue
ship down the cable and through the water and metal walls of
the submarine.
The design of the reproducer is such as to anticipate its use in

After

all kinds of diving operations.
Practical use of the underwater telephone has demonstrated to
navy experts that the diaphragm should not actually touch the

Fig. A.

Operator on rescue ship talking to men in

a

trapped "sub."

(Continued

on

page 552)
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PERMEABILITY
RECORDI \G
A new method of recording sound on wire by varying
the permeability of the wire in phase with the sound
to be recorded.

By PHILLIP BERNSTEIN
BEFORE beginning our discourse per taining to a new means of sound-

producer moves back and forth in a horizontal position. This method is the most
widely used, both in ordinary records and

recording, let us briefly review sonic
phases and details of the present and
near -past arts of sound- recording, broadcasting and reproduction.
Since that great inventor, Thomas A.
Edison, first commercialized his phonograph,
the methods of recording and reproducing
sound have changed very little, with the
exception of sound -on -filin. Of course, we
now have the use of vacuum -tube amplifiers,
high -quality microphones and pickups, and
fine loud- speakers. However, the same bulky
composition discs are used to a large extent
with either the hill- and -dale, or the duolateral cut.
The Edison records make use of the hill and -dale cut, which utilizes a constant- spiral,
or a constant -screw track which varies in
depth according to the sound impressions.
The pickup or mechanical reproducer is
then constantly varied in a vertical motion
as the needle point moves up and clown
within the sound track. The duo-lateral
cut, on the other hand, has a sound track
of constant depth but which varies from
side to side, according to the sound impression.
In the latter method, the pickup or re-

in

tal'ing

PRESSURE.

sort, although widely discussed at the time
its patent was granted, should be so quickly
forgotten. In fact, it has been rediscovered and reinvented a dozen times since.
The telegraphone is a method of recording sound on wire, disc, or tube by magnetic means. In brief, a steel wire, No. 28
B & S gauge, passes between the pole pieces
of a magnet which is energized by a solenoid which, in turn, is energized by a microphone or an amplifier. The steel wire then
retains a magnetic record which is reproduced when the wire is passed again through
the pole pieces, this time with a pair of
head -phones or an amplifier and loudspeaker attached to the solenoid.
'l'he objectionable feature of this system
of recording is that the magnetic impressions begin to expand, especially the higher
frequencies. In a day or two, the record
is almost indistinguishable except for the

e
o

t
4

-INERT GAS"TANK TO
REPLENISH SUPPLY OF GAS.
A SLIGHT AMOUNT OF
WHICH IS LOST THROUGH
COOLING.
RECORDING

RECORDING
ELECTRODES OF
IRIDIUM OR
TUNGSTEN

ëu: 3r+.nr=`-`sxziZ3'

szu

CHAMBER

Moo

?ILslti.9`,Sc:i`iF..:`iy
HEATING
CHAMBER

f

f

COOLING CHAMBER
FILLED WITH
POWDERED LIME

PYROMETER NEAT INDICATING
INSTRUMENT CONSISTS
bt

The amplifier used by the author during the
recording process.

The Telegraphone
Some t'
about the year 1900, V. Poulsen invented his famous telegraphone. It
seems strange that an invention of this

BOTH HEATING AND
RECORDING CHAMBERS.

FILLED WITH INERT GAS
AT ATMOSPHERIC

movies.

LIQUID CHAMBER TO
PREVENT ESCAPE
OF INERT GAS.

Fig.

O

CONNECTEO TODALE
GALVANOMETER

1

Schematic circuit showing the patk of the wire during the process of recording. The two rollers
heat the retire above its critical temperature before the actual recording begins.

lower frequencies, the higher ones having
entirely disappeared.
Some earnest investigators have tried to
improve upon the Poulsen telegrapkone, but
the consensus of opinion seems to be that
its fundamental and original faults cannot
be overcome. The magnetic record simply
will not stay permanent.
From London and Berlin, in 1929, we received reports that the Ludwig Blattner
Picture Corp., Ltd., of London, and the
Telegraphie Patent Syndikat of Berlin, associated companies, had succeeded in demonstrating talking emotion- pictures with the
sound record reproduced from magnetic
wire. No reports have been received since
then, although, at the time, it was claimed
a more permanent magnetic record was
produced.
What the industry needs at present is
a record that will run one hour, two hours,
or a whole day, without interruption!
A full hour's program for the home, be
it sound or television or both, is one of the
possibilities that may he secured by reoording wire.
The author, for many years, has given
Ihonght to such a system and has realized
the faults of l'oulsen's method. A new
theory along those lines was then developed.
Variable Permeability Recording

In a nutshell, what we propose to do is
to vary the permeability or "magnetic resistance" of a steel wire, and this will he
done with heat.
Annealing is a heating and cooling operation of a material in the solid state. Among
the purposes are the following: (a) remove
gasses; (h) remove stresses; (c) induce
softness; (d) alter ductility, toughness, and
electrical, magnetic or other properties; (e)
refine time crystalline structure.
Head item (d) of the ahoye paragraph
and you will understand what we propose
to do; but not exactly by annealing as
ordinarily practiced.
(Continued on page 553)
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The Positive-Grid Tube
The high output required in public address work may now be
secured by the use of a new positive -grid power tube capable of
delivering 20 watts of undistorted output.
By LOUIS MARTIN
N public address work, where relatively

siderably before the same amount of heating
of the plate occurs. It should be recalled
at this time that when the plate current
through a load resistor is doubled, the power
developed in that load is increased four
times. 'l'hus, an ;nullifier, biased as described above, may be made to develop
considerable power output with the same
plate -heating as compared with one operated as a class "A" amplifier. This is exactly what the new positive-grid tube, illustrated in Fig. A, is designed to do.

large power outputs are required, recourse must be made to the use of
several tubes in a push -pull or parallel
push -pull connection in Order to secure the
desired output. For such work, amplifiers
are usually operated on the straight portion
of the grid voltage -plate current curve in
order to obtain an output that resembles
the input in wave shape. When so operated,
amplifiers are said to be of the class "A"
type.
The main disadvantage of class ".t" amplifiers is that a maximum efficiency of only
50 per cent may be secured -and this with
the load impedance equal to the internal
impedance of the tube. As is well known,
any change of load impedance from this
optimum value results in a decrease in efficiency.
Furthermore, even with only 50
per cent efficiency, the output is not free
from harmonics, and therefore the load impedance is usually made twice the tube's
impedance in order to reduce the harmonic
content of the output.

Technical Details
The plate current -grid voltage curve of
the tube is illustrated in Fig. 2. Note that
the plate current at zero bias is very small
for all practical purposes, zero. :%t A is
shown the static, and at 11 the dynamic,
characteristic of the tube. At C is shown
the grid- current curve; at high values of
applied voltage, it becomes quite appreciable.
'1'0 secure an output similar tu that at It,
Fig. 2, the plate- current cut-off at zero bins
must be very sharp. To secure this condition, the tube is constructed with two concentric grids, the inner une being coarse
in comparison with the outer one.
diagrammatic :arrangement of the elements in,
the tube is .shown in Fig. 3.\, and in Fig.
313 are shown the socket connections.
'l'he characteristics of the tube are as
follows: Fil,tnient voltage, 2.5 volts; filament current, 1.75 amps.; Egl and Egg,
zero (both being connected together outside the tube); plate voltage, 300 volts;
plate cureta t, nearly zero; plate load, 1250
ohms; undistorted output, 20 watts; maximum peak grid -input voltage, 35 volts; total

-

.

The Positive -Grid Tube

In some types of transmitting stations,
the amplifier tubes are so biased that no
plate current flows when the carrier is not
uuubdateil. When the grid suirigs positive,
the plate current rises to a high value, but
when it swings negative, the plate current
remains at zero. 'Flic :action is thus similar
to that of a rectifier, and is illustrated in
Fig. 1. When so operated, an amplifier is
said to be of the class "B" type.
This method of operating an auuplifier has
several advantages and disadvantages. First,
because the plate current flows for only half
a cycle, it is distorted and special menus
must he employed to eliminate the harmonies that are present when the plate
current is distorted. Second, since the grid
of a tube that is so operated only functions
during the positive portion of the grid
voltage, the amount of grid current that
may flow may be excessive and result in
serious distortion of the grid voltage. The

Fig. A
The positive -grid tube.

distortion (including 2nd, art, 1411 and 5th
harmonics) 10 per cent.
\s the load im-

main advantage of the method is that, since
Olt, current flows link during the positive
portion of the cycle, the amount of heat that
is generated per :round is mach less than
if plate current flowed during the entire

pedance is increased to 25011 ohms, the distortion increases to 90 per cent.

.

second.

Adaptations
This tube is primarily designed for public
ddru ss work, :und when used fur such purposes, is designed to be driven by a '41
tube as illustrated in l''ig. 4. Normally, the
signal .oltage appearing across the primary
11f the umtpnl transformer of a ' +5 tube
is about tu volts (peak). In order to drive
the positive -grid tube, which requires a peak
voltage of hut 33 volts, the audio transformer '1'1 coupling the two tubes to list be
Nlrp- clown, and have a ratio of about -4 to 1.
The secondary of this transformer roust also
have a low innpednnce in order to minirni :e
grid distortion. 'Che output transformer
'1'2, feeding into a dynamic speaker having
a voice -coil impedance of 10 ohms, should
have a ratio of 11 to 1.
a

This latter condition means that the plate
current tbnt van be mole to flue during
the positive half -cycle can be increased con1

I

'45

TI

POS. GRIDTUBEI

T2 OUTPUT TRANS

VOICE

(COIL

}

4

STEP DOwN

DRO.

AC. TRANS.

REPRODUCER

Fig. 4
schematic eireu it of the moieties

iI

;eh ich

the positive-grid tube is to be ro,, aerted.

(('out in nett on page 5.54)
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The Latest in

RADIO EQUIPMENT
fication, \'1, serves the primary function

of satisfactorily matching into the input circuit of any radio broadcast receiver, the
tuned circuits and associated tubes of which
become additional I.F. stages succeeding
V4 in the converter. The recommended

I.F. is

Fig. A
l'ictus of the new 1931 -32 .National
Short- II'avc Converters. The model
.\C -5
(metal cabinet) and .NC -53l (mahogany-finish cabinet) are
illustrated. Front and rear chassis

tiers

are shoran.

57.5

kc.

Interwound inductances (that is, primary
and secondary coils wound together) are
used, and the six individual tuning steps
required to cover the entire tuning band
(ordinarily accomplished with plug -in coils)
are conveniently obtained by operating a
small knob on the panel. 'Phis, in turn,
works a switching system which moves two
arms across two sets of contacts; these are
located on opposite ends of the chassis, as
shown in the illustrations. (Circuit align ing condensers also. are located on these
two panels.) An index of the particular
lwo- winding inductance in use is the color
of the ill ' ation of the main tuning drum;
at the sauce time, the approximate frequency setting of the receiver is thus
indicated.

AN EFFICIENT SHORT-WAVE
ADAPTER
MODERN short-wave adapters are
not to be confused with the older
instrument designs which gave the
field of short -wave adapter operation such a poor naine amongst broadcast
listeners who had been inveigled to purchase instruments built in accordance with
earlier technique.
Of course, the short -wave fan was well
aware of the latent possibilities of such
devices, and accordingly he made generous
allowances for operation below par.
Among the foremost short -wave adapters
designed in accordance with the latest advances in the short -wave field is the new
National 1931 -32 5 -Tube Short-Wave Converter; in Fig. A is illustrated the I)e Luxe
Models NC -5 (metal cabinet) and NC-5-M
(mahogany- finish cabinet), and in Fig. 1,
schematic circuit of these receivers.
Variable-nu tubes are used in the first
R.F. and oscillator stages. The wavelength
range is 15 to 185 meters, as indicated in
the tuning graph, Fig. 2.
First -detector-oscillator interlocking has
been overcome by coupling the cathode circuits of these two tubes, as indicated in the
(This method of coupling was
diagram.
discussed at considerable length in the constructional article, "'l'he 'Antipodes' Short \Cave Super Converter," which appeared in
the October, 1931 issue of RAnro-CRArr.)

Undesirable "dead spots" in the tuning
spectrum have been avoided by correct coil
placement.
Due to a harmonic action in
the input circuit, which includes an S.F.
choke coil, 1., a high -impedance grid circuit is obtained without the use of a sharplyresonant circuit; at the same time, the antenna de- tuning effect is not reflected into
the sharply tuned, and accurately -aligned
circuits which follow.
A power pack, entirely shielded from the
remainder of the converter, supplies all the
required potentials.
The single stage of high -gain I.F. auupli-
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Fig. 2
Calibration curves of the .National short -suave
receiver.
.Note the parallelism of the various
tuning curves.
.001-

MF.

the

Fig.

1

Circuit diagram of the
short-wave converter pictured above. One stage
of LF., incorporated in
the unit. results in increased sensitivity and
stability.
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The latest devices are described here for the trade,
Service Man, and home constructor. Follow this
department from month to month for descriptions
of the latest equipment used in the radio field.

The central knob of course controls the
tuning drum; the small knob on the left
operates the off-on switch.
'l'he tuning graph, Fig. 2, clearly shows
the manner in which one tuning range overlaps the next one; the ingenious, rotating
pilot -light color -drum identifies the coil

PROFESSIONAL RADIO TESTSET COMBINATION

colors.
This short -wave converter (available for
60- or 25 -cycle operation, and 110 or 220 V.)
is remnuuended to those who wish a modern
device, incorporating new "wrinkles" in
converter design, for the reception of D\
stations, via the standard 200-to- 550 -meter
(1,500 -500 kc.) broadcast receiver. 'l'he
Models NC-5 and NC -5 -M Short-Wave Converters are manufactured by the National
Co., Inc.

Fig. D
the .Intenaplex for store use.

C
A portable

RADIO MAGAZINE BINDERS

set-analyzer, oscillator and power
unit for the eont'eience of .Service Men.

Fig. C is illustrated the new Pattern

Professional Combination. This set
of test units, which includes a Pattern "444"
Set Analyzer, a compact oscillator (very
similar to the Pattern "56:3 "), and a power
unit that supplies power for testing all tubes
independently of a receiving set, is designed
for that rapidly-growing number of radio
Service Slen who consider their work in
the light of a profession. This combination
test unit is adequate for making all tests
and adjustments on any receiver.
The analyzer and oscillator may be removed from the carrying case for convenient
use in the shop or in the customer's home.
The Pattern "531" Professional Combination is manufactured by the Jewell ElecIIN"531"

Fig. B
The Radio Library series of binders suitable
for individual use. .ln embossed cover lends
richness to their appearance.

vacuum -tube pre -amplifier and multiple distribution system -the " Antenaplex," an interference-free method of installation.
Previously, this method of "centralized"
installation has not been available to the
independent Service Man wishing to install
the apparatus in apartment houses, hospitals, and other new or existing structures
where multiple radio reception is desirable.
'l'he new " Antenaplex Kit" makes available
to these men sill of the apparatus necessary
for one complete installation capable of
serving any 10 broadcast receivers with exceptional antenna facilities.
In the kit are found the following items:
one intensifier box, No. It F-5001; one antensifier No. RF- 501)2; 100 ft. cabloy No.
ltF -5050; 100 calloy clamps, No. RF -5055;
10 taplets, No. RF-5031; 10 radio outlet
flush plates, No. RF- 5634; and one terminet,
No. 5091.

This Antenaplex kit is manufactured by
RCA-Victor Co.

MOTOR RAI)l() SUPPRESSOR KITS

trical Instrument Co.

1Rf

¡1OMI3INING originality

in design, richness in appearance, and convenience in
their use, the new Radio Library series of
binders, some of which are shown in Fig. B,
fills a decided need long felt by the reader
alto preserves magazines of interest, and
the technician who wants his data handy
for ready reference.
There is a binder, appropriately stamped
in gold for each of the popular radio nntgarines; and other hinders in the series, some
with "post" construction, are available for
Data Sheets, correspondence course lessons,
and technical leaflets. All of the binders
are perfectly matched; consequently, they
are suitable for the library shelf.
'l'he hinders are tan in color, and are made
of a washable, pigskin -grain material which
is embossed.
These binders are available from R.C.A.
Institutes, Inc., and are sold in single units
to meet individual requirements.

A MODERN ANTENNA KIT
THE words, "antenna kit," recall to the

1

SUPPRESSORS
MOTOR RADIO

mind of the average radio Service Man
a coil of copper wire, some

insulators,
ground clamp, some heavy rubber -covered
ground wire, and perhaps st run of silk covered lead-in wire; but the newest thing
in antenna equipment, the Antenaplex Kit.
Model RF -5000, illustrated in Fig. I), bear,
little resemblance to the previously described apparatus of earlier vintage. (It
includes an "intensifier lux," "cablov;'
"calloy clamps," " taplets," "outlet flush
plates," and a " terminet" The up- to-date
Service Man must familiarize himself with
these new terms.)
As described in the October, November,
and December, 1931 issues of Itento-Caer-r,
the most effective antenna installation, from
many standpoints, includes the use of a
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EI.EC'l'ItI(' noises generated by the clectrical system of the automobile and interfering with the enjoyment of the auto(Continued on page 555)
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Imp roving An AUTO

In this article, the author outlines some of the problems
that were encountered in the design of an automobile
receiver and describes the methods used to overcome
them. Just how he proceeded, makes interesting reading.

T

IIE trials

and tribulations of the
makers of automobile radio sets are
many; all too often the greatest

profits made from these sets have
accrued to the purveyor of hair dyes to
whom the harassed and grayed engineer has
finally been driven.
Recently it was the writer's pleasure ( ?)
to become acquainted with some of these
problems. The results of his labors are
embodied in the description of the set illustrated in Fig. A which is the basis of

this article.
Before taking up the constructional details of the set itself, a brief review of the
major difficulties to be ehcountered in this
field will perhaps be of interest. These are,
in the orderAn which they rank, as follows:
(1) The inadequacy of the signal pickup
system (i.e., the antenna and ground substitute) for furnishing a large signal input;
(2) The difficulty of obtaining a high gain
:n a very small set;
(3) The close voltage limits within which
the type '36 tubes must be held to secure
a maximum of efficiency (this is distinctly
at variance with the elauiuls made for the
tube which, supposedly, was designed to be
non -critical as to these factors);
(4) The difficulty of providing in an automobile set, where the leads are long, a satisfactory volume- control that shall operate
in the R.F. stages without introducing a loss
of amplification, audio howling, R.F. oscillation or tube blocking.
In solving these problems, it would also
be well if we could achieve an equality of
gain throughout the broadcast hand so that
our little automobile set would be in no
way inferior to its big brother, the home
radio set.

By OSCAR BLOCK
can do nothing to secure a good pickup in

moving car without adopting unsightly and
impractical expedients. Since our little set
a
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Fig. A
Photograph of the efficient automobile receiver
described by Mr. Block.
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nearly independent of battery fluctuations
than would otherwise be the case.
As to the volume- control circuit, we have
adopted a really simple expedient that at
once removes our control from any signal
circuit and allows us to operate our tubes
at their most critical point without in any
way increasing the fear of oscillation or
tube blocking.
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are fixed resistors;

11.2

is variable.

Any variation in 1t2 will change the current flow through the resistor network and,
of course, change the voltage drop through

the increased current flow through the circuit results in a simultaneous decrease of
the plate and screen -grid voltages, as well
as an increase in the negative grid bias;
in combination, these provide infallible volume- control. This means of control gets
away from time increase in plate and screen grid voltages which accompanies the conventional control -grid bias -variation methods
where the plate and screen-grid circuits are
fed through resistances.
Further, this method defeats the detection
which often results at low volume in an
R.F. stage when time screen -grid bias is re-

shall indeed have to be long on performance,
in it we shall incorporate high -gain high -primary- inductance R.F. coils, carefully isolated R.F. circuits, and the maximum of regeneration possible.
We shall do away with taps on our "B"
batteries and shall use, instead, a voltage dividing system; since by this method we
can hold our voltages within closer limits
and, once adjusted, our set shall be more

--a

,

and

each resistance. Thus, if the resistance of
112 is decreased to reduce the amplification,

Analyzing the Problems
Analysis of these factors at once rules
out the first item from consideration; we

-

Novel Volume -Control
Here
1, this circuit is outlined.
111, R2, R3, and R4 form a voltage- divider
circuit across the "II" supply. R1, 1t3,

In Fig.

il
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11111
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Fig. 3

Complete diagram of the auto receiver. The values of the resistors are such that practically no
changes in plate and screen -grid voltages resIt sullen the volume is changed.

Fig.

1

.4 novel method of volume control; resistor R2

is variable.

(Such detection is the result of low
current through the cathode resistance causAnother
ing tau -low control -grid bias.)
advantage of this method of control is that
howling, which sometimes comes as the result of the screen -grid's voltage becoming
close to that of the plate, is made impossible.
Such a condition is apt to occur when, as
the result of decreased screen -grid current
or increased plate current, the altered voltage drop through the filter resistances tends
to equalize the plate and screen -grid
duced.

voltages.
The smooth operation of this control is
no small factor in allowing the close voltage
settings which the type '36 tube requires for
peak operation and which no other simple
method can insure.

Uniform R.F. Gain
We have mentioned the desirability of
providing uniform over -all gain throughout
Mechanical means
the broadcast hand.
through movable primary coils could he
used but for the ideals of compactness and
(Continued on page 556)
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MULTIPLE DOUBLET ANTENNA (HIGH AND LOW
TO 30,000 KC.
` FREQUENCY

5,000

)

30

60 FT. WOOL

FT. 21 IN.

POLES

3

t
47 FT.
1
94 FT.

.1.

47 FT.
TO

{

TRANSMISSION

LINE

}O FT.
GO FT.
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SOFT.

The antenna system used
at the U. S. listening station is complete in every
detail, and is fully described in the accompanying description.

1

1

V

R
104

'

104 FT

FT.

y

104 FT.

.312 FT.

\B FT BETWEEN

1SFT.22IN.

INSULATORS

DOUBLETS

GALV

COUPLING CONDENSERS

WIRE ROPE

N9. e
ARO -

N? 14 HARD-

DRAWN

DRAWN COPPER

Fig. 2
The multiple doublet antenna system at Grand Island. Nebraska.
The
with a 410 -ohm resistor to prevent reflections.

lines are terminated

Monitor Station

U. S.

(Part II)
UCH thought was given to the
antenna systems. It was early
decided that if the station were
to cover international channels, it
s multi have many directional high- frequency
antennas, similar to those used by corumnnication companies. However, the Division
had a different problem on its hands than
most of these companies.
For the most
part, the 01 innnunication companies monitored only a few channels, while the Radio
Division proposed to monitor the whole
radio spectrum. For this reason, antennas
which were both nperiodic and directional
were needed, or else the cost would he
prohibitive.
A Beverage -type antenna was chosen to
cover the broadcast range from 550 to 1500
kc. This antenna as used at Grand Island
is a single wire 1400 feet long, suspended
on sixteen -foot poles spaced 100 feet apart.
It points to New York ('1ty. The operation
of this antenna depends upon the wave tilt.
The wave tilt, in turn, is dependent upon
frequency and Soil resistance. Every space wave can be vcctorially divided into two
components, commonly spoken of as hori-

150ETOR200FT

A

--11

60PDLET

W000
ES

INSULATORS

1

RZ- TRANSPOSED
TRANSMISSION

LINE

Fig. 3
Diagram

of the

'neumal

purpose"

used at Grand Leland.

antenna

TURNS N9 12 COPPER
12 D DRAWN. 12 INCH
SPACING BETWEEN TURNS
-

60 Cr WOOD

Island antenna was found to be 550 ohms.
This is illustrated in Fig. 1.

ROLES

Antenna Lengths

ALL WIRES CARP ED ON

SADDLE TYPE GLASS
INSULATORS

12 FT
CROSS ARMS

There are very definite lengths of anfor maximum signal anti uuaxin
directivity. These two do not usually- coincide, so that a compromise must be made.
The usual method of finding the correct
length for maximum signal is to set up a
constant-frequency,
constant- power-output
oscillator, some distance fr
the far end
of the antenna, :Ind use a vacuum -tuhe
voltmeter at the output of a receiver to
test for maximum signal with different
lengths of wire. 'l'he best length for directivity is then found by circling the antenna with the transmitter, using different
lengths of antenna. 'l'he proper value of
resistance is best found by setting the transmitter in the rear of the antenna and changing the resistance until a minimum signal
is noted.
As the length of antenna is shortened,
the rat III of horizontal to vertical pickup
approaches unity, and the antenna loses its
((Yoalieaed on palle .557)
tenna

2SOFT

LINE

CROSSARM
APPRON 10 FT '

LOWER

ABOVE

TRANSMISSION
LINE

GROUND

Fig. 4
The special loop antenna. Designed to corer
the frequency range from 10 to 100 ke.

xuntal and vertical. The horizontal component is more directional than the vertical.
'l'lu Beverage antenna has the property of
picking up the horizontal voltage component to a much greater degree than the
vertical. In very long antennas, this ratio
is about 100 to I.
As the space -wave advances over the
antenna, increments of horizontal voltage are
induced in each increment of wire. These
voltage increments travel along the wire at
very near the velocity of the space -wave.
Therefore, each one adds up in phase, and
the voltage wave on the wire reaches a maximum at the receiver end. The far end is
terminated in a resistance equal to the surge
impedance of the line so that back -end signals are dissipated, and prevented from being reflected back to the receivers.
'l'he
proper value of this resistance for the Grand

1400 FT

100ET-N1

/lóiT

i..
O

RECEIVER

(ARC.

oNMs

11

Mt,

3A F )

AVERAGE TYPE ANTENNA
FOR 350 TO 1500
RC OPERATION

Fig.

't

16

POLES

NE W
YO4K

1

The 1.400 -foot Beverage antenna used at the
U.S. listening station at Grand Island, Nebraska. It is terminated with a 550 -ohm resistor to prevent surges.
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A New S. -W. Receiver
A discussion of a new short -wave receiver embodying a
unique feature in oscillator tuning. A complete and
timely discussion of this receiver is given below.
A: the introduction of the eleven tuhe short -wave and broadcast
superheterodyne, known as the S -M
726SW, last June, it was felt that it
was the last word in short -wave -receiver design. In spite of its relative simplicity in relation to its performance, it was not as
simple as could be desired. Unfortunately, no
means was known of, even undeveloped,
which would permit of, for instance, a
simpler coil -selecting arrangement for the
short -wave bands; or which would permit
elimination of certain unpleasant, but not
really detrimental, sounds of the nature of
"burps" which occurred as the short -wave
dial was tuned because of a few unavoidable
reactions between harmonics of the broadcast and short -wave oscillators.
As no method was known for eliminating
these two drawbacks-they were only slightly unpleasant rather than really detrimental-it was believed that nothing better
could be hoped for.
Ilut in November 1931, during the course
of development work in an attempt to
devise a better, or at least a simpler, system, some experimenting was done with
While nothing
autodyne first -detectors.
satisfactory resulted, an idea was found
by Kendall Clough, which now fully worked
U1'1

President, Silver -Marshall, Inc.

By McMURDO SILVER*

of the autodvne's drawbacks, and is in no
sense related to the autodyne system, since
a separate and distinct detector
and oscillator with their separate tuned

it employs
out, bids fair to be one of the greatest
contributions to short -wave- receiver design
that has so far been found. It at once
simplifies the tuning of short -wave super ates most of the switchheterodynes, el'
ing necessary in sets not employing plug -in
coils, and dcxs away with all "burping" on
short -waves due to oscillator reactions. Six
months ago, this method had not even been
today. it is it practical, operadreamed
tive reality in several thousands of sets now

of-

in use.

While the autodyne detector system appears attractive at first glance, it has two
drawbacks which render it worthless in a
"super." The first is its absolute inability
to discriminate against image- frequency
interference, since every signal is impressed
directly on the one tuned circuit of the combined oscillator- detector tube. 'l'he second
drawback is that, since this circuit must be
tuned awl, y from the signal frequency by
the intermediate- frequency to produce the
necessary heterodyning action, and as on
short waves this I. F. will be quite high, much
loss of signal voltage results, particularly
on the lower signal frequencies. The autodyne action is quite simple-but the new
Clough system is equally simple, has none

circuits.

'l'he Clough scheme is to use only one
oscillator in the set, which must tune front
16.5 to 5.50 meters, or 18,000 to 550 ke.
Offhand, this sounds impossible, and it is,
for even the harmonics of the oscillator are
taw weak to be of direct use. The crux
of the idea lies in the use of a tube directly
coupled to the oscillator, which is so set
as to tune over the broadcast band of 550
te 1500 kc., this tube acting as a harmonic
generator and providing the necessary local
frequencies to heterodyne signals in the 16to 35-, 3.5- to (i.5 -, 65- to 100 -, and 100- to
200-meter short-wave bands.
This system results in only one permanently connected and aligned oscillator drcuit, the harmonic generator tube providing
the required heterodyne voltages for the
short -wave bands. A single selector- switch
knob gives a choice of five separate coils to
enable the first -detector to cover the four
short -wave and broadcast bands. In the
final embodiment, one dial tunes the broadcast band, this saune dial plus an auxiliary
trinuner tunes the short-wave hands, and
one five- position switch selects the five hands
at will.
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It May be well to allay skepticism before
describing the features of the system by
stating that the receiver illustrated and
described herewith, and embodying this new
system, shows a broadcast sensitivity on
the order of better than 2 to 3 microvolts
absolute input for standard output; absolute
10-kc. selectivity with no image- frequency
or cross -talk interference; n fidelity curve,
from antenna to ear, flat to a few decibels
from 40 to 4000 cycles; and 5 to 6 watts
of undistorted power output -so there oust
be merit to the Clough system, even if it
is brand new.
Choice of the I. F.

The salient points being many and closely
interrelated, it is a little difficult to present
them simply and concisely. One of the first
points, for example, apparently having
little bearing on the oscillator harmonic
generation idea, is the choice of intermediate
amplification frequency. Since only one is
used, as against two in the 726SW, for instance, it must be selected carefully with
respect to loth broadcast -band and shortwave operation. 'l'he ideal broadcast -band
intermediate-frequency of 175 kc. is almost
worthless below 200 meters, and the next
logical step is to 465 kc., which gives the
advantage of "one-spot" operation over all
but 2% of the broadcast band (1480 to
1500 ke.), as well as being very satisfactory
for short -wave reception. Using 465 ke. for
the I. F. simplifies image- frequency interference in the broadcast band to a point
where it can Iw handled nicely by one high
"Q" tuned circuit ahead of the first- detector,
as compared to the two tuned circuits invariably- needed with a 175 -kc. I. F. amplifier.
This is a considerable gain in simplicity,
but brings in another problem, that of I. F.
harmonic feed -back from the second or

529

audio detector, which will appear at multiples of the intermediate frequency, or 930
and 1395 kc. By careful arrangement of
parts and filtration, this can be eliminated,
and no "tweets" will be apparent on the

the I. F. of 465 kc., or from 1015 to 1965
kc. The oscillator is coupled to this I.1 coil
in a manner not shown in the diagram of
Fig. 1, for simplicity, and serves to heterodyne all broadcast signals to 465 kc. for the
I. F. amplifier. \%'hen so used, the harmonic
generator tube \'3 is not utilized. If the
band -selector switch is now turned to the
second I.1 coil, the useful tuning range of
the first -detector will be about 90 to 200
meters, and the oscillator is obviously useless to heterodyne signals in this range to
465 kc. But now the harmonic generator
tube \'3 is utilized, and its grid circuit,
directly coupled to the oscillator plate
circuit, is fed frequencies in the range of
1015 to 1965 kc. by the oscillator. \'3 is
biased well below its cut -off point so it
draws no plate current when not ed by
the oscillator, and acts as a rectifier or,
more properly, as a frequency multiplier.

broadcast dial at these frequencies.
Throughout the 550 to 1500 -kr. broadcast
band, the arithmetic selectivity is not as
high as might be desired, but it is adequate
with today's improved engineering tech -_
nique of I. F. amplification, and it is very
good on the short waves. .\ 465-k.c. I. F.
permits also of entirely adequate imagefrequency selectivity on short waves, the
frequency separation at 20 meters, for instance, of the two oscillator settings, serving to heterodyne a given signal, being 6%,
which may he satisfactorily discriminated
between by one high "Q" tuned circuit ahead
of the first -detector as has been proven
in practice.

.

In its plate circuit, therefore, will appear
a multitude of multiples of the oscillator
frequency, or harmonics, which will he pro-

The Harmonic Generator

Fig. 1 shows in diagrammatic form a
simplified example of the harmonic generatur arrangement used to produce the
short -wave heterodyne frequencies. Tube
\"I is the '24 screen -grid first- detector,
with its tuned input circuit represented
In five coils, all designated LI, selected by
the live -point switch to cover the five different bands, and tuned by the condenser Cl.
'l'ube V2 is the oscillator, L:3 representing
its plate, tank tuning, and grid coils. Tube
\':3 is the harmonic generator, across the
plate coils (1.2) of which are developed the
required short -wave heterodyne voltages,
the coils I.2 each being properly coupled
to the short -wave coils I.1.
For broadcast operation, one set of LI
coils covers the band of 5531 to 1500 k.c., and
the fu ndatitentnl oscillator range is therefore the soul of these limit frequencies plus

gressively weaker, as the harmonics increase.
In the discussion of this receiver (type
727) tube \'3 is referred to as a "harmonic
generator." In reality, it is a coupling tube
between the oscillator and the first detector.
Its presence is very desirable since it increases the stability of the oscillator, allows
the oscillator to be shielded from the rest of
the set, and stabilizes the output.
If the second harmonic of the oscillator
is now considered, it will be seen to he 2030
to :39:10 ke., from which we must subtract
the 465-kc. I. F. to determine what signal
frequencies it will satisfactorily heterodyne
in this set. We find that this range will 1w
1.565 to 3465 ke., or front just below 200
meters to about 87 meters. (There is apparently a gap of 6.5 kc. between the broadcast
band and the 90- to 200 -meter band, but
(Continued on page 559)
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Schematic circuit of the new Silvcr.11ar.rholl short --ware receiver.
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"harmonic generator" whose ou'Aut brats against flic incoming sig-

nal to product the intermediate frequency of 465 kr.
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Complete construction data for
a six -tube, screen -grid automobile receiver. The new
automotive tubes are used in
a circuit of high efficiency.
This receiver is recommended
for those who desire to "roll
their own."

o` 0,
kffi
co-141-1-114
..»

,
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'rCF,J .,
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UNDERSIDE
Fig.

1

.9boe, is illustrated the schematic circuit of the very versatile automotive receiver described by
the a,dtor.
Top and under views arc also shows.

The "Screen -Grid 6"
Modern Automotive Receiver
MANY recent developments in automobile radio-set design have been
incorporated in the "Screen -Grid
Six" automotive receiver. Furthermore, a unique circuit has been worked out
for the purpose of utilizing the modern
"automotive" or heater-type 6.3-V. (filament) tubes and all the other special components at the maximum degree of efficiency.
'l'he circuit employs three R.F. stages (the
first untuned and the other two tuned), a
tuned detector stage, and a single audio
stage using pentode tubes in parallel.
The two pentodes have an undistorted
power output of :375 milliwatts each. Since
they are in parallel, they have a combined
undistorted power output of 750 milliwatts.
Furthermore, their combined output impedance it lowered to 7.500 ohnta.
'l'he second and third R.F. stages and the
detector are tuned by means of a three -gang
condenser having shields between each section.
high -gain shielded R.F. coils are
used. Those specified are ideal for auto mobile sets, since they are only 1 9/16 ins.
high and 21!s ins. in diameter.
The dynamic "vehicle" speaker used has
been designed especially for this type of
work; its cabinet is compact, ornamental
and serviceable. The car antenna specified
fits underneath the running board. It is
equipped with a non- shorting lead -wire and
with a special rubber splash- guard. This
new device gives better results than can he
obtained with a roof antenna (unless installed in the roof when the car is built),
and at the same time eliminates the possibility of damaging the top of the car. A

By H. G. CISIN, M.E.
"silencer kit" is used to eliminate noises
from the ignition system of the engine. 'l'he
steering column control is equipped with
nn illuminated Glial and key lock- switch.
This is operated by means of a flexible
shaft, or else a solid shaft with universal
joints.
Holes are drilled in the chassis for the
six tube -sockets and also for the plug socket
on the rear wall. All seven sockets are
then mounted. The chassis is turned upside
down and the volume- control is mounted
on the side wall. Next, the four 1 -ouf. condensers are fastened in the positions indicated. The It.F. chokes :3 and 24 are then
mounted and also the autperite :31A and
the mica condensers 23 and 26. These reference figures will be noted in the schematic
circuit, Fig. L
The three R.F. coils 9, and 12 and 18 are
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Fig. 2
Construction details which aid in the building
and mounting of the receiver.

mounted horizontally as shown, using small
right-angle brackets. The four binding posts
are mounted on the front wall. The other
parts are fastened in place during the process of wiring. However, before the wiring
is started, the three -gang condenser is
mounted on top of the chassis.
With the exception of the flexible leads,
going to the caps of the type '36 and '38
tubes, all wiring is concealed beneath the
chassis. The filament circuits are wired in
first, grounding to the chassis all the negative terminals of the sockets. The "A"
minus and "13" minus posts are connected
together, the lead then going to switch 37.
'l'he other sicle of the switch is grounded
to the chassis, which acts as the common
negative return. At the battery box "C"
plus is connected either to "B" minus or
"A" mints.
The grid circuits are wired next. The
connection from the antenna end of R.F.
choke 3 is brought up through a hole drilled
in the chassis, to the cap of the tube 5.
The stator of condenser section 10 connects
to the cap of tube 11. 'l'he stator of section
13 goes to the cap of tube 14 and the stator
of section 19 goes to the cap of tube 20.
The lead from the junction of condenser
26 and resistor 27 also connects to the caps
of pentodes 28 and 29. Having completed
the wiring to the caps, there can be no
difficulty in making the double grid connections at the "G" terminals of the sockets.
Plate circuits are wired, then cathode circuits, and finally bypass condensers and
pilot light.
(Continued on purge 560)
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ELECTROLYTIC
Jìariable Condensers
INSULATING BEARINGS

ALUMINUM PLATE
WITH OXIDE
COATING.
PLATES

SHAFT
METAL
CONTAINER

CONTAINER

ALUMINUM
SPACERS

CELLULOID
INSULATOR

ALUMINUM
SHAFT

Fig. 1, left.
Fig. 2, right.

ltic

Ns

have long
waited for a variable condenser that would have a maximum value of about 4 mf.
RADIO -CRAFT presents such a
unit to its readers.

Assembly details of the electrolytic variable condenser.
The condenser in its container.

the field of experimental radio engineering, there is often a need for variIn the
able high -capacity condensers.
JNdesign of filter systems, it would be of
inestimable value to be able to turn a knob
until the
level was of the required
value, then simply reati the amount of capacity necessary from the dial. A unit
of this type, in order to 1w of value, would
have to vary between, at least, 0 and 4 mf.
There is little doubt that a variable condenser of this type would find use in the
amateur transmitting field or, perhaps, for
use in audio oscillators.
With this in mind, a condenser was designed.
It is n unit of simplicity which
can he constructed in any experimenter's
laboratory.
'l'he condenser is, of course, an electrounit. It is based on the design of the
variable air -condenser used so extensively
in modern-dav radio. 'l'he plates are of
aluminum and the rotor is placed in a con tainer filled with an electrolyte. As the rotor is turned, the plates dip into the electrolyte, thus producing a two -element electrochemical condenser. The degree to which
the plates are immersed regulates the amount
of capacity of the condenser.
The electrolytic condenser is a condenser
haying two elements, the anode and the
cathode. The anode clement is made from
aluminum with a thin COating of aluminum
oxide on its surface. 'l'he cathode may be
of any metal, but is preferably made from
aluminum or copper.
While the mechanical construction of this
high-capacity variable condenser is simple,
the electrochemical procedure is not as
'l'he application of the anodic film
easy.
t be
and the mixing of the electrolyte
done with precision.
In Fig. I, the condenser may be seen
completely assembled. In Fig. 2, the shape
of the rotor plates it seen. The odd shape
is necessary in order that the rotor, when
1

Experimenters

Note the height of the electrolyte.

By W. W. GARSTANG
in its position of minimum capacity, out of
the solution, will not cause the liquid to flow
or drip back onto the shaft causing leakage
around the bearings. 'l'he plates should be
made of aluminum that is at least 99.5r/o
pure, but it has been found that, for condensers which are to be operated below 400
volts, aluminum plates taken from old VII riaablc air -condensers will answer the purpose
quite well. The shaft and the splicers used
in the assembly of the rotor must also be
of aluminum. 'l'he bearings which hold the
rotor shaft must be made of some material
which has good insulation qualities and
which will not be affected by acid or alcohol. Bakelite is an ideal material for the
bearings and may be easily turned on a
lathe.
Coating the Anode
To obtain the oxide film on the rotor
assembly, the assembly is suspended in some

Fig. 3, left.
Fig. 4, right.

aluminum utensil which has been filled with
a solution consisting of 13 ozs. of boric acid,
oz. of '
1
ix, and I gallon of distilled
water. It is of great importance that the
aluminum utensil and the rotor be cleaned,
and that the chemicals used be pure
(U.S.P.). The rotor and the aluminum utensil may be cleaned by scrubbing in a warm
solution of sodium hydroxide (lye) and
washed in distilled water.
Now, using the utensil as the cathode and
the rotor as the anode, the two elements
are attached to a source of D.C. power.
If batteries are used, the forming process
will take considerably more tine than if
a generator is available.
'l'he anode should
be connected to the positive side of the
generator and the cathode to the negative.
'l'he voltage should be applied and should
be slowly increased as the current taken
by the forming process decreases. Agitation and bubbles will be noticed as the
forming process takes place. 'l'he final
voltage of the process should be 450 volts
(Continued on paye 563)

Observe the position of the ¡Mates as they are immersed in the liquid.

The

complete

condenser

assembly

with all plates immersed.
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Fig. A
Pictorial layout of a very inexpensive test bench. To eliminate the cost of engraving the panel, a strip of cardboard, marked as indicated above, is used. The Farm lamp shown at the left, is for the purpose of slurrying when
the power is

average Service Man is equipped
with a satisfactory set analyzer
which is adequate for the major

By HAROLD RIETH

T11E

tests encountered in the general run
of service work. The writer owns a socalled "portable laboratory" which is supposed to furnish a multitude of tests; still,
if you are a busy Service )ian, your work
bench will soon become one huge messy
tangle of wires. One soon comes to the
conclusion that fifteen minutes is spent
hooking up apparatus necessary to run a
one -minute test.
To rectify this condition, a compact test
parcel, well within the financial means of
every Service ilmin, and flexible enough to
Cover the range of tests necessary in the
shop, has been designed by the author. Fig.
A presents such a surprisingly low-cost
bench test panel, size 7 x 14 ins., which
will take care of practically all specialized
testing and which consists of the following:
ohmmeters, 0- 10,000 and 0- 50,000 ohms, low -

range Altimeter; capacity measurement of
.001 -, .02 -, .5 -, 1 -, and 2 -m f. condensers
by the substitution method; capacity meter;
continuous line -voltage check; high, low, and
medium continuity check; voltage scales of
4.5, 90, and 450 for l).C.; voltage scales of
10, 140, and 700 for A.C. All meter ranges
brought out to small phone-tip jacks, requiring only two test leads to gain access
to any test on the panel.

"at."

This test panel should prove a valuable
asset to the Service Man as a time and
with
labor saver when used in conjunct
the regular analyzer in the shop.
Low -Resistance Check
very useful, and probably the least
expensive, section of the panel is a low resistance checking unit, which consists of
one 29- and one 1.25 -volt flashlight bulb.
The 1.25 -volt bulls may be rather difficult
to secure, due to the fact that at the present time this bulb is not being used very
extensively.
'l'he two bulbs are in parallel and are in
series with a 1.5-volt dry cell and phonetip jacks, which are labeled Llt, 1.11 in
Fig. 1, :sad are situated at the extreme
right -hand side of the ,jack strip. There is
no switch on this unit and it k po,sible to
use either of the two bulbs by simply tightening the one desired and slightly I.nasening the remaining one. 'l'le 2.2-cult bulb
is used in checking resistances between 2
and 9 ohms, which cover the majority of
low -resistance tests encountered in service
work. With the 2.2 -volt bulb tightened and
two test leads inserted in the pin jacks
marked I.11, 1.11, and placed across the
primary or secondary of It.F. coils, R.F.
A

chokes, voice coils or any resistance between
2 and 9 ohms. the bulb will either light dimly
or fail to light; should the bulb light to
full brilliancy, there is evidently a short

circuit.
Shorted condenser plates can be located
by placing the leads across the condenser
and varying the capacity from minimum to
maximum, and at any position of the rotor
where the plies rub, the bulb will light
brightly. It is then not necessary to unsolder the coil which is usually connected
across the condenser. liy repeating this
procedure to emuli condenser of a gang, the
one which is shorted may be easily detected.
'l'he 1.25 -volt bulb is used to check resistances between 0 and .5 -ohms, such as
very low resistance coils, center -tap resistors, etc. This test is ideal for locating highresistance joints and is used in the same
manner as the 2.2-volt bulb.
By noting the intensity of the light which
produced by an unknown resistance when
placed under this test and compared with
the light which is produced by a known
resistance, one may be able to judge with
fair accuracy. the value of the unknown
resistance, providing its value lies within
the range of this test. The fact that the
resistance of No. 40 copper wire may he
placed at one ohm per foot helps in making
this compa'rison.
is
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SERVICE TEST PANEL
Numerous test panels have been described heretofore, ti
but they all have been rather costly. In the panel
described by the author, versatility and simplicity have
been combined to form a low -cost unit. This panel is
especially adaptable for the beginner in radio.
A
e

Resistors which are too large to register
under this test may be easily checked with
the of
ter. After checking for short circuits, and the bulb fails to light, it is a
wise procedure to test with the ohmmeter
to be sure of continuity.

WINDSHIELD WIPER
RUBBER HOSE

--s -'1
5 FT.

PHONE CORO TIPS

Fig. 3
Detail of the test prod used in the panel.

Condenser Section
At the extreme left -hand end of the jack
pin strip, Figs. A and 1, is located the
condenser substitution section, consisting of
.001 -, .I2-, and two 1 -mf. condensers. Switch
SI is used to place the two 1 -mf. condensers in parallel for the 2 -mf. 'l'he capacity across the .5 -, .5 -jack pins is .5 -mf.
resulting from the two 1 -mf. condensers
being placed in series.
'l'he substitution method is one of time
quickest and surest means of locating open
condensers, as it (loes not require the removal of the condenser under test in order
to make the test. It is used whenever a receiver hums, oscillates, or is dead, and all
the voltages appear to be normal. To each
condenser the procedure is as follows: connect the receiver to the aerial and ground
in the usual manner and set all controls for
reception. Select a capacity on the panel
which will correspond to the capacity to
be tested and, by means of the test leads,
place the panel condenser across the receiver condenser. If normal reception results, the condenser in the chassis is open
and should be replaced.
Ohmmeter, D.C. Voltage Scales, High and
Medium Continuity Test
The ohmmeter is used to measure values
of resistances up to 50,010 ohms, also providing med. - and high -resistance continuity tests. The D.C. voltage scales are instrumental in tracing voltages through the

circuit from power pack to their destination
in cases .of shorts and opens.
This unit of the panel has for its nucleus
a 4.5 -volt, 10,000 -ohm direct- reading resistance meter. The negative post of this
meter is the common terminal for the 10,000
and 50,000 ohmmeter, and the negative post
for all D.C. scales. Multiplier resistors 114
and R5 (Fig. 1) are placed in series with
the positive terminal of the meter to increase the original 4.5 -volt scale to 90 and
450 volts, respectively.
Resistor R3 is
placed in series with the 22.5 -volt "C" battery lead to increase the ohmmeter range
froid 10,000 to 50,0011 ohms; readings being
taken on the 10,0110 -ohm scale and
ltiplied
by 5. The range may be further increased
to 100,000 ohms by placing :mother 22.5 volt "C" battery and resistor of suitable
value in series with the original 22.5-volt
"C" battery and adding another jack pin

he used as an output meter by connecting
it across the voice coil of a dynamic speaker.

The 700-volt scale is helpful in locating unbalanced secondaries of power transformers.
When the switches S2 and S3 are closed,
the line voltage may be read directly on the
140-volt scales.
By inserting leads into jacks C, C, which
are located between the two meters, and
applying to condensers having a capacity
of .1 -mf. or larger (with tht panel switch
S3 closed) a reading will be obtained on
the 140 -volt scale. By jotting down the
readings for various known capacities and
using this table in collaboration with time
meter, a capacity ]peter, which is adequate
for service work when dealing with condensers of this range is obtained. The ohmmeter should always be used first to test
for high- resistance leaks before subjecting
condensers to time capacity test.
When the switches S2 and S3 are
closed, and leads plugged into time 140-scale
jacks, 110 volts A.C., which may be used
occasionally in service work, is secured. In
the upper left-hand corner of the panel, a
110 -volt porcelain receptacle is located for
use either as a pilot light, indicating that
A.C. is being supplied to the meter and no
other tests can he made until switches are
opened, or it may be used to plug in any
apparatus requiring 110 volts A.C.

to the panel.
It is advisable, although not shown in
the schematic, to place a 40 -ohm rheostat
in series with the +22.5-volt "C" Battery
lead to shift the ohmmeter to 0, thereby
compensating for any error due to time variation of the "C" battery voltage.

A.C. Voltage Scales, Capacity Meter
The A.C. unit of the panel consists of a
double -range voltmeter of 0 -10-140 volts,
112 and ltI being multiplier resistors which
increase the 10-volt scale to 140 and 700
volts, respectively. The 10 -volt scale is
used to check time filament voltages from
power transformers. This scale may also

1

i

The values of resistors R1, 112, R3, R4,
and 1t5 depend solely upon the meters se(Continued on pope 561)
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Schematic circuit of the test panel. Its very .simplicity ran easily be appreciated by studying this
diagram. 7 he markings of the posts on this diagram correspond to those of Fig. .4. The wiring
a beginner should have no difficulty in following the description in the text. The
capacity of condensers CI, .001 -mf.; of C2, .1 -mf. each; and C3, .02-mf.

is simple, and

zi
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SHORT -CUTS in
By WALTER L. LYONS

RADIO SER VICE

(Prize Award)
$10

REPAIRING CONES
THE Service Man will now and then
have a set to repair in which the cone
of the speaker, or even the voice coil,
has been damaged. In many cases,
he may find that he cannot get the cone
without sending to the manufacturer. Or
the manufacturer may insist on doing the
repair job himself. Either situation means
loss of time and profit, and possibly a dissatisfied client. Yet a bit of ingenuity will
get around many of these service calls if
the repairman will follow the procedure out lined below.
Doubtless, many Service Men have tried
to lay out patterns for cones, only to find
on assembling that the cone was a bit larger
or smaller in some dimension, rendering it
useless. 'The method as outlined will reproduce the cone exactly, if it has no corrugations or other features impossible to produce with a sheet of flat paper, scissors and
cement.
Paper of the same quality as that used in
the cone may be I ght at the stationery
store in the size 2 by 3 feet for twenty cents

FOR PRIZE SERVICE
WRINKLE

Previous experience has indicated that
many Service Men, during their daily work,
have
run across some very excellent
Wrinkles, which would be of great interest
to their fellow Service Man.
As an incentive toward obtaining information of this type, RADIO -CRAFT will pay
$10.00 to the Service Man submitting the
lest all- around Radio Service Wrinkle each
month. All checks are mailed upon publication.

The judges are the editors of RADIO- CRAFT,
decisions are final. No unused
manuscripts can he returned.
and their

Follow these simple vales:
Write. or
preferably type, on one side of the sheet,
giving a clear description of the hest Radio
Service Wrinkle you know of.
Simple
sketches in free -hand are satisfactory. as
long as they explain the idea.
You may
send in as many Wrinkles as you please.
Everyone is eligible for the prize except employees of RADIO -CRAFT and their families.
The contest closes the 15th of every month.
by which time all the Wrinkles must be received for the next month.
Send all contributions to the Editor, Service Wrinkles, c -o RADIO-CRAFT, 9S ]'ark
Place, New York City.
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RADIAL
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CUTS

CIRCLE

FRAME
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-SPIDER-ON VOICE COIL
PIN

STEEL COLLAR

HOLES

VOICE COIL
Y

-Y

(B-i

LENGTH OF SMALL ARC %
z'IT
WHERE -D- 15 GREATEST DIAMETERR,
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)

FIELD COIL

ASSEMBLED CONE.

Fig. 1, upper right. The old cone is cut from the leatherette whirls holds it to
Fig. 2, lower right. Cross- serti,,,, of the speaker sh,,riu, the location of the spider.
a template. The upper
Fig. 3, left. The old cone flattened aut which may be used as calculated.
aids in illustrating loom the cone openings may be

the frame.

sketch

or less. In Canes ten inches or larger of the
dynamic type, the use of a heavier paper
tends to accentuate the low frequencies. For
smaller sized dynamic cones, the use of
heavier paper merely means more difficulty
in handling.
'l'he cone which is to he duplicated should
be separated from the rest of the speaker
as intact as possible. A sharp knife or razor
blade will usually suffice to open the joint
between the cone and the leatherette rim
which usually holds it to the frame; this
is illustrated in Fig. 1. A bit of ether applied with a small brush will help to soften
joints in which the "dope" has become too
crusty for the knife to cut. It will probably be necessary to remove the fiber
"spiders" which center the voice coil around
the field pole, as shown in Fig. 2. Note
carefully their positions on the coil by a
scratch or measurement, as well as the
point of attachment of the coil itself to the
small end of the cone. The seam of the
cone must he opened before it can be
stretched out flat to make a pattern. 13efore this is done, however, the scant must
be "pinholed"
That is, in order to reassemble the new
cone pattern accurately, a small pinhole is
made in each end of the seam and a third
midway between them, all, of course, on the
seam as shown in Fig. 3. The seam may
now be opened, care being taken not to

mutilate either the edges of the seam or the
pinholes. Use a bit of ether if the seam
proves obstinate.
When spread out absolutely flat, the cone
now looks as shown in Fig. 3. Usually, a
small flange on the cone (used to fasten on
the voice coil) is so saturated with "dope,"
that any attempt to flatten it will result in
cracking Off the flange, which should be allowed to stick up.
Marking the New Paper
The new sheet of paper should be placed
on a flat wooden surface and the old cone
placed on top of the sheet, and both flattened out by the application of heavy objects such as flatirons, plate glass, etc.
There are now six pinholes, 3 in each edge.
Through each Of these, pass a thumb tack
straight down through the new sheet and
into the wood. With a sharp, soft pencil,
the outlines of the cone may be traced, supplying, where necessary, any of the outline
obliterated by the razor blade.
'l'he small inner circle should be traced
very carefully as the fitting of the voice
coil depends on its accuracy. In addition, a
third circle of a radius about 316 -in. less is
traced lay it compass inside this one, in order
to stake the flnngc, if one is required. When
the outline is complete, the thumb tacks are
(Continued on page 563)
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Outside view of the tester described by the author.

"SHORT " -CHECKERS
(PART II)

A description of a short -checker and preheater suitable
for radio servicing.
LL that

By JESSE TILLETT

has been said about the type
and characteristics of the neon hump
and the use of the series condenser
in discussing Fig. 4 applies with
equal force to Fig. 5 and will not be
repeated.
The circuit in Fig. 5 was built up in a
61,6 -in. x 111/2 -in. x 31/2 -in. box for counter
or bench use and can be built up separately
or in combination with a regular tube tester
as desired.
Figs. C and D illustrate the
exterior and back -of-panel views of this
checker. It will be noticed that the shortcheck ing arrangement is the same as used
in Fig. 4. Instead of using two push -type

A. BAND C
GE MAZDA
N^41LAMPS

switches, however, as in Fig. 4, the switch
designated as Si, is a Federal
No. 1424 anti- capacity switch.
This switch was originally n four -pole,
double-throw affair with an "off" position
in the center, and was altered to the extent
of bending four of the round contact members so as to Make contact with the four
flat members in the center position. When
thrown to the left, two of these four contacts are broken and two others made in
their places and the same is true when the
switch is thrown to the right; thus making,
used, and

110V.,A.C--

SwmCH53-
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49000000043V.t-- SY
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G
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LIGHT
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10 WATTS
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Fig.

The Transformer
filament transformer specified for
this circuit has a 111.5 -volt secondary tapped
at 4.5 volts. These values are based on a.
line voltage of 110. The 4.5 -volt winding
supplies the 2.5 -volt tubes through 2 -ohm,
1n -watt resistors shunted by Mazda "41"
2..5 -volt dial lights, designated A, B and C
in Fig. 5, and the voltage drop across this
combination is approximately 214 volts, leaving a like voltage drop across the heater of
the tube. The 10.5 -volt tap supplies the 6.3volt tubes through 35 -ohm, 2 -watt resistors,
each shunted by a Mazda "40" (i -volt dial
light, designated E, F and G in Fig. 5, and
the 101/2 volts are approximately divided
between the dial- light- resistor combination
(Continued on page 565)
The

F

D

in effect, a pair of double-pole double -throw
switches actuated by a single lever and
constituting essentially the same arrangement as is used in Fig. 4.
Two so-called "clearance sockets" are
shown in the center of the diagram and
these are used in conjunction with Si for
checking tubes for all shorts, the remaining
six sockets being arranged to preheat three
of each of the 2.5 -volt and 6.3 -volt cathode type tubes, andcheck them for heater continuity or intermittent heaters.
Switch 82 is a single -pole double-throw
affair for checking filament continuity on
four -prong and five-prong filament -type
tubes. Normally, it places a jumper across
the filament connections for the usual short
tests hut, when pressed, joins one side of
the filament to the plate for a filament continuity check using the saune neon bump
for this purpose as for the short check.
Switch S3 is the A.C. line switch and needs
nD further comment.

5

Diagram of connections of the completed short- checker and preheater. An anti -capacity switch is
used to test for shorts between. dements of the tube. This diagram should he compared with that
published in the February issue Of RADIO -CRAFT, as the only change is in the switch.
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Operating Notes
The Analysis of Radio Receiver Symptoms
DURING the past season, a great
number of new radio receivers made
their appearance. Almost every
reputable manufacturer released at
least one receiver employing the superheterodyne circuit, variable -mu and pentode
tubes, tone control and automatic volume control. Although these advanced features
resulted in far better radio receivers, their
use brought their attendant difficulties. On
the other hand, many problems have arisen
because of certain common failures of component parts.

By BERTRAM M. FREED
receiver would stop and start up again
without anyone having disturbed it in the
least. A thorough cheek dtselused a lack of
plate voltage on the screen -grid detector.
The chassis was taken down in an attempt
to locate the trouble.
The primary of the input push -pull audio
transformer was tested but this winding
proved O. K. (Besides, if the primary had
been open, a voltage reading would have
been obtained at the detector plate, because
of the 2.50,000 -ohms carbon resistor shunted
across the winding as a loading device, since
the plate impedance of the screen -grid tube
as a detector is high.) 'the 40,000 -ohm carbon resistor used to reduce the high voltage
to that required by the detector, was suspected, but this also proved correct when
it resistance measurement was made.
A "short" test made from detector plate
to chassis pruduccd only a very high resistance effect, app,trentl pointing to no trouble
n this point. With the receiver turned on,
oltage measurements were sonde front the
II+" side of the primary. This showed 20
olts, but the reading obtained from the
igh "I1 +" terminal of the voltage divider,
a

Fig.

1

Socket arrangement of the Colonial 47 receiver.
Three variable -ma tubes are used.

1

Colonial Model 47

In the Colonial Model 41, a superheterodyne receiver, the condition of unstable operation accompvticd with the complaint
of pour tone at moderate volume has been
found to be caused i,v the misplacement of
the screen -grid tubes. 'three variable-ant
type ':35 tubes are used in this receiver as
well as one type '2+ as a second- detector.
When a '35 is placed in the Seel Mil-detect
stage, the above complaint will ensue. This
tube will not function properly as a detector in it T.R.F. receiver, or seconddetector in rt superheterodyne, bee:lose of
its electrical characteristics. 'I'he socket
arrangement of the Colonial IT is illustrated
in Fig. 1.
Reception on this model is often marred
by hunt, slight in some cruses, and in others
quite

disturbing.

This

condition

is

not

caused by any defective part. Its presence
can only be attributable to poor mechanical
design, resulting in interstage coupling.

Stromberg- Carlson Models 25, 26
Some time ago, an interesting problem
was presented by a Strotnluerg- Carlson Model
25, 26 receiver. The complaint was "intermittent reception." After the set had been
in use for a few minutes, it would suddenly
go "dead."
When the line switch wag
snapped off and then on again, recept'
the
would be resumed. the other Weil

primary, or

it

leaky or otherwise faulty bylocated within

pass condenser (.01)111 -inf.)
the lt.F. choke housing.

To determine the guilty member, the lead
from terminal No. 2 on the transformer
was removed and the voltage found at this
terutinnl was zero. 'l'o further check the
unit, the primary was entirely disconnected,
but the 2511,01 to -uhnt shunt resistor was left
in the circuit. Although the required 200
volts was not impressed on the detector
plate, a sufficient reading was obtained to
warrant the assumption that the primary
of the transformer shorted to either the
core or the erasing, in some way, under load.
Similar fail wt's in subsequent receivers of
the saute utodcl were easily detected and
a repair speedily effected by replacement
of the transformer.
Many erases of noisy reception have been
reported on the Stromberg- Carlson Models
25, 26. In most instances, the trouble has
been traced to a noisy primary of the push pull input A.F. transformer. This condition
will evidence itself even with the detector
tube removed. It seems that the unusually
large primary winding, so made to match
the high impedance of the screen -grid detector plate. has resulted in utany breakdowns. Perhaps the hest method for determining positively whether the primary is at
fault is to disconnect the primary and use
the 250,000 -ulnt shunt resistor in conjtinetiun with a .06- or .1 -ntf. condenser con-

nected as shown in Fig. 3. It is not advisable that this procedure be used as a per manent repair as the quality of reproduc-

tion will suffer considerably.
:\ frequent cause fur an

inoperative

Stromtberg- Carlson Model 25, 26 lies with
the bolt that protrudes front the chassis,
which bites into a section of the voltage
divider. 'Phis bolt should be cud dozen or
replaced with one that is shorter.

Fig.

2

The primary of the transformer started to
ground under (oast, causing por reception.

compared with that on the voltage chart for
this receiver, showed a discrepancy of about
40 cults. The 10,111111 -ohm detector series resistor was unsoldered from the lug un
the condenser block and the voltage .jumped
to slightly above normal.
This kill to the conclusion that sonie part
of the detector -plate circuit was .shorting to
the chassis or "II - -;' even though the
"short" test did not indicate the defect. The
resistor ens replaced soul the howl tu the
"11ß -" terminal of the input transformer,
marked NO. 1 in Fig. 2. was disconnected.
The correct voltage was obtained at the
wire; but as soon as it was placed back on
the terminal. the voltage dropped to 20.
These results l ' ted either to st shorting

Atwater Kent Models 83, 85
Often, the complaint of pour tone, low
volume, and little response when the tone
(Continued ant page 565)

Fig. 3
Determining faulty transfmmers by using the.
circuit

as an impedance-coupled stage.
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this,

the second of a series of articles, the author

of a

The power unit of the .Multi -Meter.

ARADIO set analyzer is essentially
an extension of the circuits which
normally terminate at a radio tube
socket, providing convenient mans
for connecting a meter, or meters, across
the circuits for potential measurements, or
in series with certain of the circuits for
current measurements.
The basic mechanical elements consist of:
(1), an an al'zing plug, properly connected
with; (2), cabled conductors to the terminals of; (3), a tube socket, or sockets,
on the panel of the analyzer, and with;
(4). the necessary analyzer switching arrangement for connecting; (5), a meter,
or meters, across or in series with the cable
circuits for making potential or current
measurements.
The various commercial analyzing testers
differ only in refinements of these basic
elements, the main differences being in the
switching arrangement, and in the meters
employed.
Although the radio analyzer is probably
the basic and naist simple of all practical
radio testing equipment, the flexibility of
its applications and the value of its indications can be realized only by radio omen
who are familiar with radio testing principles.
a

As the fundamental operating characteristics are practically the some for all radio
sets, for the purpose of analysis the circuits of the radio receiver fall into two
classifications, namely: (1), the tube- socket
circuits which are supplied with potentials
from the power pack and may always be
subjected to tube-socket analysis; and (2),
the input (pickup) and the output (audible
reproducer) circuits, which may or may
not be directly connected to the receiver's
power pack, and may require the use of
some method of testing other than that
afforded by the tube -socket analysis.
'l'he eleitrical characteristics of the circuits which are not amenable to tube -socket
analysis may be determined by their reaction to broadcast or oscillator signals
with the radio set in operation. Defects
Chief Engineer, Supreme Instruments Corp.

modern

FLOYD FAUSETT

By

in these circuits may be located by means
of "continuity tests."
If properly connected, each filament, plate,
grid, screen -grid or space -charge -grid, and
cathode circuit of a radio receiver terminates at a tube socket. In other words, the
set is designed for its tubes which are the
heart of radio circuits; the tube circuits
constitute the arteries, veins and nerves,
centering at the tube sockets at which lutist
Of the needed inforumat
Its to the operating characteristics of a receiver may be
ascertained with to good analyzer.

Design Considerations
In the design of the Model AAA -1 Ditignometer, for example, the value of complete analytical functions was fully appreciated, and every advanced idea of practical value was incorporated in an effort
to provide analyzing facilities of unsurpassed merit.
For instance, the Diagnoulcter was the
first testing device to introduce the use of
an "analyzing plug" equipped with a snapMULTI -

Circuit Subdivisions

which

discusses the set analyzer,

Fig. 4

METER

is

an integral part

set tester.

catch arrangement for engaging the adapter for preventing its becoming separated
from the plug in radio tube-sockets which
have tight- fitting contacts. 'l'he analyzing
plug utilized with the "AAA -1" has a UY
base, as most sockets in the newer types of
radios are of the 1.'1- or 5 -prong type. A
4 -prong adapter is furnished as part of
the equipment for analysis in rectifier and
other type UX sockets. The control -grid
lug is attached to the analyzer plug by a
flexible lead which enables the operator to
complete the control -grid connections of
screen -grid sockets without difficulty in any
type of radio receiver employing tiny size
of screen -grid tubes.
Ilettvy wire is used in the cabling for
the filament and heater circuits so Its to
minimize the potential drop occasioned by
the heavier currents involved, and high voltage insulation is employed for all conductors. All wiring cables are boiled in
paraffin to prevent the absorption of moisture in humid climates with resultant insulation leakages.

(Continued on page 565)
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Complete schematic, shoring all values, of the Multi-Meter. Note the bridge arrangement of the
rectifiers used for obtaining a high resistance A.C. meter.
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The Service Man's Forum
Where His Findings May Benefit Other Radio Technicians
vision was to be plugged. I wondered if
his Service Men knew that these plugs were

A SELF -MADE SERVICE MAN
Editor, Itemo-CRAFr:
I think it no more than right that I should
write and congratulate you on printing the
best magazine for Service Men and experi-

menters in the world.
I react with interest every month all the
"dope" printed in your magazine, and like
the "Radio Craftsman's" own page better
than any of the other features, as I get
a big kick out of some of the differences
of opinion which are expressed there. I
am just one of these country boys who
have "picked up" radio, and never took
any of the courses, or any thing like that,
and am of course one of those guys which
the educated birds are all taking a wallop
at, but I can still say and prove that there
has never been a set in my shop for repair
which has not gone out in good condition
and given good satisfaction. And another
thing, I have suede a nice profit fixing up
sets which have been "repaired" in the shops
of sonic of these wise guys. So it seems
to me that practical knowledge is just as
glad, and sometimes a lot better than a
lit of theory gleaned front a correspondence
course, and I offer as evidence any set I
ever worked on.
There is a lot of money to be node by
Service Men, right now while times are hard,
in reconstructing old sets, particularly battery- operated sets, to incorporate the new
low -drain tubes. If the boys will re- design
the sets right in the first place, and leave
out it lot of chokes and condensers that are
really not needed, they will find that they
nre enabled to completely re-build a six tube set for very little and then stake a
profit selling the custouer the new tubes
he will need. I have ,just completed a job
of rebuilding one of these sets, and I charged
the customer $i. :30 for Inv time and maa new set of tubes.
terial, and sold I
The set is giving complete satisfaction, and
i assure you that I made money on the
deal. This set contains only one filter condenser, which bypassed the high -voltage
lead, and one double bypass condenser of
.25 -ntf. capacity, to bypass the two screen grid leads, and there is absolutely NO radiofrequency choke any where in the set. It
is merely a matter of proper shielding and
placement of parts, and i used no a plicate(' formula for figuring all that out
either. Give the self -made Service Man a
There are probably as many set
break
butchers who a re graduates of some school
as there are of us uneducated birds.
Would be pleased to hear from any of
the boys at any time, and believe in the
principle of trading information. Will
gladly help any one, to the best of my ability, in methods used for rebuilding old sets
as mentioned above.
1

O. D. EIDER,

Spring Valley, Wyoming,
P.S. The flying Serviceman has us all
beat. How does he get that way? O.D.E.

reality, intended for a phonograph
connection?
I recently met a Service Man in his shop
who. had just rewound an R.F. transformer.
He asked if I knew why the set did not
have normal value. I picked up a screw
driver and adjusted the neutralizing condensers, the set at once delivering full volume. He was very pleased to learn the
trick, always having wondered what the purpose of these adjustments was.
I believe that the real Service Men will
be found in their attics, basements, or garages, doing good work for which they receive good money because the average dealer
does not yet realize that a good Service
Man is worth more than $18.00 or :20.00
a week.
FRANCIS M. McKINNEy, E.E.
831 Lisucoln St., Denver, Colorado.
in

"IVe Dare possibly the finest equipped service
laboratory in Canada," writes Mr. Leo La
Pointe, of Charles Ogilvy, Ltd., Ottawa, Can.
This test panel, built around a Piagnomet,r,
includes equipment for nearly every measurement; several types of oscillators also arc
available.

EDUCATING SERVICE MEN
Editor, RADIO -CRAFT:

I have found in my experience as service
technician and service manager that there
is a decided lack of proper education among
Service Men and employees of many manufacturers and distributors.
Anything which can be done to advance
education of both Service Men and public
will he a great boon to the industry. The
work of the O.R.S.M.A. and the local service organizations is to be highly commended.
I may mention a few instances where the
manufacturers would have saved money had
dealers and Service Men been properly
in formed.
About a year and a half ago, there was
a great deal of discussion in Salt Lake City
concerning poor reception in Ely, Nevada.
Our company was manufacturing and distributing Ulectra Radio Sets. Customers
in Ely complained that they could get no
reception (about 300 nuiles distant). Service
Men of that vicinity agreed among themselves that the condition was due to copper
deposits in the mountains and gave up the
problem.
I ntatle an unofficial trip through Nevada
Mopping at Ely. A few hours of investigation revealed the fact that battery-operated sets performed very well during the
day. A line -voltage test indicated an average of 80 to 90 volts A.C. until about 7:00
o'clock in the evening, then the voltage
gradually rose to 125 at 8:110 o'clock. Any
Service Man should know that the lack of
daytime reception was clue to this low voltage and not to mineral deposits.
A dealer handling several popular makes
of receivers was advertising that the set
was all wired and ready for television to
be plugged in as soon as a television receiver was available. He and his "Service
Men" pointed with pride to two pin -jacks
on the rear of the chassis into which tele-

MR. FREED'S PAGE
Editor, RADIO-CRAFT:
Reading page 286 of the November issue
of RADIO-CRAFT, written by Mr. Bertram
M. Freed, which contains information on
servicing problems, forcefully emphasized
the great help that RAmo -CRAFT is to the
Service Man.
Only one of the complaints, found by
Mr. Freed in one of the sets he mentions,
has been found in this part of the country
by the writer, who happens to specialize in
the make of set referred to; all of which
goes to show how various parts break down
in the same type of sets in different parts
of the country.
Mr. Freed's findings will be of great help
in the future when the time canes to locate
the unusual troubles; I say unusual, since
the faults found and discussed by Mr.
Freed are uncommon ones.
I have ,just received illy copy of "Radio
Set Analyzers" and find it unusually full
of real information. i.et's have some more
on kindred subjects.
J. A. T11o3IAS,
216 Auhley Ave., Charleston, S. C.

FINDING GRiD BiAS
BIAS resistors usually are connected from
the cathode or the filament center tap
of a tube to the chassis of the receiver or
to the negative of the plate current supply,
when the bias is obtained by the drop due
to the plate current of the tube, according
to Jesse Marsten, Chief Engineer of International Resistance Company. The resistance value should be equal to one thousand
times the rated negative grid bias of the
tube in volts, divided by the rutted plate
current in milliamperes. If more than one
tube derives its bias from the same resistor,
find the proper resistor for one tube by the
for unula ,just given and divide the resistance
value so found by the number of tubes
biased by this resistor.

A
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RADIO SERVICE
and the

ELECTRIC CODE
(PART II)
In this part, typical big -city aerials are described.
Fig. B

By GUS JACOBSON and L. LAKS

The pipe which caused a "shorter of plaster."

FURTHER study of the National
Electrical Code in its relation to the
radio Service Stan reveals that the
insurance authorities attach little importance to aerials. 10 Chapter 37 of the
Code, under the title of "Radio Equipment;" separation from power lines is requested, joints in the aerial span are required to be soldered unless an approved
sollerless splicing device is used, and work
is to be done in a neat and workmanlike
manner.
'l'he third rule is rather general and
leaves ouch to the aerial installer's conception of what constitutes a "neat and
workmanlike manner." Free aerial-installation with rdio- rceeiver purchases, complete
installations for $2.(X), and aerials installed
by radio -set owners who have neither the
mechanical ability nor the necessary tools
to make a good installation have brought
present condi,tons to the state where good
work is the exception rather than the rule.
Legislation instigated by lire authorities,
after firemen, or persons escaping from fires
over roofs, have become entangled in or
injured I,y trailing aerials and lead -in wires,
or by property owners who have suffered
property damage from these "hurry-up"
installations, is pending before a number of
law- making bodies and prohibits entirely or
provides certain minimum requirements for
aerials strung across roofs.
Fig. .' shows a typical roof -line in New
York City. Note the lead -in wires hanging
in front of the windows at .A,It,C, and I).
At E, an effort was made to keep dear
Of the window. A clean lead job would be
simply to fasten the wire to the wall outside the edge of the fire escape, with yawl
plugs and knobs.
At first glance, there seems little connection between the manner of installing
an aerial on a roof, and the plaster ceilings
of the rooms in the apartments below. Or
between a "hurry-up" ,job on any aerial,
and a set bought on the instalment plan
being returned to the dealer. Here is a
ease, however, in which the facts can be
personally vouched for by the writers.
A Shower of Plaster
Four years ago, one of the writers was
called in to locate a short circuit in an

these ceilings, the water leaks causing this
Condition had not become noticeable.
On the roof immuediatel above, twelve
aerials were found fastened to a vent pipe
coming up through the roof. This had
originally been braced with galvanized guy wires, but these guy wires had been painstakingly cut by someone installing an aerial,
to prevent contact with his lead -in wire.
'l'he pull of these twelve wires against the
pipe had caused the latter to shift, where
it carne through the roof, and a leak resulted, permitting the rain to enter and
weaken the ceilings.
When it was found that similar conditions existed upon nrost of the roofs of
their buildings, the owners ordered all outside aerials removed from all their buildings and no further installations of aerials
permitted. '('his order affected over eleven
thousand apartments and the writers have
persomil knowledge that many of these tenants, denied the use of outside aerials, became dissatisfied with indoor aerial reception and refused to pay the balance of the

apartment house which was owned by a
real estate firm for whom he did maintenance and contract electrical work. While
upon a stepladder opening a fixture splice,
saw a crack suddenly develop in the
ceiling plaster and spread across the roomy
the sections of plaster on either side of
the crack slugging down toward the floor.
Not wishing to be struck on the head
with a lump of plaster, he mounted the
stepladder as high as possible and remained
there, holding up with both hands the section of ceiling over himself, while pieces
of plaster dropped from the ceiling to the
floor. The crash of the frilling plaster
brought aid and the remaining plaster was
removed in small sections.
The room in question was a bedroaom.
Had this plaster shower occurred at night
with some person asleep, serious injuries
might have resulted-possibly fated.
A hurried examination of all the ceilings
in the rooms below, showed most of these
to be loose and it was found necessary to
take these down and replaster. Oil paint,
instead of kadsoniine, having been used upon
lue
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Fig. A
A typical sky- line of New York. Lead -ins A. R. C, and D run directly in front of the windows,
not only marring the appearance of the buildings but actually causing a fire hazard where they
run in front of fire escapes.
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ZENITH MODEL

103 14 -TUBE

"HYPERHETERODYNE" SUPERHET.

(With Automatic Tuning and Automatic Volume- Control)
Numerous features

colts. These readings were taken on a Weston
Model 566, Type .3, set tester.
The manual
volume- control was set at maximum, antenna
and ground were disconnected, and a line voltage of 112 volts used.
The constants of the parts used in the Model
103 receiver are as follows: Resistors RI, R2,
RS, R6, 1,400 ohms; R3, R9, 25,000 ohms;
R4, 1. megohm; R7, 5,000 ohms; R8, RIO,
2,000 ohms; R11, tone control; R12, R13, 3
megohms; R14, R15, 400,000 ohms; R16, R17,
8,000 ohms; R18, 5,000 ohms; R19, R20, 3,000
ohms; R21, 750 ohms.
Condensers Cl, C2, C3, C4 and tuning units,
shunted by trimmers; CS, C6, C7, I.F. trimmers; C8, "padding" condenser; C9, C12, C13,
C17, C18, C21, C22, C23, C24, C28, 0.1 -mf.;
CIO, C11, .0001-mí; C14, ,00005 -mf.; CIS,
C16, .001 -mf.; C20, .006 -mf.; C25, C26, 8 mf.;
C27, 6 mf.
Since each chassis is carefully balanced at
the factory on a crystal -controlled oscillator
whose temperature is accurately regulated, they
seldom require readjustment. However, in the
event that a part of the R.F. circuit has been
changed or the phasing adjustments shifted by
mishandling, the chassis may be realigned as

of paramount interest to

the radio Service Man are exemplified in the
new Zenith 14 -tube receiver, manufactured by

Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, III.
There are two types of "Model 103" chasses.
of serial number 450,450 and below,
incorporate the main circuit shown in this
Data Sheet; those above this number are referred ta as the "audio volume- control" type,
and are distinguished by the type of manual
volume- control. The former employ a manual
volume -control potentiometer R8 in the cathode
lead of the A.V.C. tube V12, with the result
that the visual tuning meter action is decreased
as the volume is lowered.
In the latter, resistor R8 is replaced by two fixed units, R8A
and R813, and manual volume -control is obtained in the audio circuit by connecting the
two sections of a dual -type potentiometer RARR (Zenith Part No. 63.213) across the secondary of Tl, and connecting the control grid leads of V8 and V9 to the twin contact arms of the unit, as shown at the lower right
of the main diagram. Thus, the A.V.C. system
operates independently of the manual volumecontrol.
Normal operating characteristics are as follows: Filament potential, VI to \'9, 2.2 volts;
VIO, V11, V12, 2.3 volts; V13, 5 volts. Plate
potential, VI, V3, V5, V6, V7, 185 volts;
V2, 200 volts; V4, 80 volts; \'8, V9, 165 volts;
V10, VII, 240 volts; V12, 30 volts; VI3, 350
volts.
Control -grid potential (negative), VI,
9 volts; V2, 3.9 volts; \'3, V4, V7, VS, V9,
V13, zero; V5, V6, 4 volts; V10, VII, 48
volts; V12, 0.4 -volt. Cathode potential (positive), VI, \'2, V4, VS, V6, VIO, \'11, V12,
V13, Otero; V3, 7 volts; V74 17.5 volts;
V8, V9, 12,5 volts. Plate current, VI, 2.5
ma.; V2, VS, V8, V9, 3 ma.; V3, 0.25 -ma.;
V4, 7 ma.; \'6, 2 ma.; V7, 0.5 -ma.; VIO, V11,
36 ma.; V12, zero; V13, 70 ma. (per plate).
Screen -grid potential, V1, 80 volts; V2, 84
volts; V3, 70 volts; V4, V7, V8, V9, V10,
V13, zero; V5, V6, 90 volts; V12, 45
Those

follows:
A test oscillator will give more accurate results and is, therefore, recommended in preference to the use of a broadcast signal; the frequency range should be 550 to 1,500 kc., with
an adjustment at 175 kc. for I.F. circuits.
Atr output meter is not required, since the tuning meter on the set is connected to the I.F.
stages in such a way that it shows a variation
during adjustment of any R.F. or I.F. circuit
of the set. It is only necessary to watch the
tuning meter for greatest swing to the right
when adjusting the R.F. and I.F. trimmer
condensers.
\ \'hen the trimmers have been resonated, set
the dial to 550 kc. and tune the oscillator until
it is heard clearly in the reproducer; of course,
this may be done by tuning to a station at
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greatest volume.
The line fuse may take two positions. Normally, it should be in position "regulator tube
in "; if the regulator tube V14 becomes defective and a replacement is not immediately
available, the fuse may be transferred to the
"regulator tube out" position. The regulator
tube is a protection to the entire receiver, and
a defective regulator should be replaced at once.
The phonograph jacks and "phono -radio"
switch are in the grid- return circuit of second detectors \'7 -\'8; this will result in a "howl"
sound when the switch is changed to the "phono."
position, if the circuit is not completed through
Keep this in mind if the complaint
a pickup.
is, "weak reception accompanied by a howling
sound."
Previous Data Sheets have discussed the selection of a suitable tube for use in A.V.C.

DET.2

CETI

1
1

or near 550 kc. Turn the oscillator padding
condenser (C8) screw for greatest swing (to
the right) of the V.I. meter, while rocking the
dial back and forth, "across the signal "; the
position of C8, at the left of the chassis, is
indicated in the illustration of the parts layout.
The six I.F. adjusting screws provided beneath the chassis, directly under the I.F. transformers, are to be used only when it is absolutely certain that the trouble lies at that point
and should be carefully checked.
If it is necessary to change the setting, connect an accurate 175 -kc. test-oscillator to the
ground post, and to the first -detector grid -cap
through a fixed condenser of .00025 -mf. capacity (the oscillator tube must be removed
for this operation). Ileginntng with the first detector plate -screw (the one farthest to the
left when viewing the chassis from underneath
with the control shafts at the top), each one
is tuned for maximum swing of the V.I. meter;
this operation applies to all but the second detector grid -circuit trimmer. Since the meter
is not affected by this circuit, it will be necessary to adjust it to a point which results in
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SUPERHETERODYNE

(Midget 5 -Tube Receiver)
The sensitivity of the Model 125, or "Lidfella," Midget Superheterodyne, which is illustrated by the diagram below, is about the same
as that of a moderate -sized tuned -R.F. receiver,
and may be used with an equivalent average
antenna.
The first tube, VI, is connected in an auto dyne circuit. that is, it acts both as a detector
and as an oscillator. Two of the condensers
in the gang unit are in the circuits of the
signal -frequency band- selector, the remaining
condenser tunes the oscillator circuit.
The electrical values of the parts used in this
superheterodyne are as follows:
Resistor R1, volume- control resistor; R ?. bias limiting resistor; R3, 20.000 ohms; 144, 1(5,
6.500 ohms; R6. 15,000 ohms; 1(7, RIO, R13,
1. meg.; R8. 1412, 40.000 ohms; R9, 300,000
ohms; Rl1, 25.000 ohms; 1(14, 350 ohms; 1415,
20 ohms, center -tapped.
Condensers Cl, C ?, C3. tuning gang; C4,
.001 -mf.; CS, S.F. trimmers; C6, C7, C8, CI ?,
0.1 -mf.; C9, C14, 0.5 -mf.; C10. .0005 -mf.;
CII, .00025 -mf.: C13, .02 -mf.; C15, .03-mf,;
C16, 6 mf.; C17, 8 mf.
The five tubes are: Oscillator- first -detector,
VI, type '24; first I.P. amplifier, \ ?. type
'35 or. '51; second -detector, V3, type '24; A.P.
amplifier, V4, type '47 pentode; rectifier, V5,
type '80.
It is extremely important that good tubes be
tit-detector
selected for use in the oscillator -s
stage, V1.
The intermediate frequency used in the Model
125 chassis is 175 kc. The I.F. trimmer condensers C5 are adjustable through holes at the
left side of the chassis, near the front, as viewed
from the front of the receiver.

The R.P. and oscillator condenser -trimmers
are adjusted from the top of the chassis, through
three holes in the condenser shield.
Average operating characteristics of the tubes
are as follows:. Filament potential, V1, V2, V3,
\'4, 2.4 volts; V5, 4.8 volts. Plate potential,
V1, V2, 85 volts; V3, 87 volts (250 -V. scale),
25 volts (50 - \'. scale); V4, 215 volts. Control grid potential, V1, 6.5 volts; V2, 2 volts (25
vol.-cont. off); V3, 5 volts; V4. 1. volt. Screen grid potential, \'I, V3, 85 volts; \'2. 20 volts
(250 - \'. scale), 5.5 volts (50 -V. scale); V4,
215 volts.

This data shows the average voltages when
measurements are made with a voltmeter of
1,000 -ohms -per -volt type; under these conditions the actual pentode control -grid potential
of 16 volts may be indicated on the meter as
only 1. volt.
Note the unusual circuit connection of the
special 3- contact reproducer -plug.
The first-I.F. transformer may require adjustment; the second one is of the "aperiodic" type
and therefore does not require adjustment.
The rotor plates of the oscillator tuning -condenser are so shaped as to eliminate the need
for a "padding" condenser to maintain alignment across the tuning band. It is advisable to
use a service oscillator for the aligning process,
rather than the signal of a broadcast station.
Tune to a signal between 1,300 and 1,400 kc.,
and turn the volume control all the way on.
If all signals within the required range are
too loud, connect a fixed condenser of .00025 -mf.
between the "A" and "G" terminals, and then
couple the antenna very loosely to á wire connected to the ".t" terminal.
If, when carefully tuned to the middle of
the batid, the dial reading does not correspond

AUTO DYNE DET.1-

BAND

to the signal frequency, but is not more than
two channels off, set the dial at the correct

frequency, and adjust the oscillator trimming
condenser. Check the tuning by readjusting the
station selector.
It may not be possible to
regulate the oscillator trimming condenser so
that the oscillator condenser is properly aligned
with the exact dial setting. in which case align
the trimmer with a dial setting as close to the
actual frequency as practicable.
fter aligning the oscillator trimming -condenser, retune to a frequency between 1,300
and 4,400 kc. and carefully adjust the trimming
condensers on the other tuning condensers until
the signal is received with greatest volume.
If a screwdriver of insulating material is
not available, adjustment may be made with an
ordinary screwdriver by turning the screw
slightly, removing the screwdriver, and retuning- repeating this process (being sure to turn
the screw in such a direction that the tuning
approaches more nearly the desired frequency,
of course) until the dial setting agrees with,
or approximates, the actual signal frequency.
'1-he latter procedure is rather hit -or -miss, and
should be resorted to, only where the regulation
insulated tool is unavailable.
To align the S.F. circuits, leave unconnected
the antenna and ground leads, and remove
the receiver lead from the control -grid cap of
the oscillator -detector \-1. Then, connect one
of the service oscillator -leads to the controlgrid cap of this tube, and the other to the
grounded chassis, and operate the oscillator
at the I.F. of 175 kc.. adjusting the I.F. trimmers C5 for maximum response from the reproducer or alig ' g meter. :Mays realign the
signal -frequency tuning -condensers after the
I.F. circuits have been resonated,
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The Bulletin Board for Our Experimental Readers
HE FOLLOWED OUR ADVICE
Editor, ItAn10-CRArr:

Some time ago I wrote you asking for
some advice as to the best course to take

to get work, etc., and want to thank you
for your answer. I am writing to advise
you how it turned out, as you requested.
I took your advice, given in a copy of
ItAnio-CRArr, to specialize in a certain line
of work and I took up winding radio power
transformers; then I put an advertisement
in RADIO-CRAFT which was fruitful in results and, strangest of all, landed me in
a position in the city in this class of work,
very much to my surprise. It Anto-CRArr
surely did its work double- brought inc several customers and a good position thrown
in. How's that for a small want-advertisement in your paper?
h for past help and asThanks very
ui -CRArr and I are better
sure you i
friends than ever.
.%m

LEE
16

C. MATES,

quency of the carrier, and distortion will
result.
A method of tuning the receiver exactly
to the carrier has been perfected by means
of tuning dials having a very high reduction
ratio. But has any practical method been
produced for holding the receiver exactly in
tune? While the quartz crystal may be permanent enough for practical purposes, it
would seem that the frequency of the local
oscillator for heterodyning might vary sufficiently to throw the receiver out of tune;
and the set would constantly have to he retuned. This may be objectionable to a
radio public used to rough tuning on the
average broadcast receiver. This disadvantage is offset at the present time only by
A greater ada decrease in interference.
vantage of the universal use of the "Stenode" system would seem to be in providing
space in the ether for nearly twice as many
stations as are now possible.
CL.ye: J. FITCH.

Fulton Ave., Rochester, iV. Y.
MR. FITCH REPLIES

Editor, RAmo-CRArr:
Dr. Robinson's letter answers the questions raised by toe in the November, 1931
issue of RADIO-CRAFT in a very clear manner, and explains some interesting technical
features of the "Stenode" system which I
believe were not generally known. Ilis
statements may he briefly sunuucd up as
follows:
First: The selectivity of the "Stenode" is
determined by the frequency characteristics
of the audio amplifier. This can be designed
to cut off at 5 ke. and produce a flat -topped
response curve ideal for broadcast reception.
Second: A modulated carrier differing in
frequency by 51/2 to 6 kc. front the desired
one will produce no interference because of
the phenomenon of detector demodulation.
offers posThird: Frequency modidat
sibilities and new results will probably be
forthcoming when the subject is fully investigated.
From the above, it would appear that the
"Stenode" is an ideal receiver, and to hear
one in operation one would certainly think
so. But there are, no doubt, some practical
problems to solve, once the theory has been
correctly established, before the system
conies into general use. In the first place,
the highly selective quartz -crystal circuit
produces effects inversely proportional to
the modulation frequency of the carrier;
t he tuned eractlg
therefore, the receiver
to the frequency of the inc outing carrier.
If tuned, say, a few hundred cycles away
from the carrier, the effects will not he inversely proportional to the 'exhibition fre-

PAGE MR. GUNSOLLEY
Editor, RAnuo-CRArr:
Mr. Gunsolley's letter of October 21st,
1931, shows that he is not well informed
of the theory and practice of "Stenode."
He says that as he has not had a demonstration of the "Stenode," it would be
useful to have an independent report from
the Bell Laboratories. We have had so
much advice to submit our instruments to
independent laboratories that it would have
been physically impossible to get in touch,
for this purpose, with all the firms suggested. We have submitted our instruments
for tests on numerous occasions, but we
have usually clone so on direct invitation
frota the firms concerned.
Probably Mr. Gunsolley has seen the published results of Crosley's tests of the
"Stenode."
There is one very significant statement in
Mr. Gunsolley's letter as follows: "If it can
stand on the sales floor and outriva l other
receivers in both selectivity and tone quality, such an authorized report would cause
the maddest scramble for manufacturing
rights the radio industry has ever experienced." It may interest hint to know that
the "Stenode" has stood on a sales floor
in England, and has been compared with
the best receivers in England, and does out rival all other receivers in loth selectivity
and tone quality.
Mr. Gunsolley still appears to think that
halation may ace
t
for some
frequency
or all of the results of the "Stenode." Again,
one has
he appears to think that s.
claimed that frequency- modulated waves
have no side bands. I sent a letter to you

dated November 13th, 1931 in which this
whole problem is discussed.
Further than this, the theoretical reasons
for the operation of the "Stenode" are given,
showing why quality and selectivity are obtained, and further, why interference is reduced to a much lower level than is possible
by any other receiver. The publication of
that letter should enlighten Mr. Gunsolley,
and ninny other readers of yours, as to the
new scientific facts brought out by the
"Stenode."
If Mr. Gunsolley still has points on which
he is not clear, I shall he glad if you will
forward nie his comments.
JAMES ROBINSON.

(The letter of Mr. Gunsolley to which
Mr. Robinson 'refers, was not published; its
salient inquiries, however, are quoted, above.
The letter of November 13th, to which he
refers appeared in the February, 1932 issue
of RADIO-CRAFT; it is reviewed by Mr.
Fitch.)

"THE RADIO EXPERIMENTER"
Editor, RADIO-CRAFT:
In a recent editorial sou had a kind word
to say for the independent experimenter,
pointing out that sometimes he is a step or
two ahead of the manufacturer. May I
call your attention to an experience of my
own that illustrates your last statement.
Several years ago I invented a combined
electric phonograph and home recorder, using a microphone for recording and a changeover switch to put the amachine into either
operative condition. When I brought this
to the attention of phonograph manufacturers, i explained to them that here was a new
and promising field, an acoustic companion
to the home camera, but they could not see
it that way and turned nie clown.
Now, since then, what has happened?
Electric phonographs with home recording
attachments a re in the market, and indications are that this new field is rapidly expanding. Those manufacturers who could
see nothing useful in nn invention will now
recorders infringe on
find that their
my patent No. 1,827,051, issued October 13,
1931, a copy of which I enclose for your information. Please look at claims 21 to 25,
which are fundamental and in my opinion
control the entire art of electric phonographs
provided with home recording mechanism.
1

Anoivit : \. TnoMAS,
36 West 44th St., New York.
(The editorial to which Mr. Thomas refers wits published in the October, 1931 issue of itAmo- CRAFT, and written by Mr. H.
Gernsback.)
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Synchronizing Sound
(

B),

I\

the February issue of R.vmo- Ca.vr-r
there was described in detail the eunstruetion of stroboscopes for home projectors and recorders. Their use will
be discussed.

naive

The Multi- Stroboscope
you want to make an experiment to
show what the stroboscope will do, make a
disc for the phonograph which has a triple
scale, the outside containing 91 segments,
the central one with 90 and the inside one
with 89 segments. These divisions correspond respectively to record speeds of
79.12, 80 and 80.89 revolutions per minute.
When the central division is standing still
the outer one will move forward and the
inner one backward a lt Iii ugli the difference
is less than one revolut'
per minute.
A quadruple scale is shown in Fig. 2, with
the otter one containing 100 segments, the
next 96, then 94, and the inner one 90. These
correspond to 11.1'..í.'s of 72, 75, 76.t7, and

If

PART

II)

HERBERT C. McKAY

respectively.
It will not be difficult to get the two machines running together. When this is done,
place an index mark upon both machines
to indicate this point. In later work this
will serve as a starting point and in the
case of the turntable, at least, little variation will be found to be necessary. However, the turntable may speed up due to the
lessened pull as the recoraier head approaches the center of the record. If this is
the cause determine the range of the speed
control lever to hold it at the right speed at
Ieginning and eunt of the record. Set the
between the two so
speed control
' Iway
that while the record man run slightly slow
at the beginning, it will make this up later.
'l'he error will not he noticed on the second
and third types of recording. For lip-synchronization, it will be necessary to have
both machines under control and keep them
together. In this ease at second operator
must control the speeds while the speaker
80,
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devotes his entire time to the matching recording.
As for the teetual recording, it is simple.
Assuming that the speeds are under control, and that the recording factors such as
microphone current, volume control, and so
forth, have been set, you are ready to match.

Project the lint two or three times, maintaining speed to familiarize yourself with
the general sequence of scenes. Determine
the effects you desire or the words you want
to use. Stop the projector at the end of
each scene to snake a note of it upon a sheet
of paper.
Now with this scenario before you, project
the film at proper speed and rehearse the
Do this at least three times. When
this has been clone and no changes contemplated, set the record, insert the film in the
projector with the frame in the gate marked
with a cross or other indicating mark and
proceed to stake the record as indicated in
Fig. E.
sound.

Synchronizing Sound and Film
When the record is complete, remove it
the recorder table and examine the
fr
first groove with a hand lens. Find the
start of the groove. This is to he marked
with the start mark. :\ phonograph needle
set in a strong chuck -type pin vise is a
good instrument for this purpose. Set the
needle point in the groove, right where it
starts. Ile careful not to let it push over
into the second groove. Then with steady
pressure draw it out in a short are to the
edge of the record. This start arc should be
about one ineh long. Then to play, all that
in necessary is to place the needle somewhere in this are and start the table. The
error of an inch or so will not be noticeable.
When this is done your are ready for the
test run. place the record upon the turntable, and with the pickup in place determine the position of the speed control for
Flaying which will maintain the original
recording speed.
With this determined, place the film in
the projector with the starting frame in the
gate, place the needle in the starting groove
Incidentally it
and start Lodi machines.
may he remarked that a single control
switch with a
connection for the two
machines will greatly faacilitate starting and
stopping together.
If the recording has been carefully clone,
the playback will he surprisingly good.
'l'he addition of sound to vour old films,
which you have not used fur a long time
will give theta new interest and you will find
that they possess an interest which you
would hardly believe. Once you get the
"knack" of matching, you will make records
for all of your films and find yourself in
possession of a truly enviable library of
talking films.

Y"
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Fig. 2
quadruple stroboscope suitable for home recording. If the speed of the turntable is. for
instance, 76.6 K.P.M., Bien the two outer srnles will seem to rotate in one direction and the
inner scale in the other.
A
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R. F. Coil Design
(PART II)
Factors governing the design of the primary of R. F.
transformers are discussed in detail by the author in this,
the second of a series of articles.
IN the December,

1931 issue of RADIOfacts concerning the cor rect design of tuning coils were presented. In that article, we considered
the xecondary coil of the usual inductively coupled T.R.F. transformer. At that time
we promised another article covering the
primary inductance for aerial and interstage coupling.
In the following discussion are given some
hints on the design of coils for the screen grid, variable-mu and, especially, for the
new R.F. pentode which is destined to find
its way into most of the new commercial
CRAFT, sonne

sets.
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By

c W. PALLIER

one or more carriers (stations) other than
its own channel. It is different from the
usual interference (due to broad tuning)
its it is generally noticed only in the proximity of powerful local stations which deliver
a large input to the receiver. If this interfering carrier reaches the grid of the first
tube, it is amplified in the usual manner,
but, at the same time, partial rectification
occurs and this rectified signal in the plate
circuit modulates the carrier to which the

set is tuned, thus producing the cross -talk.
'The variable -mu tube with its automatically adjusted nmtual- conductance characteristic reduces this interference to a very
small factor, but it is not always desired to
use these tulws in a set ( for example, in
certain commercial receivers).
There are two general methods of overcoming the difficulties outlined above. As
transformer methods of aerial coupling are
the most satisfactory for general use in
reducing cross -talk, loth methods explained
below employ inductive coupling.
The capacity reaction of the aerial is
also best overcome by a correctly designed
aerial- coupling transformer; and the third
point of even voltage step -up is a problems
of correct primary-coil design in the aerial
coupler.

2
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600
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The dotted curve illustrates the response of
a typical close- coupled primary. .lt .-t and
B, the same transformer with reduced coupling.

Aerial Coupling
First, we will consider the coil coupling
the aerial to the first tube. The main problems in the design of this type of coil are:
1. Elimination of cross -talk.
2. Reduction of aerial capacity reaction causing the aerial circuit to
tune differently than other circuits.
3. Development of a system) with fair
selectivity and with a satisfactorily
even step-up over the band of frequencies.
The phenomenon of "cross -talk" has become more evident with the increase in R.F.
gain resulting from improvements in
vacuum tubes. It is a form of interference
in which a station may be tuned in on

Spaced Primary
The method generally employed is to use
a primary of very low impedance (5 to
20 turns) coupled very closely to the secondary. Fig. 1 shows the voltage gain of a
typical coil of this variety with a coupling
coefficient of about 40 /r. This tight coupling. however, is very unsatisfactory on the
high -frequency end of the hand. In the
first place, the antenna loading effect reflected on the secondary is so great that
difficulty is encountered in tuning down
to 15(H) kilocycles. In the second place, the
loading due to the aerial and the dielectric
losses between primary and secondary are
so great that the first stage tunes very
broadly, uwking it necessary to reduce the
coupling by tapping the priuutry or by
using an antenna series -condenser.
'l'he transformer used in Fig. 1 consists
of SO turns of No. 30 wire space -wound on
a 21/.. -in. tube with a primary of 20 turns
wound directly over the secondary with a
layer of insulating paper between. 'l'he
gain falls rapidly below 850 ke. clue to a
reduction in the voltage transfer. Above
%

drops due to antenna loading and dielectric loss. 'l'he gain
of this transformer is very uneven and, in
addition, the selectivity is exceedingly poor
(90 kilocycles at 1201 kc.).
A reduction of the coupling coefficient to
about 10% overcomes the above disadvantages aS shown in the curve A of Fig. 1.
Although the gain drops considerably, the
selectivity is increased to 42 kc. at 1200 kc.
which is quite satisfactory. In a receiver
developing sufficient R.F. amplification, the
coupling may be further reduced (Fig. 113).
'l'he coil used for obtaining curves A and
11 consists of a secondary of the same size
as the dotted one, but the primate is spaced
away from the secondary coil and is
wound on the smallest convenient amount
of insulation. The primary in curve A contains 10 turns of No. 30 wire closely wound;
that in curve 13 contains G turns.
1000 ke., the gain also

High -Impedance Primary

The second ;method of aerial coupling
which answers the requirements is one which
has been developed recently and is being
used with
h success in some of the newer
receivers. As in the first case, it is ar
transformer method of coupling; hut, unlike the first, it contains a primary of considerable impedance. This primary is adjusted to a frequency ,just below the lowest
to be received; i.e., below MO kc. Very
loose coupling of the order of 10% is employed.
The aerial reaction reduces the
effective secondary inductance hut, owing
to the very loose coupling, it is of very
small magnitude. The gain in this arrangement decreases as the frequency increases but, as we will find later (due to
the falling characteristic with an increase
of frequency in interstage couplers), this
is a very desirable condition.
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Response of an R.F. circuit at ditirrent frequencies and for toils of various "Q's."
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An aerial coupler of this type consists
of a coil of about 380 turns of No. 36 S.C.C.
wire, wound jumble fashion in a spoolshaped form as shown in Fig. 2. The form
is 1/i in. in diameter and the complete spool
is mounted at the grounded end of the secondary. The latter coil is made as explained in the article in the December, 1931

on

be realized.

cation over the frequency band.
While the screen -grid, variable -um and
R.F. pentode tubes are capable of yielding
a very high amplification of a signal voltage,
it is not practical to utilize the full gain
for several reasons. In the first place, the
shielding effect of the screening grids is not
completely effective. A small capacity still
exists between the control -grid and the
plate which allows a feed -back of current
from plate to grid when the signal voltage
is increased to a high factor.
In addition, it is extremely difficult to
produce effective shielding in a radio frequency amplifier with such capabilities, and
the combination of tube feed -back with this
external coupling permits the tubes to oscillate above a certain amplification level. As
this effect is cumulative, increasing rapidly
as the n ber of tubes and tuned circuits
is increased, the maximum amplification per
stage
t be reduced about 20V,, for each
R.F. hale over two. In eonmuercial practice, it is not practical to utilize more than
one -half the maximum rated tube amplification.
The actual gain in an R.F. amplifier depends on the resistance of the tuned circuit
(known as the "Q" of the coil), the degree
of coupling between the primary and secondary, and the mutual conductance of the
tube. The value of the coil's dissipation
value "Q" mentioned above is equal to

xfxL
118

where f is the frequency in kilocycles, L
the inductance in millihenries, and RS the
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3. Development of a system which will
produce satisfactorily even amplifi-
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Interstage Coupling
The problems encountered in coupling
one tube to another are quite different than
for aerial coupling. Some of the main
requirements are as follows:
1. A coil which will produce a high
degree of coupling without loading
the secondary circuit excessively.
2. A circuit arrangement which will
result in a high primary impedance,
so that the high amplification of the
screen -grid and pentode tubes can
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Fig. 2, left. Cotation of the primary in a high- impcdaucc type R. F. transformer.
Fig. 5, center.
.4rrai,gemcnt of the primaries in a "flat top response" transformer.
Fig. 4, right. Diagram of connections of the multiple primary transformer.

R.F. resistance of the secondary tuned circuit. As we can readily see from this
formula, the lower the resistance of the
secondary, the higher will he the efficiency
of the tuned circuit. However, this is dependent more on the design of the secondary coil than the primary and, for illustration purposes, we will assume that we have
a coil with a 'Q" of about 90 to 100. Then
from Fig. 3, we can see that if the coupling
between the primary and secondary is kept
w
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Fig. 6
Maximum allowable input voltage of a '35 compared to a 24, for 20 per-cent modulation rise.

constant, the amplification will not be equal
for various frequencies, hut will increase
as we tune to a higher frequency.
This effect which is pictured for a single
stage increases as the n ber of stages is
increased. Thus we can see that we are
limited in the amplification that we can
obtain (by the oscillation), and in the number of tubes we can use (by the frequency
factor).
A number of methods have been suggested
and used to overcome the latter difficulty.
One is to use a "cam" arrangement on the
tuning condensers, introducing a small capacity into the circuit to increase the coupling. Another is to employ capacity coupling between the tubes. Still another is to
move the primary coil in conjunction with
the tuning condensers to vary the coupling
and reduce the amount of amplification at
the higher frequencies.
One method which appeals to the writer
as being the most logical presented to (late
is to use n primary circuit which is hal-

anced, so that part of the primary having
a large self -inductance is not effective at
the higher frequencies; in this manner, the
coupling is automatically adjusted to even
the amplification.
The above system is explained as follows; two primary coils are used, one
coupled to the grounded end of the sec ondary coil in the usual manner as shown
in Fig. 4. Another coil, shunted by a condenser, is coupled to the grid end of the
secondary coil and the two primaries are
connected so that they are opposing or
bucking each other.
Now suppose we
tune to a long wavelength or low frequency -the first primary coil L1 has very
little effect because it is made purposely
small. On the other hand, the second primary coil L2 is closely coupled to the secondary and the signal is transferred through
this medium. This primary is quite large
and
putatively closely coupled to the
secondary, so that a large coupling exists.
As the frequency is increased, more and
more difference exists between the resonant
frequency of the primary and that of the
secondary, resulting in L2 having less and
less effect. However, the first primary bec
s more effective as the frequency increases and, as this coil is comparatively
small, the amplification is not as great as
it was at the low- frequency end of the band.
At the high - frequency end of the band, the
primary coil L2 would ordinarily act as a
choke coil and prevent 1.1 f
functioning,
so a condenser CI is shunted across L2 to
act as a bypass for the signal voltage; the
circuit L2 -C1 is tuned to a frequency just
below the lowest frequency to be received.
The constants of a coupling coil of the
type described above are as follows (as the
system is rather complicated, the values
given apply only to the example and correct requirements
t be found by varying
the coupling of the two primaries until the
desired results are achieved): the secondary
is the sane as that described for the aerial
coupler of Fig. 1; the first primary Ll is
wound over the grounded end of the secondary with suitable insulation between and
contains 25 to 50 turns of No. 34 or 86
wire, depending on the number of tubes to
be used the second primary L2 is wound
in a spool -like form 1/1 in. in diameter and
% -in. wide and is inserted in the grid end
of the secondary coil, it being jumble wound
and contains 450 turns of No. 36 D.S.C.
wire; the condenser Cl is a small condenser

of 35

f.

(Continued on page 569)
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RADIO-CRAFT KINKS
Practical hints from experimenters' private laboratories.

Prize Award, $5.00
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A 6 -VOLT BATTERY FOR
By Audie Roberson
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\.s an incentive toward obtaining radio
hints and experimental short-cuts, RADIO.
CRAFT will pay $5.00 for the best one submitted each month. Checks will be mailed
Upon publication of the article.
The judges are the editors of RADIO-CRAFT
and their decisions are final. No unused
manuscripts are returned.
Write, or
Follow these simple rules:
preferably type, on one side of the sheet,
giving a clear description of the best radio
"kink" you know of. Simple sketches in
free -hand are satisfactory, as long as they
You can send in as
explain the idea.
many kinks as you wish. Everyone is eligible for the prize except employees of RADIO.
CRAFT and their families.
This contest closes on the 15th of every
month, by which time all the Kinks must be
received for the next month.
Send all contributions to Editor, Kinks
Department, c -o RADIO- CRAFT, 98 Park
Place, New York City.
.

DRILL HOLE FOR BOLT
BEFORE SAWING

e

FOR A PRACTICAL RADIO
KINK

2 -VOLT TUBES

1

conversion that certainly makes for economy. Old 6 -volt storage batteries may be rebuilt as described by the author for use with
new 2 -volt battery tubes.
.4

NO doubt the best way to furnish power
for the 2-volt tubes is by using the
Air -Cell battery, but a great Stan- people
have an old 6 -volt storage battery and are
reluctant to throw it away. They may easily
be converted to 2 -volt batteries and I believe that it is economical to do so.
The first operation is to saw the connecting bars as shown in Fig. 1. The center
cell is then raised and its position reversed;
when placed back, it will appear as shown.
Now procure two strips of lead connectors
that will just reach across the battery and

bend one end so that it will fit as shown.
A hole is then drilled through the connector
and the battery post so they may be securdy fastened.
Now 115 near as possible to the ends of
each cut connector bars, drill a bole. The
bars are then bent upward until a holt can
be inserted and then bent down with the
end of the connector bar fastened to the
battery post as shown in the sketch. Two
more holes are drilled to correspond with
the holes in the cut connectors which are
then bolted securely as shown. It is well
to sandpaper each connection before tightening so that the very best connections can be

Fig. A
A number of plug and jack arrangements that
facilitate experimental work. It is clean-cut
apparatus like that illustrated above which
makes experimenting easy.

POPULAR RADIO ACCESSORIES
By J. G. Sperling

IN

of the versatility of plugs and jacks.
'l'he following lines are quoted from this
interesting number of the "Experimenter":
"In the laboratory, the space provided
under the bench too often becomes the resting place for discarded "breadboards," a
procedure which soon Proves both unsightly
and uneconomical. A satisfactory solution
is a "universal breadboard" provided with
the necessary jacks for plugging in various
circuit elements. This sort of device is
illustrated in Fig. B.
"To meet this need for a flexible system
of connection, "G. It." units have been designed around the Type 271 plugs and jacks.
A spacing of .3/4-in. lias been adopted."
This manner of arranging test equipmen

obtained.
PLUGS AND JACKS IN THE LAB.
By Joseph Riley
SINCE the convenience and adaptability
of plugs and jacks in the laboratory are
not known to every experimenter, the writer
to the numerous
ventures to call attest.
arrangements illustrated in Fig. A. Although
not new, having appeared originally in an
issue of the "General Radio Experimenter."
it is believed they are excellent examples

makes it extremely convenient to make comri.mns between units of a given type, such
Indio transformers; for that matter,
even systems of operation may be compared.
such as the relative performance of transformer or residence audio-amplification,
provided the s- ltages, etc., are correctly
balanced.

spite of ninny opportunities, the average
Service Man does not avail himself of the
possibilities of .selling various radio accessories in the home.
'l'he writer has carried a few items in
his kit for the past year, all of which have
proven very successful. It is a rare home,
indeed, in which at least one of these accessories could not be sold.

Noise Reducer
The first of these accessories is a noise
or static reducer. As seen from Fig. 2, it
consists of a neon glow -lamp in series with
as
variable resistance. This device is connected across the voice -coil terminals of the
Its operation is relatively
loud -speaker.
simple, it being a form of an automatic
volume-control. First, the manual volumecontrol is set at some definite level. It will
be necessary to stark this point on the dial,
for successful operation of this device depends upon the correct position of this volume control. 'Then the variable resistance
in the unit is adjusted till the lamp starts to
flicker.
Therefore, if there are any extraneous
noises such as static or electrical interference
it will be shunted or bypassed through this
crackdevice. 'There will not be any I
ling such as previously present, but only a
low -pitch noise Or "plop" whenever there is
a large amount of static. Whenever this occurs, the neon lamp will glow.
The parts used in this device are a G.E.
1 -watt neon glow -lamp with a small Edison
base, and as 10,000 -o1ut variable resistor.
(Continued on page 568)
-

1

Fig. B
laboratory breadboard illustrating one of the
many uses for which plär, and jacks may be
used. Observe the clean -rut arrangement of the
parts.
.4
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Entirely NEW Circuit
All Waves on
ONE CALIBRATED DIAL

Silver Marshall 727 World Superlet

ONE DIAL
calibrated on both broadcast and all 4 short -wave bands, plus
ONE noncritical auxiliary trimmer for short -wave

ENTIRELY NEW CIRCUIT
(patents applied for) allows accurate dial calibration for all FIVE bands

TRUE AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL
METER TUNING
TEN TUBES
FRACTIONAL MICROVOLT SENSITIVITY
ABSOLUTE 10 kc SELECTIVITY
PUSH -PULL PENTODE TUBES-6 watts output
111/4" ELECTRO DYNAMIC COMPENSATED SPEAKER
Price, for chassis and speaker (wired)
$99.50 List. Write for discounts

SILVER -MARSHALL, Inc.

6419 West 65th Street

Chicago, U.

S.

Canadian Division:
SILVER- MARSHALL of CANADA, Ltd.
75 Sherbourne Street, Toronto
Export Office: 41 Water Street, New York City, U.S. A.

A.

SILVER- MARSHALL, Inc.
6419 W. 65th Street, Chicago, U. S. A.

Please send me full details on the S-M
727 (enclosed you will find 2c).
Please send me FREE your latest General Parts Catalog.
Name...................

Address

......

.
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Radio-Craft's Information Bureau
SPECIAL NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS: Ask as many questions
please observe these rules:

you like, but

as

Furnish sufficient information, and draw a careful diagram when needed, to explain your meaning; use
only one side of the paper. List each question.
%hose questions which are found to represent the greatest general interest will be published here, to the
extent that space permits. At least five weeks must elapse between the receipt of o question and the
appearance of its answer here.
Replies, magacines, etc., cannot be sent C. O. D.
Inquiries can be answered by mail only when accompanied by 25 cents (stamps) for each separate question.
Other inquiries should be marked "For Publication," to avoid misunderstanding.

LINCOLN MODEL D.C. SW
ALL -WAVE RECEIVER

10

Mr. Robert Smilovitz. Carnegie, Pa.
In the January, 1932 issue of RADtoCRAPT, on pg. 417, was shown the schematic circuit
of the Lincoln DeLuxe SW 32 All -Wave Receiver,
In the article describing this circuit, mention was
made of a battery model.
Please show the achemask circuit of this receiver.
(A.I) In Fig. Q.149 is illustrated the schematic
circuit referred to, the Lincoln Model U.C. SW 10
All -Wave Receiver.
All available parts values appear in the diagram.
In general, the circuit is the same as used in the
A.C. model. except for the changes necessary for
the utilization of battery power for the ".1," "B,"
and "C" circuits.
(149)

(Q.1)

INSTALLING AUTO -RADIO
REMOTE CONTROLS
(150) Mr. James Peterson, Bronx, N. Y.
(Q.1) Please describe in detail the manner in
which Carter auto.radio remote control units are
mounted in the car and adjusted to the radio set.
As indicated in the illustration (reproduced here
as Fig. Q.150Á). there are 10 main parts to the
assembly; and just how they can be adapted to various installations is not at all clear.
(A.I) The parts referred to in the illustration
hear the following classifications:
(A), control
head with control cable and electric cable attached;
(Il), two semi- circular clamps for securing the head
to the steering post (one grounding set -screw in
each); (C), four 8 -32 x 15 -ins. round -head
screws (to attach clamp to control head); (U), four
No. 8 internal tooth lock -washers (for clamp
screws); (E), two leather spacers; (F), one brass
hexagon cable -chuck (consisting of three parts);
((:). one condenser pulley (with two set -screws in
hub and cable clamping screw and washer); (Il),
one spiral spring; (I), one centering ring; (J),
two keys for lock.
In mentioning the condenser pulley (1. the Centering ring encircles the condenser shaft with the
lugs projecting through the condenser end plate.
These holes should be ' .in, in diameter and 75 -in.
between centers. They are provided on some con-

densers, but will have to be drilled in. some others.
When the ring is in place, bend the lugs over on
the inside of the end plate.
The inside turn of the spiral spring is provided
with an offset bend. This is locked in. the slot in
the centering ring and the loop on the outside turn
is placed on one of the twelve projecting pins on
the condenser pulley. The spring is then wound
by turning the condenser pulley on the shaft. Usually about one turn provides sufficient tension. The
pulley set- screws are then tightened on the shaft,
being careful that some clearance is allowed between
the projecting pins and the condenser end plate to
prevent binding. When the proper tension has been
determined, it may be that the cable clamping screw
on the pulley is not in the proper position for operation. The same tension can be maintained and
the position of the clamping screw corrected by
moving the loop on the outside turn of the spiral
spring to a different pin on the pulley. A minimum of U -in. clear space and 9 /16 -in. condenser
shaft extension is required at one end of the condenser for mounting the condenser pulley.
The cable chuck, which is in three parts, can be
mounted in the receiver housing or on a bracket
secured to the condenser or chassis. It mounts in
a a -in. hole, the large jam nut fitting on the tapered end and the lock nut on the short end. This
chuck may be located any distance from the condenser pulley but should be in line with the center
of the groove in the pulley.
Now. turn the selector knob as far as it will go
in a clockwise direction, to begin the procedure of
mounting the control unit. This draws the cable
into the tubular housing and protects it from injury
at the free end. Keep it in this position during installation. The control head A is mounted on the
steering post with the knobs projecting toward the
The proper distance below the
right -hand side.
steering wheel can be determined by trial. If the
steering post is 1 % ins. in diameter. use the leather
spacers E. If I)4 ins., split the spacers or wrap
the post with about 1 /16 -in. of friction tape, under
the brackets.
If the post is 13,1 ins.. spacers are
not required.
Use the lock washers U unaer the
heads of the clamp screws C for securing the clamps
B to the head.
Run the control cable in as straight

a

line as

j

possible, avoiding any short bends.
It should be understood that while the cable is
flexible and will function smoothly even though it
does not run in a straight line, nevertheless it must
Kinks should be avoided as they
not be abused.
impair the operation of the set. This department
has received a number of letters from people who
maintain that the tuning cable on their auto set
Upon investigation it
does not function properly.
was found that in their hurry to install the receiver.
no consideration was given to the placement of the
parts, which resulted in mechanical breakdowns.
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Fig. Q150B
Several circuits in which the remote tuning
The correct one depends
cable may be used.
spots the

particular cable

on hand.

The next step is to loosen the large jam nut on
the cable chuck. Insert the free end of the cable
The weatherproof braid
and its tubular housing.
at this end is removed to expose the metal spring;
here the housing with the weatherproof covering
will not enter the chuck. If it is necessary to insert the housing so that it extends farther through
the chuck. remove the covering for that distance and
tighten the jam nut. Ile sure that the selector
knob on the control head is still turned to the
Turn the constop ill the clockwise direction.
densers to the extreme position (against the returning action of the spring and toward the free

Fig. 0149
Complete schematic diagram of the Lincoln DeLuxe

Sit'

10 .411-Wave Receiver.

It

is battery- operated and uses the neso 2 -volt tubes.

:.,itching arrangement selects the wave -band desired.

.4 three-gang
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2,000Men
trained under
mg
vision for the
Better Jobs

Over

have been
super-

PROOF

R.L. DUNCAN, President
Radio Training Schools

inRADIO
...

IN

hundreds of Broadcasting Stations
in
Radio Manufacturing Plants throughout the
country
in Radio Laboratories
in
Wholesale and Retail Radio Stores... in Radio
Servicing ... in Sound Motion Picture activities
on hundreds of ships that sail the Seven Seas
and even in the latest Television developments -you will find ambitious men who have
been trained under my direct supervision.
I have devoted the last twelve years exclusively to the training of men for all branches of
Radio. Employers in the Radio field recognize
my methods of qualifying men and young men.
I have geared my training to the rapid growth
and development of the Radio industry. My
courses, text books, methods and equipment are
based on years of practical experience.
And now, with the organization of my own
independent Radio Training Schools, Inc., I am
better prepared to help you than ever before, in
training for the opportunities which the future
of the ever -growing Radio industry will have to

...

As a graduate and n student under your
supervision, I have only the highest
praise and satisfaction to oiler. Any
man of ordinary intelligence wanting to
learn Radio could not help but master
it by your method of training.
GEORGE

2997

A. KREBS,

Montclair Ave., Detroit, Michigan

Projectionist in charge at the
Angelus theatre, recently completed.
You may quote me at any time or place;
refer to me, if you wish, anyone who
may bo interested in this vast virgin
of all that pertains to Radio and
its many allied industries, and I shall be
delighted to champion honestly without
any reservation, your courses.
A.
TRyner,
innaei, Ohio.
Baas Woodburn Ace.,
A
E
I am a

...

...

...

offer.

Pick Your Branch of Radio
I am offering four distinct Radio training courses:
1.

The next few years will offer more prospects
than ever before. The past several months offer
positive proof that the trained man has the best
chance. You still can get that training which
will qualify you to gain a foothold in Radio.
Study at home, in spare time, at minimum expense. Earn while you learn. Capitalize your
idle and spare time and reap the benefits of a
trained man in a progressive industry- Radio.

Talking Motion Pictures -Sound

2. Radio and Broadcast Operating
3. Practical Radio Engineering
4. Radio Service and Mechanics

Each course is complete. Each starts out with
simple principles well within your grasp. Each
is right up to date, including latest developments such as Television. Each prepares you
for a good paying position. Each leads to a
Certificate of Graduation,

Advanced Training for Radio Mes
My Practical Radio Engineering Course is an
advanced course intended for Radio men who
want to go still higher. It provides that necessary engineering background which, combined
with practical experience, qualifies the man for
the topmost job.

Ask for Facts -Write Now!

You too can train for Future Suseess

is Radio

To study Radio under R. L. Duncan is
to learn it properly and in a way that ia
pleasant and fascinating. Once again
thank you for your kind assistance and
helpfulness.
E. E. Patce,
801 C.,tesu St., w.,
Moose Jaw, Sask., Canada.

And in addition you are assured practical as well
as theoretical training.

Let me sit down with you for an hour or two at
your convenience. Let's go over the possibilities
in Radio. This we can best do by means of the
book I have just prepared. It covers the many
branches of Radio and the kind of training required. Be sure to get your copy ... it is free.

Make your Idle and Spare Time

Profitable

Although it has not yet been year since
I enrolled for a course under your excellent supervision, I have opened a Radio
Service Shop that is effective, successful and profitable. Prople come for my
services from everywhere.
936 -18th

HUBBELL PEARCE,
Street, Des Moines, Iowa.

My courses include everything needed for thorough training. There are no "extras' or "specials"
to cost you extra money. The lessons, text
books, methods, correcting, grading and returning of examinations, all the extra help and
personal consultation you need
everything
is provided until you complete your training.

...

RADIO TRAINING SCHOOLS, INC.
326 Broadway

Mr. R. L. DUNCAN, President
Radio Training Schools, Inc.
326 Broadway, New York City

RC-3

Without incurring the slightest obligation on my part, please send me a copy of
your latest book, "Facts About Radio."

New York City

Name
Address

City

State
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end of the control cable). Loosen the cable clamp screw and insert the cable under the clamp washer,
then tighten in place. Cut off any excess cable to
prevent tangling with other parts of the receiver.
The standard cable has a length of 10 feet; a
longer length may be required. up to 30 feet. This
cable is to be cut off to suit the installation.
After the control head has been mounted and
the control cable run to the set, mark the proper
length by cutting the weatherproof covering. being
sure that enough cable is allowed. to avoid sharp
bends, and in no case coil the excess into short
loops.
In cutting off the outside housing it is necessary, again, to be sure that the selector knob is
turned full clockwise.
With a sharp, three-cornered file, mark across one
of the turns of the tubular housing until it is practically severed. Then bend it slightly. back and
forth, until it breaks; do not bend sharply. as in
so doing permanent injury to the inner element of
the cable might result.
Mount the junction box attached to the free end
of the electric cable, to the vertical dash or bulkhead, and then run the volume control and battery
leads to the junction box, to wire in the electric
cable.
The standard automobile cartridge -type fuse rated
at 5 or IO amperes may be used for replacing the
fuse in the fuse block if one is provided on the

D

A
E LEC

VOLUME
CONTROL
KNOB

JUNCTION BOX

automatic volumereceivers, which incorporate
control action and a diode connection of the second detector; variable -mu tubes are used.

r-I.FT
1S

I
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(A.l) In Fig. Q.151 is illustrated the diagram of
Crosley Model 127 Chassis, which is used in the
"Happy (four" and Tenstrike receivers. These
were illustrated and described on page 462 of the
February, 1932 issue of RADIO- CRAFT.
The average operating voltages, which are to
be measured with the tubes in place, the reproducer connected. and a line potential of 117,4
volts (for "220 -volt" receivers, 235 volts), are
Measure the plate and grid voltages with
given.
a high- resistance (at least 600 ohms-per -volt) U.C.
meter, from plate or grid socket -contact, to emitter
Use a low -range A.C. meter to measure
contact.
Filament potential. VI to
the filament voltages.
V9. 2.4 volts; VIO, 4.8 volts. Plate potential, VI,
V2. \'3, \'4, \'5, \'7, 185 volts; \'6, zero; V8,
V9, 285 volts. Screen -grid potential, VI, V2, V4,
\'5, 85 volts; \'8, V9, 240 volts. Control -grid
potential, \'1, \'4, \'5, 3 volts; \'2, 7 volts; \'3,
\'7, 10 volts; \'8, V9, 16 volts.
Plug connections F are the field coil and "11 + ";
the plates (P and G) connect to the output A.F.T.
Wire together terminals P, C, and S. if a
Second- detector
phonograph pickup is not used.
V6 functions also as part of the automatic volumecontrol system. The shield over Tl may be rotated, after loosening the three hold-down screws,
and so adjusted that the hum is reduced to a
minimum; ordinarily, any slight hum will be eliminated by using output tubes of correct charThe intermediate frequency is 175 kc.
acteristics.

"happy Hour" and "Tenstrike" superheterodyne

I

RIC

Fig. Q. 150A

(151) Mr. George Hartmann, Oak Forest, Ill.
(Q.1) Please show in IlAnto -CRAFT the schematic circuit and service data on the new Crosley

I

T

CABLE

Relation of parts in

CROSLEY "HAPPY HOUR" AND "TEN STRIKE" ANTENNA -LESS
SUPERHETERODYNE

iz

CLAMP
WASHER

4

The several circuits itt which the cable may be
connected. depending upon the number of wires in
the particular cable required, are shown in Fig.
Q.15011. At A. a 3 -wire cable: II. 4 -wire: C. 5wire; and, D, arrangement for special wiring.

OR

CABLE

CONTROL CABLE

house.

'31

A.V C. AND
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51

DET.2-DIODÉ

242

IFT3

'27

LI

met,. -radio control.

Carter

CIRCUIT OF

Ir°12.111.51

X

9- ELEMENT

Ela.

(Q.1) It is believed that the "multi- element"
tube developed sonic time ago by Loewe has been
marketed in Europe. If this is the case. please
show a diagram of the connections of such a tube
as used in a practical receiver.
A2

ti

-A.
tltltlLl Inlnldtl

i

LOUD

SOR

Fig. Q. 152

Left, circuit; and right, leads to Loewe tube.
(A.1) The tube referred to is a product of the
Loewe Radio Co., Ltd., and bears the designation
of Triple Valve Type 3 -N FR. which is really three
tubes in one envelope, each stage being resistance capacity coupled within the tube. A compact receiver, the Type 0E -333, has been built around
this tube (which is not available in America), and
the schematic circuit used is shown in Fig. C),I52.\;
and at II, the general arrangement of the receiver
.und tube.
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Chassis, receive. circuit. .4utomatic volumecontrol is obtained through use of a "diode" -type detector.

Crosley "Happy Hoar" and "Tenstrike," Model
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CONTROL
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Mr. Channing K. Bowles. St. Petersburg,

(152)

V6

IMF

CABLE
CLAMP
SCREW

CONDENSER
SHAFT

B

may he replaced by removing
the selector knob and the two screws on the sides
of the control housing. Use a standard 6- to 8 -V.
screw -base lamp which may be procured from the
As a temporary measure, a 6 -\'. pilot factory.
light bulb may be procured from a radio supply

1

GROUND SCREW

C

control.
The dial light

RFi
'35

March, 1932
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Above, Fig. 4B, pg. 475, Feb. 1932 RADio- CRAFT.
(Co,tirn"-d on page 551)
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BOOK REVIEW
RADIO AMPLIFIERS, by Keith Henney.
One of a series published by International
Textbook Co., Scranton, Pa. Size 5 x
ins., 175 pages, cloth, 93 illustrations.
Three sub -divisions: Parts I, and II,
"Radio-Frequency Amplifiers," and "Neutralized Receivers," by Keith Henney;
Part III, "Superheterodyne Sets," by

551

Here's the New

HANDY KI T
that gives all the

F. M. Gager.

values you

The neutrodyne circuit is considered in all its
Also, much data on superheterodyne
theory appears in the portion of the book devoted
to this subject.
All -wave receivers. short -wave adapters, shortwave converters, and short -wave superheterodynes
are not discussed.
Many of the statements must be taken for
granted, in the hope that other volumes or later
paragraphs will clarify them. It would be difficult to do otherwise, since to go into greater
detail would require more space than is available
in the single volume.
This book is suitable as a general reference for
the subjects indicated above, since it keeps away
from practical consideration, preferring to deal
with theory.
(R. D. W.)
phases.

WITH

v

ant

20

RESISTORS

RADIO FREQUENCY ELECTRICAL
MEASUREMENTS, by Hugh A. Brown.
Published by McGraw Hill Book Co.,
New 'York, N. Y. 6 x 9 inches, :186 pages,
cloth; 2:35 illustrations.
For the student who is familiar with : A.C. theory
and the fundamental principles of radio. this book
is of invaluable aid.
While a knowledge of calculus is essential in order to derive some of the
formulae, the descriptions given of the methods
used in making a test are so clear, concise and
practical that considerable information may be
obtained by disregarding the mathematics entirely.
The method of procedure used in this text is
perhaps a little different than that ordinarily used.
First, the theory and principles of the test under
discussion are derived and explained.
Second,
there follows a brief description of the necessary
steps in the laboratory procedure or manipulation;
and third, there is given a discussion of the precision attainable, precautions, and general merits
of the method.
The discussions following each
test procedure are very interesting. The fact that
a measurement made at one frequency may not lie
valid at another, is stressed by the author in an

admirable manner.

Starting with the methods used in the measurement of capacitance, the succeeding chapters are
devoted to a discussion of the measurement of
indtuctance, resistance, frequency, and antenna constants.
Chapters are also included in electromagnetic -wave measurements, thermionic -tuite coefficients, electromotive force, current- power. measurement of wave form, and transmitter, receiver, and
piezo- electric measurements.
For the man who is desirous of securing a text
that describes the fundamentals of radio measurements, this book is indispensable.
(L.M.)
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This new Certified Kit, with the new love prices of I.R.C.
,l /mil/iced Resistors, has created a sensation in the radio field.
It fills a long-felt want among Servicemen. Has speeded up
the work of thousands-and will do the same for Sou. Be sure
the gold seal is unbroken, for this kit is

Factory -Sealed, Factory- Tested, Factory -Guaranteed.
Corrections
(Continued from page 550)

The purchase of the kit entitles you to our famous I.R.C.
Resistor Replacement Guide (normally costing $1) free-and
also our R.M.A. standard Color Code Chart. See your jobber
today
mail the coupon below.
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u
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Above, Fig. 1. pp. 403. January 1932
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"SUB" HULL IS "MIKE"- REPRODUCER
(Continued from page 521)
includes in its essentials one two -stage receiver- amplifier and one four -stage power
amplifier having a push -pull output stage.
'l'he large 48-volt storage battery supplies
a fi -volt supply to the filaments of the SE
4374 (l'X 201A) tubes and the talking microphone, and a 10-volt supply to the
filaments of the l'X 250 and SF, 2566 (CX
210) tubes. 'l'he remaining group of batteries supplies 38 volts to the motor end
of a dynamotor through the relay contacts.

hull of the submarine but should he separated by a thin wall of water. For this
reason, the diaphragms are clamped on the
reproducer by capped screws which project
one -quarter inch from the surface and not
by flat -headed screws.
An external view
of the re- producer is shown in Fig. I) and

internal view showing all component
parts, appears in Fig. E.
an

Description of Apparatus

1932 PRICE GUIDE
Radio Supplies- Tubes -Sets

Every item you require in your business is
in this book, from the finest high grade
mike to the smallest screw.

GUARANTEED QUALITY GOODS
Prices Lowest Erer Quoted
Fresh new dependable Merchandise

at

Bargain Prices!
Leading Manufacturers Lines Complete
Send For Your Copy Now!
SAMPLE BUYS FROM THIS BOOK

Receiver

and

69c

$1.98
Replacement

$14.65

4Tube

Three

500V -8Mf
Dry Cond.
Transformer
Thousand Other Bargains

HEADQUARTERS

for SERVICE MEN'S SUPPLIES

RaJolek Co.,
103
Canal Station
Chicago, Ill.

Please send me without obligation your Service Man's Supply Book.
Name
Address
State
City.

--

Electrolytic

The apparatus consists of a model MG
underwater reproducer, including the type
SE 3489 under -sea reproducer and SE 3488
power amplifier with auxiliary batteries, announcing microphone, telephones and cable
equipment. The reproducer is essentially
an electrodynamic speaker of novel design,
employing the use of two parallel diaphragms connected by a tube as an armature. These diaphragms are only .070-in.
thick and are accurately machined front
bronze metal to the end that they be noncorrosive and non -magnetic. The other component parts of the magnetic speaker are
the iron magnetic casing or pole pieces,
D.C. field coil and core with the A.C. coil,
or speaking coil, wound thereon.
The design and arrangement of the parts
are such as to withstand external hydrostatic pressures up to 150 pounds per square
inch. This arrangement of the parts necessitates much care in the machining of them
and their assembly. The machined dimensions of the depths of the brass casting and
the diaphragms must equal the length of
the armature tube. So, if the rubber gaskets maintaining water -tightness are too
thick, preventing the parts coning together,
there will be lost motion between the arma.1uch care
ii.
ture tube and the diaphragm.
is given this feature so the operation of the
will not stiffer interference by
s )taker
grounds or short circuits that would be
cunset' by salt water in the reproducer.
The type SE :1488 transmitter-receiver,
the diagram of which is shown in Fig. 1,

e

Fig. D
Close -op view of the magnetic

unit.

The coils of the SE 1914 relays are energized front 20 volts through the "press -totalk" switch in the handle of the microphone.
'l'he 90-volt supply for the plaste voltage
to the type SE 4:374 (l'X 201:1) tubes is
obtained front self- contained type SP. :35:35
"11" batteries. A 90 -volt negative grid bias
for the 1-X 250 and :35 -volt grid bias to the
SE 2566 (l'X 2111) tubes is supplied from
type SF. :1535 "Ii" batteries used as "C"
batteries. A negative 4//-. -volt bias for the
type SE 4:374 (l'X 201:\) tubes is obtained
from a small 41ß_- colt "C" battery.

Condensers
Conservative voltage ratings,
fastest reforming, lowest leakage factor, minimum noise,
exceptionally low power factor, most effective filtering.
these
longest service life
features characterize Dubilier

-

Electrolytic Condensers.

Available in upright or
inverted aluminum cans,
and in cardboard containers with lug or wire
lead terminals. In single
section
multiple
and
units, and in capacities
for
high
mfd.,
to
20
up
and for low D. C. voltages.

Write for Catalog 121
describing Dubilier electrolytic

condensers as
well as paper, mica and
other dielectric condensers for all purpose,

NaeR0RN0N

Dubilier
Condenser Corporation
4377 Bronx Blvd.

New York City

Fig.

1

Schematic diagram of the apparatus
aboard the rescue vessel. The "mike" reproducer is shown at the lower left
and is lowered to the stricken "sub."
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"WIRE" RECORDS
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Most Powerful Converter Made!

(Continued from gage 522)
The critical temperature of any l.i,re of
steel is the temperature at which, or ,above
which, the steel changes its physical and

This 5 -Tube Short -Wave Converter Performs
with Any set

magnetic properties.
In other words, the
permeability of steel changes proportionately
as the temperature exceeds its critical point,
never to return to flan original value.
A simple explanation of our system is as
follows. A roll of steel wire of the proper
thickness (speed and alloy will be determined by further research), traverses a
heating chamber where it attains its "critical" temperature (usually between 1:150 to
1.1.50 degrees F., depending upon the alloy).
It then inters the "recording chamber,"
which is filled with a rgon or some other
inert gas to prevent oxidizing, as shown in
Fig. 1. The wire then passes between the
"recording electrodes," which are two small
rollers that the wire turns.
High-frequency current, modulated by
s
I frequencies,
passes between the electrodes, raising the temperature of the wire
above its critical value in accord with the
sound variations.
The wire then traverses a chamber tilled
with lime so that it may cool slowly back
to its soft state, although its magnetic properties remain changed and vary with the
sound modulations.
The wire is now ready for reproduction
and, when passed between the pole pieces
of a permanent magnet with a solenoid
around it, will vary the field strength of
the magnet as it varies in permeability or
magnetic resistance.
Since this induces currents in the solenoid which are amplified into sound, we
now have a permanent record on wire which
can be unwound for hours from a comparatively small spool.
This is the simple theory, but many problems present themselves for solution Iii fort.
practical results may be obtained. For distance, let us consider for a moment how
we may determine which alloy will be of
the most practical use.

Not just another
converter, but an
entirely new type
of radio instrument; -the NC -5
brings in shortwave broadcasts
and code, w i t h
any broadcast receiver.
EXCLUSIVE HARMONIC TUNED
INPUT CIRCUIT

Easy to connect and use. Has own power
supply. Single control tuning. No dead
spots. No plug -in coils but every advantage of plug -in coil type. Many other
exclusive features. Made in single model
with either metal or de luxe mahogany
cabinet.
Send coupon today for particulars and
prices.

Automatically resonates a stage of high frequency amplification. plus an additional
stage of high gain amplification which

also serves as a low impedance coupling
to the radio set. Result: a converter with
a wallop, with a new standard of per-

formance.

NATIONAL

NC

5

NATIONAL COMPANY, INC. RC -332
Sherman Street, Malden, Mass.
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Gentlemen
( ) Please send me complete information on the NATION.\l. NC -5
Short Wave Converter.
( ) Enclosed please find 50c (stamp,

CONVERTER

Made by the makers of Velvet Vernier

Dials

or coin) for 64 -page HANDBOOK
OF SHORTWAVE R:1DIO.

Name
Address
L

You SEEN THE NEW 1932 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL?
You now have the opportunity to look over the Manual before you
make your decision to buy. Full details about this amazing offer
will be found on page 562 of this issue. Turn to that page NOW.
HAVE

STOP kicking

DOLLARS in
the FACE . .

Choice of Steel
When we mention steel, it must he borne
in Mind that there are a great many types
(Continued on page 558)
1,000
CYCLES

WHEN you look on your Service Department as a necessary "nuisance" you are

kicking dollars in the face. Stop fooling yourself !
Service work is the source of substantial
PROFIT to those who take it seriously.
Your Service Department is a BUSINESS
a business which is growing rapidly and profitably for service men who make their replacements with time and money -saving ELECTRAD
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CYCLES

-

QUALITY

100 CYCLES
PLUS
1.000 CYCLES

F.g. 2, above.

F'g. 3, below.
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Two signals to be recorded

Resultant signal recorded.

Verlck 9t.. New York. N.Y.
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ARCO Tubes

March,

POSITIVE -GRID
are best

(Continued front pane 523)

--and they cost much less!
Presented here are the largest variety of tube in the v orbi tube. that u r guarantee,' tu be first grade quality and
replaceable within 30 days.
The prices are extremely low wprn you
y
Consider the lung serrure that these tube, sill give
Such an amazing tube sale has never been conducted.
sou.
Mani tubes for spacial purposes are Meted here which cannot be gotten elsewhere. A complete line cf tubes Include:
Pentodes, Screen Grids. Variable Nus. 1'uw er Amplifiers, Detectors, Photoelectric Cells, Television, lteelifier and Charger
Bulbs. We either haie It or will make it for you.

Complete Stock Always Ready for Immediate Shipment

The screen -grid is connected to the control -grid externally as indicated in the diagram, but may, for special purposes, be
connected in other ways. Other modes of
connection will he discussed in a future
issue of RADIO-CRAFT.

Order from this page and note the following tennis: No order aerepted for less than $3.00. It Is not necessary to send
the full amount of cash with the order as long as your order is assompanied by 20C; of the value.
SIM:moit will go
forward to you by express or parcel post C. O. D. All prices are F. O. lt. Factory, Newark.

X 171A -Toner

U

X120
X199

UX -171
UX -240
U

UV -199
UX -112

$0.30
.30

output amp. for AC or DC ,4,rratun. 5. amp
-Some characteristics as 171.\ un tungsten filament. '4 atop
-Designed for impedance and seststunce molding
-lower amp. used in last stage of audio fro,
-Detector and amp. tube. long prongs
-Saute oho rapt orist i,, as rX -199 only short prong

-\C

112

or

171

.60
.60
.60
.60
.60

double life

1.10
1.10
1.10

UX- 250 -t'user amp. used in last stage of audio tree
UX- 222 -warren grid radio frequency amp
'rellon Television Tube, 1" Catho,te square Type X

1"

3.85
3.85
3.85
7.90
5.90

Cathode square Type V
Telino Television Tube.
Photoelectric cell, "Potassium" Tyt 0
Photoelectric cell. "Caesium" Type A
Photoelectric. cell. "Caesium" Type R
WD
Detector Amp.
.60
UY -484 -Sparton Type
WD- 12- 1/etaaor Amp.
.00
UY -585 -Sparon Type
.85
UX -182 -Sparton Typa
UX -686 -Sparton Tape
.85
UX -163 -Marten Type
UX -401 -Kellogg Tow
hat qqn irk heater)
7
UY227A -AC amplifier or tirt,.tar
224 but rquirk heater
UY- 224A -AC screen add amplifier
Amplifiera Pentode. 2 volts
UX233 -Poner
UY -236 -Screen Grid Motto Freq. Amp
UY -237 -Detector Amplifier
\ugdiflrr !'gante
UY -238
cell nap. u J drleaor. 2 volts
U X230
UX -231 -Dry cell amp. -last audio stage. 2 volts
U X -232 -Dry cell screen grid amp.. 2 volts
UY -247 -Power pentode
UY -235 -Super rantn,l screen grid arm.

-II-

.85
.85
.60
.60
.85
.85
.85
.85
.60
.60
.60
.85
.85
.85

-Patter.
-U7

Ur -551 -Variable

11111

from blowing out

1.00

RECTIFIER ANO CHARGER BULBS
123 Mil
rectifying tube (It. II.) (Raytheon Type)
6/10 amp. trickle charger bulb (Tontine Type)
2 amp. old and new type charger beili.
N. tall ( Tungar Type)
and C amp. charger bulbs (list IMAM
(Tuner Type)
)5 atop. charger bulbs (Tuner Type)
UX -280 -Used as a full -aatr rectifier for high Unlssba
wale red liter
U X-281 -Half
Rectifying Tube especially designed for use with Freshman Master "It"
Eliminators I'V brass bane. ihni tell quantity
UX -866 -Mercury Vagu half -Wave Rectifier
UX -280 -SIertoq' Vapor Full -w'a'r Ito finer

$1.40
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2.00
2.00
3.75
7.50
.40
1.10
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Fig. 2

The fact that this tube delivers a high
output does not limit its use to public address work
This usage was designated
merely because 2(1 watts represents a considerable output and is far more than is
necessary to obtain good loud- speaker operation For those who still desire to use the

tube for radio purposes, it may he stated
that a '27, coupled through a I :1 ratio transformer, may be used. A step -up transformer
should not be employed as the voltage delivered to the grit) will then exceed the
rated value of 35 volts, in which case excessive distortion iS I..tnd to result.
(COalinauil na palle 559)

PENTODE

need of any antenna. Only a ground connection needed.
Set up anywhere in a few minutes.

-A

DYNAMIC
Pentode Rola Dynamic in cona high quality amplifier gives tone comparable to any receiver.
FaULL

VISION TUNING

-A

full vision dial definitely

marks the Reliable, a 1932 receiver.
Selectivity and quality of the highest degree. Perfect tone
quality and selectivity ample for the most congested
sections.

PLATE
CURRENT

Fig. I

sensitivity.
NO AERIAL NEEDED-Built -in aerial eliminates the

junction with

30

Of ries showing rectifying action of the (ube.

1-sing the new Multi -Mu tubes in conjunction with the
Pentode for the utmost in selectivity, quality and

ROLA

25

Static and dynamic curves of the new tube.

Photo-lest rie
Carsi lilt, Type
cell.

ALL NEW FEATURES
MULTI -MU

20

GRID
VOLTAGE

1932 RADIO WITH
5 -TUBE

15

GRID VOLTAGE

4

-RELIABLE

/

2

.30
3.75
1.40

Tubes and Over lorj
DISCOUNTS' IOU
500 Tubes and Over 10' and iO';c.
ARCO TUBE COMPANY, 38 -40 Park Place, Newark, N. J.

P

/

Ai / /

B
PLATE CURRENT

(DYNAMIC CURVE)

U

.85
1.50

.

Ira oast tube to prevent tubes in set

tu

.6O

Adapter tube 226, 227, 171A. to convert bat. sets to AC. tacit
UX -210-For power amplifier. high voltage

(

t-

.40

1

PLATE CURRENT
(sTAT'C CURVE)

80

.40
.40
.40
.40
.40
.40
.60

IA

90

.90
.90
.40
.40

-roger amplifier tube. }. amp
UX -112A-Power amp. tube for low cur. consume. '. a1111.
UX- 200A- Urterror tube recommended for weak signals and g,sa1 re
1l
screen grid amplifier
UT-224
UX -245 -l'oser amplifier
Special detector tube 200A -a sucrer- tensithe detn.tor
Special radio frequency 20I A-a super- sensitise 2111.\
Special audio frequency 201A- super -sensitive 2111.1,
Seen al 171 U' Ss amp. extra coated filament -goal for electric se:
T14 1201A High Mut high emission
Stlteh tube. 201A or

100

ANY QUANTITY

UX- 201A- Amplifier or detector
UX -226 -AC amplifier
ÚY227 -AC amnlltler or detector
U

1932

Complete with
R.C.A. Licensed Tubes

You cannot afford to be without a copy of our new
64 -page catalog. Over 2,000 items of interest listed.
A postcard brings your copy to you.

M
U
L

OUTER OR SCREEN-

GRIO

T
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U

RADIO SURPLUS CORP., 56 R. Vesey St., N. Y. C.

GRID

FILAMENT

INNER OP CONTROL -

M

CONTROL

GRID

F

F

Fig 3
Socket and clement arrangement.
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LATEST IN RADIO
(Continued from pour
mobile radio set, may now he eliminated
by the installation of a kit of Motor Radio
Suppressors. Each kit comprises the necessary suppressor units for installation in the
sparh -plug leads and in the actin distributor
lead, together with comprehensive and conipletc directions On the use of filter condensers and the proper adjustment of the
electrical components for complete noise
elimination. The kits are available for
four -, six- and eight -cylinder automobiles,
with the resistors packed in a neat display
carton illustrated in Fig. E. Individual
suppressors are available if desired..
In meeting the requirements of motor ratio suppressors the units have been made
moisture -proof because of impregnation with
a special cnmpouml.
They are shock -proof,
with terminals designed to withstand severe
vibrat'
The resistor is imbedded in a
high -grade cer;
tubing which is unaffected by heat and positively non- combustible. The units have an exceptionally low
catpauity -less than .5- uunf.- permitting the
choking out of ultra -short waves and eliminating all spark -plug noise.
These radio suppressors are produced by
the International Resistance Company.

A PENTODE AND SCREEN -GRID

SHORT -WAVE SET

ZENITH MODEL 103 14 -TUBE
"HYPERHETERODYNE"
TIIIS new Zenith set, illustrated in Fig.
G, requires four variable -ant tubes, five
'27's, a screen -grid, '24, two '45's, au '80 rectifier, and a voltage regulator tube.

Experts teach you "why" and

-

INSIIIUIE

Fig. G
Chassis of the Zenith "Superheterodyne."

Outstanding are the features of a stage
of push -pull voltage amplification feeding a
push-pull power stage, ;t band -selector, ut ut toattui tic volume-t untrol, phono -radin selection,
Autotone control, Mal "meter tuning."
matic tuning is available in the several cabinet combinations of the "\Mold 103" chassis.
A BUSINESS BOOSTER
what time should I tune in the So-

la and -So
1

Fig. F

tubes have made their advent into
such rapidity, short -wave
investigators have been "hard put" to real ire their benefits. However, in Fig. F is il-

NE\\'
the field with

t

lustrated an exceptionally inexpensive and
effective receiver designed to utilize two of
the new 2 -volt tubes; one is a screen -grid
detector, and the other is at pentode.
Only two controls are included in the design; one js the tuning knob, and the other
is a combination volume- sensitivity control
Incidentally, it should
and off -on switch.
be noted that the volume- sensitivity control
very effective for both 'phone and code
is
reception.
A cadmium-plated chassis is used. Ease
of tuning is obtained through the use of a
nitro- vernier tuning dial which is without
backlash.
Battery -operated, this totally -shielded 2tube receiver presents for headphone operatin an extremely good "buy." The tuning
range, by means of plug -in coils, is approximately 14 to 200 meters; an additional coil
is available for the 200-550 meter range.

'how"

here is the foundation on
which to build study at

.! Sereell

1

IN RADIO?

525)

)dour next Tuesday," is an
everyday question which the Roth Press, by
steams of the "Itadionsindcr," illustrated in
Fig. 3, makes it convenient to answer.
Little ntcmory -aids such as this new card,
which measures 31.._ by 5i:, in., and is to be
imprinted with the dealer's name, do much
to increase business.

_

WANT TO GET AHEAD

The receiver illustrated is the Royal,
Model RI', which is manufactured by Harrison Radio Co.

"

rid am! penn ale short-wave, battery is obtained in
type rceiver. .1 ratio of 5 to
the fall-vision hrniao diel 7,1,0, does not exhibit bark -lash.
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NO one can hope to become successful in
any branch of radio without the proper
training. It was to give this training that
America's oldest radio school -RCA Institutes -was founded 22 years ago.
It has graduated thousands of students.
Many of them are now high up in the radio
industry. Your chance is greater than theirs
because of the expansion of the industry.
Don't neglect your future. Mail the coupon
below and read the news it brings you.

What You Can Learn
RCA Institutes, in four resident schools in New
York, Boston, Philadelphia and Chicago, and
in extension courses for home study, specializes
in instruction in every practical branch of
radio. There are elementary and advanced
courses for every type Of student. You can
study with our modern equipment, under experts at the resident schools -or solve practical radio problems at home with our special

home laboratory equipment.
Being a subsidiary of the great Radio Corporation of America, you enjoy the benefits
of association with the world's largest radio
research laboratory. Thus our courses are kept
up to the minute. Yet the tuition cost is
moderate.

0

Interested?

N

If this sounds logical to you, why 'not obtain
more information without obligation. Mail
the coupon for free catalog. But do it TODAY. If you put it off, you may forget -and

T

miss

U

a

great chance.

It('A INSTITUTES, Inc.

E

A Radio Corporation of America Subsidiary

r

W

TCp1

RCA INSTITUTES, INC.

E

Dept. RT -3, 75 Varick St., N.Y.
Please send me your General Catalog.
am chocking below the phase of radio in which lam
DNS

O

^

1

COURTESY OF

T
H

1

U Lç

interested.
D Microphone Technique
D Broadcast Station or
Studio

Aviation Radio

V

D

Radio

Operating

Talking Pictures

D Servicing Rome Entertainment Equipment

D Television

Name
Address

Fig. 3
A good reminder can!.
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LOtenpaiion
Radio

Operating
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IMPROVING AN AUTO RADIO

THE NEW EMC

(Continued from page 526)

Simplicity Test Probe
Precision Made
The

new

EMC

"Simplicity

Test

Probe" for service men. dealers. and
last. efficient
experimenters is
e tpocket
size.
testing device
Users agree that it s locates defects
in radio sets at a great saving of
time and money.
1

The Simplicity Test Probe locates
open or shorted by -pass and filter
condensers. burned -out resistors and

firing. breaks in tuning -coil windings. and shorts in variable tuning
condensers; also checks presence of
filament or heater voltage and correctness of tuning coil polarity.
It
tests continuity of all low resistance
windings and resistors.
Described below are two uses which
make this instrument
worth many
times its price.
TO TEST OPENCIRCUITED
BY -PASS CONDENSERS:
It a radio set oscillates or has
from
remove
lamp
excessive hum.
probe end, attach test probe lip to
chassis, turn on set, and touch[ high voltage terminals of all by -pass con
When terminal of faulty
densers.
condenser is touched, set will perform

normally.

TEST FIXED CONDENSERS,
"B" FILTER TYPE
Attach probe clip to chassis in
Insert
volt battery.
series with 41
standard lamp (with set turned off).
and touch probe point to high- voltage
side of condenser. A short is indicated
by lighting of the lamp to FULL
brilliancy.
TO

"z

The EMC
made of a

Simplicity Test Probe
polished

and

red

Is

black

dielectric material neatly eng
d In
it is exceptionally attractive
geld.
and professional: a
real quality product.

.50
Net

Guaranteed

tomes

a n

d

complete

with standard lamp
full instrucand
tions.

The

7, 16" z 7

".

size

Is

Sales at the reduced price of $1.50
are now made direct from the factory.
Send money
orders. express company checks, or cash
to us and get one of
the most valuable

testing

instruments

the market to
The net price
outside of the U.
S. A. is $2.00 at
on

day.

Boston.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING
CORPORATION
Boston, Mass.
10-6 High Street

OFFICIAL
RADIO
LOG
A

-

most complete and upnot
book

tedate call

periodic runs.
but kept accurate in every
at all times
respect,
contains just the information your customers de
mend -good for advertising or resale.
Jobbers. Dealers. Service
Write Today for
Men,
Sample and Quantity
Prices

printed in

-

ALL AMERICAN
SERVICE
5707 N. Clark

St.

CHICAGO. ILL.
M

I

C R O P H

O

N E

S

IIIdlspensd,ie for many tixe. Is the
Microphone
Ination Midget
cud Earphone. )Intel Illustrated
No. 3116--$7.311- clib earphone.
SPECIAL NET PRICE LIST
Carbon
Dutton
No. 300 Single
Type Stretched Diaphragm $9.00

Bomb

.

No. 301 Taro-I Jttat

Carbon Type
$15.00
Stretched Diaphragm
No. 302 Two- Itaaon Remy note
Type
30.00
No. 303 Two- Button Concert
45.00
Model
Also complete arre,sorles for
address
public
for Catalog

MILES REPRODUCER
2$

E.

22nd

St..

N.

Y.

CO.
C.
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mechanical simplicity. Similarly, constant coupling electrical systems, ideal in themselves, are impossible without the use of
an untuned R.F. stage resonated at the
weakest points of our response curve.
In practice, we shall resonate the primaries of our tuned stages at approximately
490 kc., the primary of our untuned coil at
850 kc., and its untuned secondary at 1200
ke. We shall also use an adjustable capacity- coupling in our tuned coils to increase the low -wave response.
The design of these transformers is shown
in Fig. 2. At A is shown the tuned 1t.F.
coil- standard in every wan- except that its
low -inductance primary has been replaced
by one consisting of 825 turns of No. 32 or
34 enameled wire wound on a 1., -in. core
and so placed that one end of the primary
is just erect with the ground end of the
secondary with t actually being within the
secondary winding. In wiring these coils,
the inner lead of the primary is attached
to the plate, and the end of the secondary
farthest from the primary, to the controlgrid.
in B of Fig. 2 is shown the toil form
for the untuned R.F. transformer. This
in. in
is a built -up spool whose core is
lianteter, 14-in. inside length, and I -in, outside diameter. 'l'o one end of this spool is attached a strip of Bakelite projecting beyond the spool winding-space and carrying
the terminals of the et il and the mounting
holes. The primary of this coil is wound
with 350 turns of No. 31 enameled wire.
Over this is wound lain turns of No. 32
silk -covered wire. 'l'ho' inside lead of the
primary is attached to the plate of the 3rd
R.F. tube; the outside lead of the secondary, to the detector control -grid.

Introducing Regeneration
In mounting the tmtuned 11.F. transformer, an expedient the author tried may
be attempted. In his case, he sought, by
leaving the bottoms of the tuned 11.F. shields
open and by mounting the untuned transformer directly under the third tuned coil,
to introduce a variable regeneration control.
This was operated by being pivoted in an
arc across the opening in the R.F. coil
The untuned trsutsforuter was
shield.
mounted with first one end nearest the tuned
R.F. coil and then the other.
In the design as finally worked out,
though, this means of control was not
adopted. Instead, a slight amount of regeneration Ovals secured by so placing leads
that a capacity feed -back existed in the
H.F. stages between the plate and the control -grid of the tuned R.F. tubes. This
capacity was small, being clue to a few
turns of No. 24 insulated wire wrapped
around the control -grid lead and connected
directly to the plate of the sauce tube.
Of course, there is no direct connection
between the control -grid wire and that
wrapped about it. Just how many turns
may be used depends upon the individual
case; in the set here described, only six
turns were required. An alternative to this
wire- wrapping stunt is the use of a midget
compensator of no more than a 10 -nlnf.

capacity maxiuuun conneeted from the plate
to the control -grid.
Checking Resistors
Of special note when using carbon resistors is the importance of checking the resistance values under actual operating condition. To his sorrow, the author found
that some carbon resistors used at full ratings could be depended upon to change their
Now, in addition
values as Much as 60I.
to verifying the resistance values, he is careful to see that the "watts ratings" of these'
resistors are not exceeded.
Another point to he noted is that the
plate -to -grid coupling condensers indicated
in Fig. 3 are best located within the coil
shield of the respective transformers whose
low-wave response they improve. However,
care should he taken that they do not approach too closely the coils themselves as
this would reduce the lratter's efficiency.
'l'he resistance values of R2, R5, and R6
given here should he accepted only as tentative. In the author's set thee worked
very well; individual circuit peculiarities
might make other values desirable. 'l'he set
builder is advised to try several values between 200 and 1000 ohnss.
!

ASSEMBLY
RIVET

MOUNTING
HOLE

EYELETTERMINAL

-BFig. 2
Construction details of -1. the tuned R.F. trans.
former and B. the sustained unit.

It should be kept in mind, however, that
too low an R.F. control-grid bias might
result in detection in the R.F. stages which,
at this point, is extremely undesirable; thus,
the negative bias (in the R.F. grid circuits)
should atlw'ayS he at least one -half volt.
Similarly, HT and 118 might be experimented
with to arrive at optimum values; although,
if 118 is reduced much below 100,000 ohms,
the loss of quality will be quite pronounced.
in "signing off," the author wishes all
builders good luck and pledges all inquiries
a prompt reply. He hopes sincerely that
the results he has obtained with this set,
which has already received stations 2000
miles away, will be exceeded by many.
Adios.
Parts List
Three standard tuned H.F. transformers,
special primary as per text, Ll, L'2, L3;
One untuned R.F. transformer as per text,
IA;
One random -wound H.F. choke, 15 to 20
millihenries, I.5;
One 0 to 50,000-ohm variable resistance, RI
(I watt or more);
(Continued on page 57O)
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GRAND ISLAND
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(Continued front page 527)

directional qualities. For this reason. another type of antenna known :is the "multiple doublet" was used for high frequencies. This is similar to the one. used bv
the B.C.A. c'ounnunications Company itt
Riverhead, New York. This type of antenna consists Of 39 single "doutdcts;' spaced
eight feet apart, feeding a transmission line
312 feet long, which is balanced with respect
to earth. This network is supported from
sixty -foot poles by triatics of steel cable.
Concrete counter- weights keep the network
taut at all times. (Fig. 2.)
The theory of operation of this antenna
is practically the saute 85 that Of the tare
antenna with the exception that the voltage
is fed to the transmission line at lumped
intervals. If enough doublets are used per
wavelength, the effect is that of a distributed feeding and a smooth building -up of
voltage is obtained. As in the wave antenna,
the velocity of the electric wave on the wire
is very nearly- that of the space -wave, pro \ iding that the impedance of each doublet
is high.
'Phis is assured by narking the
length of the doublets short as compared
with one wavelength.
The directivity of such an antenna is such
that at fifteen degrees either side of center,
a constant signal will drop to one -half its
value directly in line with the antenna. As
the vertical pickup of this antenna is small,
one of its great advantages is its freedom
front local inductive interference, for this
type of wave is usually vertically polarized.
Also, its directive qualities are useful in
suppression of regional static. Back -end
signals are suppressed the same as in the
w :n e type of antenna by hanging a proper
resistance across the far end of the line.
The value Of the resistance in this case is
tin ohms. A special carbon resistance with
terminals copper -plated to either end, is
used.
The signed at the receiver end of this
line is fed through a transposed vertical
transmission line to a long four -wire line
which is elect Heil ll' balanced with respect
to earth. These wires :are diagonally connected so that the electrical Venter of each
pair Of tires is an identical point, so, theoretically, each line has no radio pickup. Its
practice, it is impossible to build a perfectly
balanced line. llowever, the pickup is small,
and what there is can he bypasscel to ground
through astatic shields between the evils
coupling the line tie the receiver. The hairwire lines are terminated in dead- ending
racks. outside the main building, and are
j pen to two -wire transposed lines which
are connected to neon cartridge lightning arresters ,just outside the windows, passed
through holes in the window panes, and
thence to terminating blocks an the receivers.
There are four multiple doublets, two designed for a frequency- range of front 5,00)
to 13,000 kc., and two from 12,11011 t0 23,0110
kc. One pair, covering the frequency- range
of from 5,0(H) to 2:t,000 kc., points toward
l'orto Allegre, Su. America, and One pair
toward London, England.
In addition to the directional antennas,
there are five single doublets, four of which

are horizontal, and one vertical. The horizontal doublets are designed to operate below the range of the multiple doublets. The
"Conrad vertical" is a high- frequency antenna. It is a vertical doublet of brass pipe
offset front a 60-foot pole, by insulators.
The lower part has a short 'T- section at the
end nearest the earth. This can be shortened or lengthened to balance both sides
of the doublet. This antenna is designed
to intercept radio waves which are vertically polarized. 'These doublets are connected to the receivers, through the saute
type of transmission line used in connection with the multiple doublets.
A 200- foot "general purpose' antennas,
Fig. 3, and a law -frequency loop, complete
the antenna system. The low- frequency loop
desert-es special mention, inasmuch as it is
probably the largest radio loop ever erected
for receiving purposes. It consists of two
loops crossed at right angles, each limp
cunt:dning twelve strands of No. 19 wire,
250 feet long by fill feet high. Each loop
is connected inside the main instrument
room by at 4 -wire transmission line to the
stator of a goniometer; its rotor is connected to the low- frequency- receiver. (Fig.
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The Radio Receivers
Both loop and receiver are designed to
cover the frequency range of front 10 to
loo kc. The receiver has five stages of
H.F., two Of which can be thrown in or
out at will. Type "210" tubes are used in the
ILE. and detector stages. Two sets of coils
are used, one set covering a frequency range
of front 10 to :32 ke., and the other from
3'2 to 100 ke.
Three types of receivers are used to cover
the useful radio spectrum. The low-frequency receiver has been mentioned. The
intermediate-frequency receivers have four
stages of tuned H.F. and cover a frequency
range of from 100 to 1,51)0 ke., by use ttf
three sets of coils. Type `210" tubes are
also used in the lt.F. and detector stages
of this hype of receiver. The high-frequency receivers have three stages of tuned
lt.F. A frequency range of from 1,500 to
:3(1,(111(1 ke. is made possible by use of four
sets of coils. 'l'yp- "2:31ï' tubes are used in
the It. F. stages. and a `230" in the detector
stage. The audio stages of each type of
receiver are alike, namely, two stages using
hype "811" tubes, and an output stage using
an "H1$"
Each receiver is connected to the standard
by a Nit. 10 gauge eopper -wire inside a I -in.
brass pipe. Isolantito bends strung on the
wire keep it concentrinlly spaced inside
the pipe. 'rite standard energy is fed to
the second H.F. stage of each receiver.
This has two advantages: first, the initial
stage nets as a buffer preventing the standard energy feeding out to other receivers by
way of other transmission lines; second, in
order t0 get a good heart -note between two
frequencies, the energy in one must chesely
approximate that in the other. In ease of
a strong signal, the first receiver stage can
be detnneel, thus acting as an H.F. gain
control.

1
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"WIRE" RECORDS
(Continued front paye 553)
and the last two, the point per -cent of
carbon.
Much is known about the magnetic properties of iron and steel, but little has been
tabulated along the lines that we are to
work upon. We know our recording must
be clone above the critical temperature.
Whether it be two degrees or twenty degrees
above, is unimportant, for in reproduction
our results will be obtained from the relative difference in amplitude of one sound cycle to another.
The elements aluminum, arsenic, silicon,
tin and vanadium, when used in comparatively small amounts as alloying elements,
increase the maximum permeability of iron,
whereas boron, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen,
nickel, cophosphorous, sulphur, titan'
balt, copper, and manganese indicate a decrease in permeability.
It is the crystalline structure that we aim
to distort, with its resultant irregular spacing of the atoms. The variation of the
heat above the critical temperature will
vary the structure of the crystal lattice
within the iron or steel wire and permanently affect its permeability.
The author succeeded in recording a 60cycle frequency with crude and "haywire"
apparatus about two years ago. This gave
hope to the entire theory. That low fre-

of steel from which to choose. For one
thing, it roust be soft steel to wind easily,
but it must have enough tensile strength
to withstand the winding action und pull
exerted upon it. 'l'hen, it sl Id be of such
composition as not to retain at magnetic field
of its own once the energizing field has
t be
been removed. In this respect, it
similar to soft iron. An idea may he obtained of how steel is alloyed and rated
from the following standard table of steel
ratings by the Society of Automotive
Engineers:
Carbon steel;
Nickel steel;
Nickel- chromium steel;
Molybdenum steel;
Chromium steel;
Ii. Chromium -vanadium steel;
i. Tungsten steel;
8. Silico-manganese steel.
An explanation of the above list is given.
.\ number 2340 grade of steel is nickel steel
as designated by the first numeral, 2. The
second numeral, 3, denotes the nickel content as 3 %. The last two numerals, 40,
denote the point per -cent carbon content, as
0.40%. Steel may be designated in five
numerals, in which the first denotes the type
as listed in the table above, the second and
third the per cent of that type of alloy,
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

N°

i

1

j\..

1_I

i
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quencies can be recorded, we know. Anyone who is familiar with the action of an
ordinary stroboscope knows there is a variation in the heat amplitude of an electric light bulb great enough to vary the light
amplitude sufficiently to actually produce a
heat between the stroboscope and the 1.20
heat -peaks per second (for a 60- cycle line).
One may thus actually see 1.20 heatalternations per second. How about the
higher audio- frequencies? Let us refer back
to the formula for velocity or strength of
From disc-recording
audio frequencies.
theory, it is known that amplitude times
Irequelle'y equals relocity or energy. Hence,
a 100 -cycle note of a given amplitude will
have the same velocity as u 1,000-cycle note
with only 1/10 the amplitude of the 100 cycle note as illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3.
The 1,000 -cycle note need only distort the
crystalline structure of our alloy 1 /10th
as much as the 100-cycle note to produce
the same strength. A 10,000 -cycle note needs
only 1 /100th the amplitude of the 100 cycle note to be just as effective.
'l'he greatest limitations of high- frequency
recording on wax are the resistance of the
wax to the cutter, the weight of the cutting
point and the moving armature itself. In
reproducing, we have the same limitations
of the needle, pickup, and armature weight
and reluctance.
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RECEIVER

(Continued from paye 529)

actually there is no such gap because the
oscillator covers a range sufficiently- wider
than 550 to 1500 kc. to eliminate it, but
the gap is allowed to appear in this explanation as though it existed in order to phrase
the explanation in familiar frequency

terns.)

6

Very little of the fundamental oscillator
frequency gets through tube V3, as in all
rectifiers, but even if it should, it is of
little importance, as a careful consideration
of all possible aspects, as well as practical
tests, will indicate. Likewise, the higher
harmonics, though stronger, are of no MIportance, due to the high effective selectivity of the first-detector circuit.
The third oscillator harmonic covers the
range of 304.5 to 5895 lie., from which the
I. F. of 465 ke. is subtracted to find the
actual signal tuning range, which is 2580
to 5430 kc., or 116 to 55 meters, approximately. This third oscillator range, or third
harmonic range, is utilized by the third first detector tuning coil.
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It is apparent from this explanation, how
the last two ranges are covered by the fifth
and ninth oscillator harmonics generated by
tube C3, and without individually analyzing
them, it may be stated that they are from
approximately 65 to 32.5 and :34.5 to 17.5
meters, with, in these cases, very large
overlaps between bands. (In the last case,
the use of the second possible oscillator
heterodyne -frequency extends the range to
meters.)

t'pon consideration, the whole idea

method of changing antenna connections
from lm itdcast to short -wave bands, etc.
One of the great advantages of the system
is that the tuning dial can be divided into
five accurately- calibrated sections, slaking
the finding of stations quite easy. This
calibration is quite accurate, sufficient to
enable easy hunting in a narrow range for
a new station, since once the dial is set to
the range indicated by the selector switch,
it is only necessary to adjust the trimmer
knob for greatest noise to obtain resonance,
when hunting is done by adjusting both
knolls sinmltatcmtsh'.
Once found, the logging of the oscillator
dial, which is quite sharp, while the antenna
tuning knob is not nearly so sharp, is
absolutely dependable, and stations will
always be found at the same dial setting.
While the selectivity on all waves is absolute
10 kc., the short -wave tuning is delightfully
smooth, easy and simple as compared to
precious short -wave superheterodynes, in
some measure accounted for by the very
sn[Mitlt, positive high -reduction vernier dial.
The amplitudes of successive harmonics
developed by an oscillator or harmonic
generator fall off as the harmonics increase,
as is well known, and the question will arise
as to how, ill this system, the ninth barmen-tic can be strong enough to do a good
heterodyning ,job, since it is much weaker
than the second harmonic. 'l'he answer is

jur'RNfNf
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Jewell 563 Oscillator
1.

Output adjustable on fundamental
notes to any frequency in the three
bends- broadcast 551)- 1.500: low intermediate 125 -175: and high intermediate
160 -28o

2.

3.
4.
S.

K. C.

Calibration curve for each range carried in the cover.
Entire instrument shielded by the

heavy metal carrying case.
Jewell traditional sturdy construction
assures long lived dependability.
Priced so low no serviceman can afford
to be without its advantages.

sillipie.

Fig. I
Connrction.r of the inpat rirruit.

16.5

eonceptiiill is So new that basic patent applications have been filed on the system.
The circuit of the actual receiver, illustrated in Fig. 2 and also by the Iihotagrapli,
deviates from Fig. I only to the extent necessary for ronstructionatl reasons, such as the

is

seen to be almost childishly simple, yet its

In terms of percentage, the resonance curve shapes of all four first -detector shortwave circuits are substantially the sante,
while the dista nee away from resonance of
these circuits that the oscillator must work
is constant at 46 kc. This means that the
percentage difference between oscillator
and station frequencies decreases with increasing frequency, or that the harmonic
generator sees an increasing impedance in
the first -detector circuit, across which it
must develop the heterodyne voltage, as the
frequency increases. The net result is a
nire practical Italancc, whereby as the used
harmonics step up and decrease in amplitude., their task is made correspondingly
simpler. In actual practice, therefore, the
decrease in amplitude of successive harmonics is so nicely compensated for that
it is of no practical consequence.

Jewell 444 Set Analyzer
Makes every necessary test on all modern
radio receivers, tuned radio frequency,
and superheterodyne. Direct tests are
provided for pentode circuits. Output
measuring and resistance continuity
ranges are provided.

Accurate and simple to operate. Careful design assures results that can be
depended upon. Many new features,
assure unusually long life.

THE POSITIVE -GRID TUBE
(Continued from pale 554)
Class "11" amplification has, for some unknown reason, been entirely neglected in
radio receiving circuits. In transmitting
equipment, the harmonics generated are
eliminated by means of filters. In receiving
circuits, no filters are necessary because
the load impedance is adjusted for minimum
distortion, in this case 10 per cent with a

Get
This

Catalog

1250 -ohm

load. When this tube becomes
available, a new field will be opened to experimenters. The trend in modern design

toward greater output, and the author
believes that this may be economically secured only with a tube such as described in
this article. Additional data will be published in lt.tulo-Ca.tr-r.
is
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RADIO DEALERS
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NEW
Radio Handbook

(Continued front page

The case for the chassis is made of No.
gauge sheet iron. 'l'he chassis is mounted
in the case and the latter is fastened below
the instrument board, at the right side, using
The speaker is also
three long bolts.
mounted in back of the instruulent board,
as indicated in the sketch. The remote -control unit is fastened to the steering column.
The "B" and "C" batteries are mounted in
a specially constructed battery box, made of
No. 16 gauge sheet iron. This box is mounted
beneath the floor board, near the storage
battery box. 'l'he antenna is fastened below the running board and the silencer kit
(described in past issues of RADIO-CRAFT)
is connected in the car's ignition circuit,
in accordance with the directions given with
the kit. The speaker field is connected tu
the storage battery and the set is ready for
operation. Ample volume is obtainable from
the receiver, provided it is properly constructed and installed.
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condenser, type

1.450,

.01-uif., 26;
Two Trutest R.F. choices, type R.F.

64, 3,

24;

One Elect rad volume control, type RI 202,
7, with toggle switch 37;
(hie Electrad 100-ohm flexible grid resistor,
6;
One Electrad 5000 -ohnl flexible grid resistor,

9B;
Three Conoid shielded R.F. coils, 9, 12, 18;
One Amperite, No. 227 with ni t'g, :31-\;
One Durham Powendun metallized resistor,
type M.F. 4, 6(X)0 ohms, 16;
One Durham Powerolim metallized resistor,
type M.F. 4, 10,000 ohms, 17;
One Durham l'owerohni metallized resistor,
type M.F. 4, 50,0()0 ohms, 22;
One Durham l'owerohni Metallized resistor,
type M.F. 4, 250,000 ohms, 25;
One Durhams l'owerohm metallized resistor,
type M.F. 4, 5110,000 ohms, 27;
Two pairs twin binding posts, type SA185, 1 and 2, :30 and 31;
Seven wafer -type Cl' sockets, No. S.\ -176,
5, 11, 14, 20, 28, 29 and socket for cable

plug;
One 5 -prong National plug, soft rubber, No.
5; 32, 33, :34, 35, 36;
One No. 12 gauge aluminum chassis, 6 ins.
x 12?._ ins. highs;
Three Arcturus auto screen -grid tubes, type
136; .5, 11, 14;
One Arcturus auto detector tube, type 137;
20;
Two Arcturus auto pentode tubes, type 138;
28, 29;
One dial light, 5 -volt, 4;
One sheet iron case for chassis;
One Wright- DeCoster Vehicle speaker, consisting of Vehicle cabinet with Infant
model dynamic "vehicle" chassis, equipped
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the word or phase about
in
a dictionary,
nimbi
which you are weking Information. Furthermore,
each page is key -Indexed, for greater convenience
and y wed in boating any definition. All the Sub 3eet- Matter Is Arranged in Alphabetical Order.
This great to enlarged Second Kolb ion Radio Eneryone
ui
necessity
ry,lopedia

It

treed

sil

ers l
in It
increases cour knowledge s and saves your time. It
every known radio problem, and is a goldmine
dneof practical information for even' aolin Iran.
Just all out the order blank below. pin two
dollar bills, stamps. rhr,.k. or n,ealey order to it,
and mall in an envelope.
Your encyclopedia will be shipped to you the
same day your order reaches us.

MAIL COUPON TODAY!

r
S.

GERNSBACK CORPORATION,

RC-332

Pork Place, New York, N. Y.
Enclosed I ant sending you two Douars, for
which you are to shin me at once your new
Secoml Edition Radio Encyclopedia.
I will mail you one Dollar more thirty lays
from this date. and the balance of ninety -eight
payment.t.
r e is shiny days after my sce
the book Is not aal represented. I may
return it. In good condition, and you will
refund my money.

98
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Address

i
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State
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Two

AN INEXPENSIVE TEST PANEL

SHORT
WAVE

(C'ontinued frate pale 533)

lected and their resistances may be obtained in a number of ways.
They may be secured from the mmnufacturer of the ureters by stating the model
and range of ureter and the voltages which
you expect from them. lt2 is usually included with the purchase of the meter.
Multiplier resistors which increase the range
of a voltmeter may be calculated from the
following formula:

RI =

lt(El - E)
E

where,

= Multiplier resistor,
= Internal resistance of ureter,
1 :1 = Highest reading of the meter
sired, and
1: = Present reading of the meter.
R1

It

de-

'l'he value of the various resistors may
be determined by the following procedure.
Place a variable wire -wound resistor of
10,000 ohms or larger in the circuit where
resistor Ito would ordinarily be and adjust
its control so that its total resistance is in

the circuit; then across jack pins labeled
90 volts, place 90 volts of "1P' batteries and
gradually decrease the resistance until the
indicating hand of the ureter lies directly
over the last scale division on the right of
the scale, measure the resistance of the
variable resistance which is in the circuit
with the ohmmeter and replace with a fixed
resi st rance equal to this value permanently
in the circuit.
After 114 is placed in the
circuit, the resistor lt5 may be found in
the soue manner using the 90 cults of I3"
batteries across the 450 -volt ,jack pins and
adjusting, the resistance until the hand of
the meter lies directly over the 9) division
on the 4.5 -volt scale. Measure the resistance
as before and substitute a fixed resistor of
the saute value as the variable unit.
The resistance of ltl and It2 may be
found by the same procedure except that
the A.C. 110-volt line is used instead of
the "13" batteries. The variable resistance
substituted for lt2 is uljusted first until

the line voltage reads directly on the 140 volt scale of the meter. .liter finding the
value of 112, it is then passible to use the
saune method in determining the value of
resistor RI; adjusting the resistance until
the pointer of the ureter lies directly over
the 22nd division on the HO-cult settle, providing the line voltage is 110 volts. If the
line voltage is other than 110, the reading
should be equal to the line voltage divided
by 5, for the 700 range.
The multiplier resistor for the 0- 50,000
ohmmeter settle is found by placing the
variable resistor in the circuit in place of
R:3, short -circuiting the jack pins lilt, lilt
and then decreasing the resistance until the
pointer of the ohmmeter reads full scale.
Replace the variable resistor with a fixed
resistor of value equal to the variable
resistor.
Construction of the Panel
Fig. 2 shows a suggested panel layout for
constructing the test board, giving the location of the various parts. To eliminate
the expense of engraving the panel and still
give the instrument a finished appearance,
the majority of the jack pins are mounted
in the center of a 1 x 12 in. strip of white
cardboard, the remainder of the pin jacks
are placed directly shove this strip, except
the capacity ureter ,jacks which are located
between the two meters. The various ,jacks
are identified by means of lettering placed
on the cardboard.
The rear of the panel may be arranged
according to the parts on hand. All resistors and condensers except the 1 -mf. condensers l'2, C'2 are self-supported by their
Ines -wire connections.
The battery cable
may be of such length as to permit the batteries to be placed under the work bench
if so desired.
l'ig.3 shows the construction of test leads
tvhieh are very serviceable as well as ecomunical.
From a section of windshield wiper rubber hose, cut two lengths 5 ins.
(Continued on pape 503)

combined

and
Standard Broadcast
Superheterodyne
Radio Receivers

The CROSLEY
DISCOVERER
With this marvelous new Crosley radio receiver
you can know the thrill of listening direct to
foreign stations, air pilots receiving instructions,
police calls and many other interesting and
unusual things that travel the shortwave bands.
Every channel from ,i to
550 meters is covered. Of
course ordinary broadcasts can also be heard. It
is housed in an extraordinarily beautiful cabinet
COMPLETE WITH
and sells at a sensation7 TUBES
ally low price.
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Montana, 1Vyoming, Colorado, New Mexico and
west, prices slightly higher.

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION

Home of the Nation's Station " -WLW Powel Crosley, Jr., President
Cincinnati

L

4

-

I

C

LR

The 12 tubes of this Crosley superheterodyne
short-wave and standard broadcast receiver
make it, we believe, the most sensitive, best
performing and most compete set ever offered
at any price for home reception. The wave length
change, as in The DISCOVERER, is effected by
means of a panel switch
no coils to change. The
cabinet is a marvel of
COMPLETE
furniture design. The price
WITH
is amazingly low.
I2 TU BES

1-_.-

Fig. 2
The layout above shows the location of all the parts used in the test panel. The two pilot lights
at the right arc for measuring small resistors. while the large one at the left is for indicating
when the power supply is connected. All dimensions arc given for the convenience of constructors.
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SEND No MONEY--

Clip and mail to us the coupon below. We will send you either one or both books through the Express
Company for your inspection. You have the privilege of keeping or returning there.
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NOT ONE OF THE DIAGRAMS PUBLISHED IN VOLUME
NUMBER I OF THE OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL
IS REPEATED IN VOLUME NUMBER II.

I.

F
A

S

D

É
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o .M
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All
DI

R

If you want a complete set of
Official
.

all Radio Diagrams, you
must have both volumes
in your files.

Radio Service
Manual
.

Cwnpfrte Directory
I

Comoen..l W

g

Both volumes of the OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL will
give you the most complete set of circuit diagrams ever published
for the Radio Industry. Every Radio Service Man and Dealer should
have them available for immediate use in his business. Professional
set -builders and amateurs will find them instructive and helpful.

i- .d,me I,
$4.50

1931 i ,ütfnn
Complete with Supplements

'!'here is so much new material in this Manual. that a Service Man
or dealer would be lost without it, when called to service a set. Information alunit new models which have I een on the market only a
few weeks are contained in this Look. The 1932 Manual makes the
service kit complete.
The 1932 Manual contains a Full Radio Service Guide and a Complete
Directory of all 1931 -1932 Radin Diagrams. also models of older design. Everyone in the Radio business should have a copy. Send for
yours today!

Partial Contents

Wiring diagrams of radio sets manufactured
there is any

Partial Contents of Volume II

since 1927, and

.\ step -by -step analysis in servicing a receiver which embodies in its
design every latssibie combination of modern radio practice; it is folly
illustrated and thoroughly explained. It is the greatest contribution
to the radio service field.
Chart showing the operation of all types of vacuum tubes, whether
new, old or obsolete. An exclusive résunti of the uses of the Pentode
and Variable -Mu Tubes and their characteristics.
Complete discussion of the superheterodyne and its inherent peculiarities. Also a special chapter on tools used on superheterodyne circuits.
Schematic diagrams and circuits complete with color endings.
Important chapters on commercial aircraft radio equipment; new data
on commercial short -wave receivers and converters.
Servicing and installation of public address systems and talking machine equipment.
Standardized color- endings for resistors.
( 1perat inn of old and new testing equipment: tube voltmeters. output
meters. oscillators and aligning tools.
A full section on Midget radios -their design, circuits, and types. How

record elsewhere.

of helpful radio -servicing material.

650 pages

Complete course of instruction for Radio Service Men, dealers, manufacturers, jobbers, set builders and amateurs.

(Here are but a few of the subjects covered in the special
course of instruction).
Power -Supply Systems
Radio Phonograph

Amplifiers
Antennae

Equipment

Automotive Radio

to service them most economically.

Resistors
Short -Wave Sets
Speakers
Tubes

Condensers

Detectors

Eliminators
Meters

1932 Edition
with Supplements,

Get Supplements FREE with the
NEW 1932 MANUAL

Briefly outlined below are the "high spots" that are to be
found in the 1931 Manual -the first complete radio service
manual ever to he published. Over twenty -seven thousand
copies of this edition were sold to members of the radio industry. This assures you of its importance to those engaged in radio and how valuable it is to them.

many earlier ones of which

l'ofum II.

$6.00 Complete

Hundreds of schematic diagrams of older radio receivers which have
never been published.
nl:nik pages for recording notes. diagrams , to sketches: these pages
r transferable to any part of the Bonk.
(rmp.m page for free questions and answers.

Mail Coupon TODA Y!

650 PAGES
(Complete with Supplements)

It11-3
GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS. Inc.
96-98 Park Place. New York. N. Y.
I'Ira,e c lÌ Inc ter FIIGt: in.i. ion the books
s

I

hare

.

ietked below.

I

that

understand

I

urine the m carefully and. should I de-

to
them. aI will pay the full cost.
the few .vets fur carrying charges. Thus
offer Is g.ed only In the ".>t.A.

9 x 12

inches

(Including Supplements)

rideto

plus

Over 1,500 Diagrams, Charts
and Illustrations
Flexible, Looseleaf Binder,

OVER 1,000 PAGES

1

1

Volume I. la:ll
ments. 64.50

I

1

(

I

Manual.

with Supple-

Manual.

with Supple-

o Ire mailed Free ee
ments 1e to
$1.00
ROTH HOOKS FOR $9.00
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('ITT

STATE

t

w days,

Over 2,000 Diagrams, Charts
and Illustrations

Flexible, Looseleaf Binder,
9 x 12 inches
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ELECTROLYTIC VARIABLE CONDENSER
G-

(Continued from page 531)
and should be held there until the current
has decreased to a value of approximately
3 or 4 milliamperes.
After the completion of the forming process, there will he noticed that a greenish gray film has been placed on the rotor
assembly. 'l'he condenser should now be
assembled, the rotor being placed in its
copper cam. A solution consisting of 1/2-pt.
t.f distilled wader, 2 ors. of boric acid, 1/=
oz. of borax, and 1A -pt of pure glycerin,
mixed while hot, should now be poured in
to a height so that the plates are just
covered, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The
completed condenser should he placed again

of high voltage and the leakage
current allowed to decrease. This aging

on a source

process may be done either on a power
pack, battery, or a generator.

Er

FELLo W5
INTO

EL EC TR iC' Ty

The capacity of the finished condenser
will, of course, be dependent upon the area
of the rotor plates. This has been left to
the ,judgment of the experimenter and he
can make the condenser to suit his needs.

It will

be possible to obtain approximately
I mf. for every 20 sq. ins. of surface area
on the rotor plates. The positive terminal
to the condenser will be attached to the
shaft and the u_ntive terminal to the can.

AN INEXPENSIVE TEST PANEL
(Continued from page 561)
ins. long and slip these over a 5ft. length of rubber -covered wire to which
is soldered two phone -cord tips.
At the
back of the tips on the wire, place n coating
of rubber tire-cement. Before the cement
is dry, slip the rubber tubes over the phone
tips as shown in the drawing. In addition
to a pair of the above described leads, one
should have a pair of leads having the
small rubber tubes at one end and small
battery clips on the other, and a pair of
leads with clips on both ends.

and

11/a

Parts Required
inexpensive A.C. double -range voltmeter, 0 -10-140 volts;
One resistor to increase the 10 -volt range
to 140 volts A.C., 112;
One resistor to increase the I40-volt range
to 700 volts A.C., R1;
One inexpensive 4.5 -volt, 10,0(X) -ohnt resistOne

ance ureter;

One resistor to increase the ohmmeter range
to 511,1X)11 ohms, 1(3;
One resistor to increase the 4.5 -volt range
to 90 volts D.C., R4;
One resistor to increase the 90 -volt range
to 450 volts D.C., 115;

Three Toggle switches, SI, S2, 53;
Two miniature flashlight porcelain
tacles;
One 1.25 -volt flashlight bulb;
One 2.2 -volt flashlight bulli;
Nineteen phone tip ,jacks;
One .001 -nmf. condenser. CI;
Two I -lutf. condensers, C2;
One .002-mf. condenser, C3;
One strip white cardboard 1 x
One rubber panel 7 x 14 ins.;

(hie

1111

12

recep-

ins.:

-volt porcelain receptacle;

One roll hook -up wire;

Five ft. lamp cord;
One 110 -volt plug.

arfrotir.t,t
x-*

REPAIRING CONES
(Continued front page
removed and the pattern cut out with sharp
scissors (small surgical scissors are very
good) on the line.
It may be impossible to trace the voice coil circle accurately clue to raggedness of
the surface. In this case, draw in a circle
using a compass with a radius a hair's
breadth larger than that of the voice -coil
circle, as measured on the flattened pattern.
If the pinholes on the seams have been made
in a straight line, it will only be necessary
to extend the lines passing through the pinholes till they meet. Titis point marks the
center if the lines have been accurately
drawn. Otherwise, locate the center point
by trial, using the e pass.
To make the flange on the small end of
the cone, a series of radial cuts must he
made in the pattern, reaching just beyond
the voice -coil circle. The square stubs so
produced are now bent so as ,just to include
the pencil line of the circle in the bend, allowing in this way for the width of the paper
which makes the flange. A perfect fit is
thus assured the voice coil.
After collodion cement is applied to the
se:uu edges, these are put together to make
b
coincide the pinholes through which tl
tacks are passed into a flat I/Oard. The seat

.534)

tightly against the board until
\Vhcn dry, the cone should be placed
on It flat surface, large diameter (lowrncturd,
and a .small Iwok placed on top of the cone
until the paper sets.

,..
V

is thus held

dry.

90 D q ys

1.4.0

err

The Voice -Coil Tube
To

paper used must
have straight edges, an absolutely even surface and uniform quality. The two -inch paper used in adding nuuhines fills the hill in
all particulars and is ,just wide enough.
l'he paper must he wound on a form of
some kind. In many cases the pole of the
speaker field can be used. Where this is
possible, exl' riutent :dlv wind this paper ribbon tightly upon the pole until it takes up
nearly half the space between the pole and
the steel collar surrounding it. 'l'he diameter
of time paper ribbon is timen that of the voice
coil to be made. We say "nearly half the
space," because room must be allowed for
the voice -coil wire.
Now, slide the paper tube off the pule
piece and unwind it frosts the inside until
just two layers of paper are left to form
the tube. Nick the paper at this point and
then unwind the rest of the tube. Cut the
(Continued on page 564)
timake a voice coil, the

t.0^<A)
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Mr. H. C. LEWIS. Pres.
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
500 S. Paulina St.. Dept. 32-81. Chicago. 111.
Dear Mr. Lewis: Send me your big free catalog and
tell me all about the Frog Electric Refrigeration
course you are including.
Nonce
A
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Royal
Short-Wave
Receiver
POWER PENTODE

"SCREEN-GRID

SCREEN -GRID

WORLD -WIDE RECEPTION GUARANTEED
or your money cheerfully refunded!
A NEW super -sensitive Short -Wave Receiver with these

ROYAL Model RP
List Price 525

outstanding features:

coupling -Combination regeneration- volume control (with automatic switch) eliminates
unnecessary controls Micro- vernier full vision dial for easy tuning -Scientifically shielded for
maximum results- Ileavy cadmium plated chassis-- Completely self- contained in attractive metal cabinet
-Works on any antenna- Covers 14 to 200 meters (550 -meter coil 75e extra) -Uses only two tubes
-Use of screen -grid detector and power pentode gives extreme sensitivity with tremendous volume
Operates speaker or headphones (for weak stations)- -The complete absence of AC hum (all non- battery
sets have It) makes the operation of this set a distinct pleasure-Uses I UX -232, I UX -233, 3 "13"
batteries, 1 22ií -volt "C" and two dry cells (or a 2 -volt cell).
I

sigh -gain

-

All ROYAL Shon -Wave Apparatus
licensed operators with

a

is

designed by Government

HARRISON RADIO CO.,

CHOW TO

AND

BUILD

OPERATE

of Tubes
Batteries
Set

Write now!
Distributed by

Dept. R3

189

$2.20
5.45

RECEIVERS
PUBLISHED BY

HIM

WAVE
CRAFT
98 PARK PLACE
NEW YORK

New York

Fr anklin St.

dust off Press!
THE greatest book of its kind ever pub b.hed.
HOW TO BUILD AND OPERATE SHORT
WAVE RECEIVERS is the best and most

up -to -date book on the subject ever put between two

The book has been edited and prepared by the
editors of SHORT WAVE CRAFT, and contains a
wealth of material on the building and operation, not
only of typical short wave receivers, but short wave
converters as well.
Dozens of short wave sets will be found in this
book, which contains hundreds of illustrations; actual
photographs of sets built, hook-ups and diagrams
galore.
WE SAY-AND REPEAT IT-THAT NOTHING LIKE THIS HAS EVER BEEN PUBLISHED
BEFORE.
The book comes with a heavy colored cover, and
is printed throughout on fine-class paper.
No ex.
pense has been spared to make this the outstand
Ing volume of its kind. The book measures 71/s x
30 inches.

This book is sold only at such ridiculously low
price because it is our aim to put this valuable
work into the hands of 50,000 shon wave enthusi
asts during the first few months of 1932.
RC-3

Gentlemen:- I enclose herewith fifty (50e) rents for which plea o
send me a cop) of your new hook HOW TO BUILD
AND OPERATE SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS. (Soul
looneS order. cheek. rash. or new C. S. Stamps, Its-gister
letter If 11 contains rurreny or at :mops_ t

Published by the publishers of SHORT
WAVE CRAFT magazine. Tisis alone will
be your guarantee that

while publication.

it

is a

really wonh-

We know that if you are at all interested
in short waves you will not wish to do without this book. It is a most important and
timely new radio publication.

Natile
.

NOT SOLD ON NEWSSTANDS

address

clin

al1,1

Mail Coupon At Left!

Slate

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
CHEMISTRY
BECOME TRAINED CHEMIST. Thousands of
opportunities- fascinating career. Learn at home.
Complete experimental laboratory outfit given.
Write for big free book. Chemical Institute,
19 Park Place. Dept. RC, New York.

INVENTORS
PATENT YOUR INVENTION: Send for FREE
book. "Ilow tu Obtain a Patent." and "Record
of Invention" blank. Consult us abort how to
protect your ideas. Victor J. Evans & Co., 620C
Victor Bldg., Washington, D. C.

SERVICE

solid core;
One coil, Corwico shielded Braidite.

MEN,

RADIO
ATTENTION

-

Speakers re
wound. magnetized, repaired, $2.00 to $2.75. Corr
plete Power Pack Service- Transformers rewound,
condenser blocks repaired. resistors duplicated
Guaranteed. Clark Brothers Radio Co., Albia

,lowa.
SET OWNERS, separate those interfering sta
tions on your tuning dial. Easy to install. 50e
postpaid. Noel. 1502 Pittston, Scranton. Penna

RADIO INSTRUCTION
LEARN Radio. television and talking picture
in Canada. Day, evening and home study classes
Free scholarship and trip to Toronto. all ex

Booklet on request. Radio College
of Canada, 310 Yonge St., Toronto.
penses paid.

(Continued from page 563)

City

1

SHORT WAVE CRAFT
98.98 Park Plate.
New York City.

(

REPAIRING CONES

s.

SHORTWAVE

with 7.500 -oh1n impedance output transformer;
One Ward De-Luxe car antenna;
One Ward silencer kit;
One Premier remote- control unit;
Three Burgess special automobile "B" batteries, type 2:305, 45-volt;
' batteries, 41/2 Three Burgess tapped
volt, type 2370;
One sheet iron battery case;
One roll, Corwico Braidite hook-up wire,

SPECIAL PRICE$l A95

vast experience in that field.

Representatives and Dealers wanted.

6"

(Continued from paye 500)

paper straight across at the point where
nicked. These two pieces give us the exact
dimensions for cutting two new strips which
are wrapped carefully around the pole in
the proper order; first the "Idler" strip and
then the "coil" strip, using thin cement in
strategic places to keep each from unwindnot be put being. Of course. cement
tween the separate strips.
While the paper is on the mandrel or pole
I
piece the second thin-, the wire can he w
un the forth according to the position and
number of turns of the old voice coil. The
same numbered wire or a close approsimuation to it should, of course, he used. Extra
wire sl
Id be allowed for leads to the
proper ter uinals within the speaker.
Collodion lightly applied to the coil ends
will keep the wire from unwinding and rattling. (Collodion applied over the entire
surface of the voice coil tends to flake loose
and produce buzzes at high frequencies. and
should therefore lie :applied sparingly.) If
too long. the voice -coil form must, of course,
lie cut Clown and can be quite easily done
with small surgical scissors. 'l'he winding
helps the forma to retain its circular shape
but the real secret lies in making the joints
of the core -forms neatly and with a minimum
of cement or "dupe." 'l'he form may he
dipped in hot paraffin which serves further
to stiffen the coil and protect it against
moisture.

t

Reassembly
'l'he sequence of reassembling will differ
according to the type of speaker so that this
must be left to the ,judgment of the repairman. Certain general requisites (apply to all
speakers, however. The lone and voice coil
must he centered with regard to frame and
field pole, and the latter must nut touch the
coil. The leads from the voice coil must he
"doped" onto the cone and "spiders" to prevent vibration, since even a half-inch of
loose lead -wire may introduce an unpleasant
buzz.

The problem of repairing cones is one that
scent to receive notch attention.
While Service Men in large cities may be in
a position to obtain replacements in a relatively short time, those located in the more
sparsely settled sections of the country must
develop methods of their own to effect
speedy repairs.
does not
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"SHORT " -CHECKERS
(Continued front page 535)

and the tube under test. The voltage values!
specified allow a rise in line voltage to 125
volts before tubes or dial lights are operated at maximum allowable voltage.
The transformer used for this purpose
should be capable of supplying about 25
watts on the 4.5 -volt winding and an additional 10 watts on the 10.5 -volt tap, making a total primary wattage rating of
around 45 to 50 watts allowing for loss in
the transformer. This transformer was designed and wound for the conditions enumerated, but constructional details are beyond the scope of this article.
Sonic Service Men will be able to design
their own transformers, others will have
them wound, and still others will possibly
use transformers with higher voltages, such
as two 5 -volt or one .5- and one 71/.; -volt

secondary, and will Make necessary changes
in the resistance network to accommodate
the circuit to changes in voltage, the change

in resistor values depending on the voltage

drop required. Any added resistance must
be placed just before or after the present
resistor -and -lamp combination, however, and
not added to the present resistor shunted
by the lump, as these values have been properly proportioned for the current flowing
and the hype of dial light used. Be sure to
use the types of dial lights specified in order
to get correct results.
It is evident by now that the writer is
somewhat partial to the use of the neon
lamp for short-checking and is also in favor
of checking tubes "hot," though due mention has been made of other methods.
('hacking for shorts with the tubes "hot"
introduces some peculiar phenomena of
which mention has already been made, but
it is a more accurate check when properly
used and understood, even though somewhat more involved or complicated than a
"cold" test. Suit yourself, as either is very

NO. 550

good.

OSCILLATOR

OPERATING NOTES

Licensed by A. T.

(Continued from. page 536)

control is set for bass reproduction, is received on the Atwater Kent Models 83 and
85. After a great deal of testing and checking, trade more difficult by the fact that
the

schematic

(these circuits

ltto

diagrame were unavailable
appear in the "Or'me 1.

Si:avtcl: MAN IA I., VOL. II:' -Tech.
Ed.), the trouble was finally traced to an
open choke in the pentode control -grid
circuit. ('Phis choke connects to one of the

leads from the tone- control switch.) What
role this choke plays is difficult to state for,
when it was shorted out, the receiver per farmed as it had never done before. This
portion of the Models 83 and 85 is illustrated
in Fig. 4.
The alignment condensers of these two
receivers our located on top of the coils,
beneath the coil shields, and to attempt an
adjustment of them would necessitate removal of the shields, a procedure that does

not make for accuracy. As the shield cans
are all of the same size, a duplicate may be
secured for service purposes with several
holes drilled in the top to permit the insertion of the adjusting screw- driver. When
alignment is necessary, this shield can is to
be substituted for the. one ordinarily used.

$21

&

T. Co.

Net to dealer
$30 list

Net to dealer
with output meter

if not at your Jobbers

we

will

ship

direct when remittance accompanies
order.

sturdy modulated instrument
carefully made. Completely shielded
with separate battery compartment.
Furnished with 22% -v. and 3 -v.
batteries and one '30 tube. Direct
reading broadcast band (550 -1500
kc.) and intermediate band (120185 kc.).
Sharp 2d and 3d harmonics for 260 and 475 kc. Operating instructions attached in case
cover with shielded wire leads.
Very compact. In leatherette case,
fix ll %x5r/z
in.
Weighs but 8
pounds. Built to high standards.
Every serviceman should have the
No. 550 oscillator to align r.f. gang
A

The

Fig. 4
circuit .shoaiaa the location of
the RFC which caused trouble.

detector

DISSECTING A SET TESTER
(Continued from page 537)

Although the construction of a tester
with push -button switches is more expensive
thon with a multi- contact rotary switch, the
Diagnometer was designed with sturdily constructed and heavily-insulated pushbutton switches because of the more rapid
and safer operation assured. The push
buttons are clearly identified by permanent
lettering adjacent to the buttons on the
panel.
Push -Button Circuit Control
Depressing as "Volts" push- button connects the "Multi- Meter" in series with the
proper
Itiplier resistors as determined
br the "Scale Selector" setting, across the
radio tube circuit corresponding to the panel
identification of the button. Depressing a
"Mils." push -button places the meter, with
the proper paralleled shunt as determined
by the "Scale Selector" setting, in series
with the radio tube circuit corresponding
of the button.
to the panel identificat
The "Sp. Ch. Grid Volts" and the "Space

:110
O

Charge Mils." push- buttons are employed
for testing ](.F. pentode potentials and
currents, and for tests of circuits which
employ four -element screen -grid tubes as
"space-charge" amplifiers. For all potential
measurements, a toggle switch is connected
to one side of the "Multi -Meter" and arranged so that the control -grid and anode
measurements may be made either from the
cathode or from the negative filament terminals of tube sockets, making the Diagnometer adaptable for all pentode tests, as
well as all other tests.
Two analyzing
sockets are provided for the accouuuodation of five- and four -prong tubes.
In forthcoming issues of ItAmo- CRAP-r
there will be published additional data concerning this interesting tester. Finally,
when all the component parts have been
described, it might be interesting to attempt to analyze the complete circuit that
was published in the January issue of
RADIO- CRAFT.

condensers,

locate

defective

r.f.

transformers, adjust i.f. transformers, check oscillator stage and determine sensitivity of a receiver. A
necessary instrument. Get yours
today. Write for catalog of servicing instruments.
uReadrite Meter Works
17 College Ave.

Bluffton, Ohio
Please send all information about
Readrite Oscillator and other service

instruments.

same
Address

City

State

Readrite Meter Works
Established 1904
17

College Ave., Bluffton, Ohio
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ELECTRIC CODE

(t'ontinued front page 539)
instalments due upon their sets.
For a period of three years, no aerials
were permitted upon roofs by these owners. Tenants were denied access to roofs,
except as fire exits and during daylight
hours for the purpose of using the clothes-

Radio World's Extra -Special Free Offers
of Subscription Premiums!
RAD1(J \\UK1.D. Ituw ill it eleventh year, i+ the tir.,t aini tnly national radio
weekly, and publishes the latest, up -to- the -second news of circuits, both of kit types
and of 1932 commercial receivers, as well as news of happenings in the broadcasting
field. Lists of broadcast and short -wave stations are published regularly. You get
your information weekly -which means quickly -and you get it accurately, so be
sure to become or remain a subscriber for RADIO WORLD. We are able to offer
now specially attractive premiums, and ask you to make your choice from the well chosen variety offered here.

line racks.
By doing away with the experimenting
by tenants with aerials upon roofs, all persons seen upon the roofs after daytime hours
were subject to arrest and police interrogation, resulting in greatly reducing the
her of burglaries and petty -theft cases
reported by tenants in these buildings. This
had been an important detail in connection
with their houses and, with plenty of tenants available for all their apartments, the
owners made no exceptions to their aerial
ban; tenants feeling that this ruling was
oppressive, were compelled to move.

The regular subscription rates arc: $6 for one year, 52 issues, one each week:
$3 for 6 months, (26 weeks) ; $1.50 for three months. (13 weeks) ; $1 for 8 weeks:
15c per single copy. Newsdealers everywhere.

BLUEPRINTS
Five -tube tuned radio frequency. A -C
operated; covers 200 to 550 meters
(broadcast hand), with optional additional coverage from 80 to 204 meters. for police calls.
television, airplane. amateurs. etc. Variable mu
25c
and pentode tubes. Order 11P -627 @

627G

FREE!
Your Choice of Nine
Meters!

Six - tube short - wave set. A -C
operated; 15 to 200 meters; no
Intermediate frequency, 1.600
plug -in coils.
Order
kc. Variable mu and pentode tubes.

GA -B .
62$
BI'- 628 -I1

629.
629

Order

25c

@

Six -tube auto set, using automotive
tubes, with pentode push -pull output.

Bl' -629

1932

25c

@

To do your radio work properly you need
meters. Here is your opportunity to get them
at no extra cost. See the list of nine meter.
below. Ileretofore we have offered the choice
of any one of these meters free with an 8-week,
subscription for RADIO WORLD, at $1, the
regular price for such subscription. Now w,
extend this offer. For the first time you are
permitted to obtain any one or more or all of
these meters free, by sending in $1 for 8- week,'
subscription, entitling you to one meter; $'
for 16 weeks. entitling you to two meter':
$3 for 26 weeks, $6 for 52 weeks, entitling
you to six meters. Return cnulan with reo,
mittance, and check off desired no -t r. in
below.
-

115

DIAGRAMS
FREE!

115 Circuit Diagrams of Commercial Receivers
and Power Supplies supplementing the diagrams
in John F. Rider's "Trouble Shooter's Manual."
'these schematic diagrams of factory -made receivers, giving the manufacturer's name and
model number on each diagram. include the

IMPORTANT
MOST
RECEI \'ERS.

SCREEN

GRID

The 115 diagrams, each in black and white,
on sheets 3Sá x 11 inches, punched with three
standard holes for loose -leaf binding. constitute
be obtained by all
a supplement that must
possessors of "Trouble Shooters' Manual." to
make the manual complete. We guarantee no
duplication of the diagrams that appear in the
"Manual." Circuits include Bosch 54 D. C.
screen grid; Italkite Model F. Crosley 20, 21.
22 screen grid; Eveready series, 50 screen grid;
Erla 224 A. C. screen grid; Peerless Electrostatic series; l'hilco 76 screen grid.

Subscribe for Radio World for

3

-

RADIO WORLD,
West 45th Street, New York. N. V
(Just East of Broadway)
145

weeks
for
Enclosed please find t
subscription for It AI110 \VORI.I) and please
send as free premium the meters checked off

below.

1

0 -6

months at

the regular subscription rate of $1.50. and have
these diagrams delivered to you FREE!

Present subscribers may take advantage of this
to expedite
offer. Please put a crass here
extending your expiration date.

SOLDERING IRON
FREE

am

a

subscriber. Extend my subscription.

(('heck off if true.)

0

0 -50

Voltmeter D.0
Voltmeter D.0

6 -Volt
0 -10

No

Charge Tester D.0
Amperes D.0

Milliamperes D.0
0 -50 Milliamperes l).0
0 -100 Milliamperes l).0
0 -300 Milliamperes D('
0 -400 Milliamperes D.0
0 -25
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No

3'

\o.

3

-

3'
'

3'),

ADDRESS

CITY

3

No. 3'+i

NAME

ft. cable and male plug. Send $1.50 for 13
weeks' subscription for Radio World and get
Please state if you are renewing
these free.
Radio
existing subscription. Order P -R -SO.
World, 145 W. 45th St.. N. V.

\o.
\o.

\n. 3')'
No

Works on 110 -120 volts. AC or DC; power.
50 watts. A serviceable iron, with copper tip.
5

32i-

No. 337

ST.\TF

Fig. C. ;l Multieoupler installation.
Fig. D. A neat cornice-wiring lob.

Enter the Depression
Conditions in the real -estate business have
changed in the last two years, however, and
the scarcity of apartments with plenty of
takers gave way to is surplus of apartments
with tenants demanding and receiving all
sorts of improvements in apartments as a
matter of course. Radio entertainment had
also reached the level where it played a
very important part in the life of the average person, and tenants were loath to accept the noisy background present with
radio programs received upon an indoor
aerial. Superintendents found it increasingly difficult to rent apartments, and the
writers, called in as consulting engineers,
suggested aerials be installed at the expense
of the owners.
The Antenaplex system was used on some
of the buildings while the \lulticoupler system was used on others. Both gave very
good reception and, the material used in
both systems being approved by the National
Electrical Code, certificates were obtained
without any delay as soon Its the ,jobs were
finished. It is well to remember that the
National Electrical Code covers all del.merchandise, as well as the manner
in which merchandise is to he used
insurance rates on buildings will be raised
for violations reading "use of unapproved
material," the Same as when violations are
reported for unapproved workmanship.

RADIO -CRAFT
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Fig. 13 shows an aerial installation similar to the one causing the plaster shower.
Note that the vent pipe, being situated at
the end of the roof, cannot very well he
secured at the top with guy wires in all
four directions and most depend upon its
own rigidity to maintain an erect position.
With the pipe and board attached to it
a et ing as the lever, and the pull of the
aerials acting as the applied force, the edge
of the roof becomes a fulcrum of it lever of
the first class, as the high -school physics
teacher explained to us years ago.

r
a,

Types of Aerial Systems
Apartment-house aerials consist of two
types: one uses a vacu -tube R.F. amplifier to amplify, without discrimination, all
radio waves (within certain 1' 'ts) impinging upon the aerial and capable of suppl'ing enough signal energy for low- noise -level
operation of 2.50 radios; the second type is
at less-expensive arrangement supplying up
to 30 apartments with each aerial and without using any vacuum tubes. The Antenaplex system is one of the foremost in installations of the first type while the Multi coupler is at leader in systems without tube
amplifiers.
In the Antenaplex system, it was found
best to install the untuned lt.F. amplifier
in the penthouses containing the heads of
the stairways. The lend -in from the aerial
is brought to this amplifier and associated
apparatus, and from these, risers are
dropped for each tier of apartments. In
several houses, it was possible to use chimneys, no longer in use as such, for ducts
in which to drop the risers, thus avoiding
the necessity of strapping. In other cases,
the lead- covered cable used for the riser,
known as "Cablov," was fished down partitions, strapped down dual[- waiter shafts,
and sometimes, the speaking tubes in the
older buildings proved ideal riser conduits.
In the last -named case, it was usually
necessary to open the floor in the apartment
on the first floor above street level, owing
to there being offsets in the speaking -tube
lines due to the fact that the room arrange-

s

Fig. E
The poor work at A may account for the poor
reception that is being received.

ment on the ground floor differed from that
of the upper floors, due to the existence of
the main hallway.
With the JLilticouapler system, nearly all
installations were installed outside the
building and the risers fastened to the
brickwork. A mast shaped like an inverted
"I:" was used to support the aerial with
the Multicoupler system, and the lead -in
dropped vertically downward from the
aerial span; this was made possible by turning the mast so the .short section of the
"L" pointed away from the building.
A typical \fulticoupler lead -in is shown
in Fig. C. No "human fly" type of mechanic is necessary as all fastening may be
done from the windows. It also shows the
latest type of \lulticoupler unit, one of
which is required for each apartment supplied from the aerial.
Fig. D shows how the lead -in is kept away
from the edge of the roof coping. The
aerial mast being shaped like a davit that
holds life boats in place upon a steamship,
the riser is thus so fastened that it cannot
rub against the coping. Compare this with
the lead -in at A, Fig. E, stretched over the
edge of the coping and destined to cause
plenty of crashes and "static" in the receiver it supplies with energy.
In all these aerial systems, much grief
and quantities of bent nails may be avoided
by fastening to masonry with the proper
plugs. 'l'hese are usually cylinders of wood,
metal, and jute, designed to be placed in
holes previously drilled for them in the
masonry with a star drill and a hammer.
If the plug fits the hole, that is, if the hole
has not been made with too great a diameter, driving a screw into the plug will cause
the plug to exert pressure against the circumference of the hole and resist pulling
out. For aerials, the ,jute plug known as
the ravel plug, does very nicely.
Costing slightly over one cent each and
requiring a hole small enough to be drilled
in the plaster between the bricks in from
10 to 30 seconds, a No. 10 rawl plug with
a 1 -in. No. 10 wood -screw will sustain a
steady pull of one hundred pounds.
In hammering or using other tools while
leaning out of windows, it is good practice
to tie the hiuuuter and drill to the wrists.
Like all good things, both the Antenaplex and the \Iulticoupler systems have been
copied. Bootleg systems, with no provision
to prevent coupling between receivers, and
consisting of a roof aerial, lead -in, and plates
for aerial and ground in the apartments,
are to be found in many buildings -soot
DM, where "radio engineers" have convinced architects and builders of the merit
of their systems. When a plurality of receivers are connected to these, however, reception is terrible and outside individual
aerials are demanded by tenants. The further harm done by these systems is that,
any particular system being a failure, landlords become convinced that all apartmenthouse systems are at failure and permit the
forest of masts and tangled spans and leatlins to again deface roofs.
Radio Service Men will be better off by
using and installing approved antenna installations than by asking landlords to pay
for their experiments in installing their own
conceptions of apartment house systems.
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Make
Depression
Pay!
Take advantage of the present demand for repair of old receivers!
Build strongly for the future, and increase your business by giving GUARANTEED REPAIRS.
You can do this safely by using
Radio's Finest Parts-

POLYMET
PRODUCTS
Standard of the Industry

The new 1932 Polymet Catalog lists
the widest line of replacement parts
offered by any manfacturer. You need
it. Send the coupon below, and we
will include a remarkable low -price
offer on the most useful Condenser
Repair Kit ever assembled.

POLYMET MFG. CORP.
834 East 134th St.

New York City.

Send me your sensationally low- priced introductory offer on the Polymet Condenser
Repair Kit. Also include the new 1932

Polymet
charge.

Radio Parts

Catalog,

without

Namelllllllllllllllll
Address

...

_

City
State
Mark Proper Square
JOBBER

DEALER
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1100
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lay'; tack- bottom prices.

high

i

,

standard, same n elo-i
features. Pure goad touIaets.
Duralumin diaphragm. Is etreoUtmally
rugged.

r

Model X sets

high standard for
iallty, at a price that
des mope[ Ilion
l'or sale by dealers
el
where
New
catalogue with diagrams now ready.
,

UNIVERSAL
MICROPHONE CO. LTO.
1163 Hyde Perk Blvd.
Inglewood, Calif.. U.S.A.
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Experimental
Equipment
Given

FREE
to Every
Student !

KINKS
(Continued from page 5M)

This unit is housed in a small container and
sold to the customer for $2.50. :\fter a free
demonstration on it bad night, the customer
will always buy this device.

RADIO SET

Hum Eliminator
Many of the early type as well as some
of the later model A.C. sets had a very had
tuna. Different methods have been tried to
combat this evil but only one device seems
to he the panacea for all our hunt troubles.
This is an adaptation of the hum -bucking
unit designed by Miessner and used by Loftin-While in their amplifier. Almost everybody knows what it success it has been in
the above units. It is simple to construct
and adjust. It promises an inviting field
of revenue for the wide -awake Service Man.

ANALYZERS
AND

How to UseThem
lull inskaeaoee end description) el
restricts, tube starlets, on

.at
set

Y

by L.

New
and Useful Book
jus Service MenA

rY

important which

Man u a radiolarian
for tills welcome book.

22' i ", Length,
Weight 25 tbs.

Opportunities in Chemistry
Chemistry offers those
who are ambitious and

willing to apply them -

conscientiously,
selves
the greatest opportunities of any vocation

today. Industrial firms
cf all kinds pay tempting salaries to get the
right men. Opportunities
abound on every hand.
You can study Chemistry under the well T.
known instructor,
Dr. T. O'Conoe O'Conor Sloane, A.B..
LL.D.
Ph.D.,
A.M.,
Sloane

You Can Learn at Home
Our home study course, written by Dr.
Sloane himself, is practical. logical and
remarkably simple. It is illustrated by so
many experiments that are performed right
from the start that anyone can thoroughly
understand every lesson. Dr. Sloane will,
in addition, give you any individual help
you may need in your studies.

Easy Monthly Payments
The tuition is very low, and includes your
laboratory outfit -there are no extras to buy
with our course. You can pay in small
monthly amounts, and we show you how to
earn the cost of the whole cost as you go
along.

CHEMICAL INSTITUTE OF
NEW YORK, Inc.
19

CHAPTER

Fig. 2, left. Circuit of the static reducer.
Fig. 3, right. Num- control circuit.
As seen in Figs. 3 and 4, it consists of two
.5 -uhf. condensers of 4110 -volt rating and a
5(100 -ohm variable resistor. When installed,
it is only necessary to turn the anti of the
resistance to a point where no hunt is heard.
-bucker has been used with sucThis I
cess in such sets as the Majestic "71)" and
"90," Temple "8-80,' Victor "ItE. 3'2" and
lfC. "Iii,' "18," 3:3" and "00." It should
he connected in the last radio-frequency
stage.

Tone Control
In spite of the great popularity of dynamic speakers, mn11V sets are still found
employing the magnetic speaker. Very often

the owner complains Of insufficient bass and
a superabundance of tones in the middle
register. This situation can lie remedied
by the use of n device called the equalizer.
'l'he constants for the trap for use with
magnetic speakers are one .1 -uhf. condenser,
one 80 -1h. choke such as Samson, and a 050,000-ohm resistor. The resistor is adjusted
until n pleasing response is obtained. 'l'he
schematic is shown in Fig. 5.
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CHAPTER 4
Detanr,l descrint Ions. photographs. and circuit diagrams
of commercial set analyzers.
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Fig. 4, right. Another hum-control
Fig. 5, left. Tone- control unit.
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COIL DESIGN

(Continued from page
cross -section of the coil arrangement
illustrated in Fig. 5.

A
is

.

Screen -Grid Tubes

In this discussion, we promised to consider the problems of designing print,' iv
toils for screen -grid, variable- , and lt.I'.
pentode tubes. Up to this tinge, we have
considered then) as it group as the coil requirements are very similar in each case.
There are, however, some peculiarities which
must he considered for each type.
In the screen -grid tubes with which we
are most f
liar, the shielding grid is
placed between the control -grid and the
plate in order to remove Hasse electrons
which make up the well -known "space
charge." This shield grid reduces the internal capacity to a very small value, but
it floes not entirely eliminate it. Consequently, if the signal voltage is stepped up
to it sufficiently large value, some current
will return over this internal tube capacity
and start the tube to oscillate. Also, as
explained before, it is extremely difficult
to shield the external circuits in the space
permitted by present -day commercial design. 'Therefore, the amplification per stage
is effectively limited, even when the frequency factor is removed.
For the above reasons, it is well not to
'11 amplification
from
try to obtain too
This does not mean that it
these tubes.
tremendous amplification cannot be built
up; it is quite practical to obtain an amplification of 30 or 40 per stage compared
to 5 or 6 for ordinary three -element R.F.
tubes.

Variable -Mu Tubes
'The individual problems of coil design
for this new tube are very similar to those
for the '24 screen -grid tubes. The main
differences in the characteristics of the two
types are that the modulation distortion and
cross-talk factors have been reduced considerably in the newer tubes. As these two
factors indirectly affect the coil design, we
shall consider them briefly.
NTo(lulation distortion is caused by the
non -linear character of some tubes. Because
of this non -uniformity of frequency amplification, an increase in naululntion is found
This distortion is
at certain frequencies.
most evident when the incoming .signal is
It.F. tube.
a powerful one, as in the last
Fig. 6 shows the maximum value of the
input voltage that can be employed without allowing the modulation to exceed 211'3
(a satisfactory value). This chart shows
that the nlaxinnti voltage that can be applied to the '24 tube cannot exceed 0.4volt while the variable-mu tube can carry
of l0 without introducing any
a voltage
more distort'
So much for nptdulttion distortion. We
have already mentioned cross -talk as a
Bes handicap in aerial coil design.
se '
cause of the inherent characteristics of the
Variabletubes, however, this factor has
been reduced several hundred times and
this, comhincd with the ability to handle
powerful input Voltages, inq>roves amplifier
design tremendously.
.
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The coils for variable -mu interstage coup ling are practically the same as for the
However, with careful
screen -grid tube.
shielding between stages, noire amplification per stage can be realized than with
11y increasing the size of
the '21 type.
the first primary IA in the coil described
above and placing the second primary I.2
closer to the seconday, an increase in the
coupling can be obtained and, by carefully
adjusting the l a lance, the amplification can

A

Tubes
fCRIEN GRID

POWERFUL
SELECTIVE
CLEAR TONED

kept even.
.\Itht>ugh the following description is
somewhat apart from the subject of this
article, the writer has decided that it will
he of assi,stotce to those who try to use
these tubes. The variable -mu tube can be
placed in almost any R.F. amplifier designed for '24 tubes, with better tone quality and less cross -talk. I- Iowever, to obtain the greatest value from these tubes,
several eire'uit changes :are suggested. 'The
volume should be controlled by varying
the control -grid voltage instead of the
screen -grid potential as advocated for the
'24 tubes. The maximum amplification is
achieved with a negative biais of :l volts
on the control -grid and the minimum with
-511 volts.
To obtain this high grid biais, the power
supply circuit must be changed somewhat.
Fig. 7 shows the necessary changes to obA 3.51111 -ohm
tain the variable potential.
(approximate) resistor is connected at point
voltage of
X of the circuit to introduce
50 between the voltage divider and the
grounded circuit. 'Then a potentiometer of
20,01111 opus connected between the 50 -volt
and I1, respectively.
and the 3 -volt points,
will permit a variation of 3 to 511 volts.
The center arm of this potentiometer is
connected to the grid return.
he

Build this powerful, selective, screen -grid radio in

one evening.
Then hook it up: NO AERIAL.
NEEDED.
lying Into A.C. 110 -volt light socket and
r ntiect to ground. Redid It art nlluug to simple Instrurtluns and get satisfactory reception within 100 miles of
Use aerial and get
any powerful broadcasting station.
It
up to 5011 miles or tire, under favorable conditions.
gets pollee calls. too.
11
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wide, B" cep; weighs O'.. Iles. Set flay be had eonto-letely assembled in cabinet ready for operation if desired
for 911.95. MAIL COUPON TODAY.
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Are.. Chicago, III.
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"aulldlt Kit" complete as alsote C.O.D. for balance
of 50.97.
Send "3ry Own" Radio
( I Enclosed flnd 92 deposit.
:snplrte with tubes. ready for operation. C.O.D. for
balance of $9.95.
MY OWN

3802
(

an

Ravenswood

t

Name

.

Address

State

Town

TELEV I SION
NEWS
c

R.F. Pentode
Because Of the greater mutual conductance of the tube, higher amplification can
be obtained than is possible with the '24
tube. however, the grid -plate capacity of
this new tube is larger than that of the
latter tul>t' and this necessitates much ('are
in shielding the individual stages, as well as
isolating each grid and plate from those
of other tubes by the use of chokes, condensers, and resistances.
(('omitted on ¡wage 570)
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NOW
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SERVICE
MEN!
By Keeping Your Name Before Your Customers Every Day

IMPROVE YOUR BUSINESS

l'R(11

the dial number
poplr forget the day, the station,
their ((two ale prod.. s awl will aPPreriate
Itmlloudnder cards with .paces u, reowd such information.
They will he kept for the longest time in any home. I:Iwe
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Postpaid

Bard sire :1%
i2í Inrhe.. \d .hare x 1 Inches.. Printed
ultra( titely on shenq Golden Rod Iai.tnl Card. 1'.e ink and
handprint your ropy and mail today with remittance to
1

Dept. E -ROTH PRESS, 846 Sutter Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
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AN AUTO RADIO
(Continued from. page 556)
One 15,000 -ohm carbon resistor,

S
other
throughout
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.

DIRECT
Paris.
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AERO SHORT WAVE CONVERTERS
Convert Your Present Set Into a Short Wave Super- Heterodyne
A. C. MODEL $12.50 -D. C. MODEL $11.50
AT LAST: The perfect Auto Radi- - ONLY $20.00

Built by pioneers in the manufacturing of Auto Radio. We guarantee
engineering.
1000 mile. radius

letee

ntàAut
e

mRadio. Price o set only
atnt
i
mplete with tubes. batteries. dynamic speaker. antenna
T20.00. Set
epuipecllt and noise suppressors. 1:19.60.

NEW AFRO MIDGET Using the Intent
Type Pentdiand Multi-Mu T`be.. Price

sion

e41.1

T b

f6

$4.6o

,stra.

ft 4240 LINCOLN AVENUE
HOODWIN COy Dept. P15
Chicago, Illinois

"ALCOA"

stock,

z ti. $1.89 -14
z 9
7

z6 z6,

3.85.

103

z 5 Coil
Monitor site $3.25. 5 z
Shield (like picture on right) $1.00.
Any Size to Order. 12 x 43. Alum.. 611c;
Gooseneck tubing. our: 3 point single
switch. 4:e; .001 Bakelite Con15.10
denser, 12e; 1 watt, 30.000 Variable- 65e;
IL F. Choke. 34c, Two way Push Button, 25c.
BUDDY" TEST PRODS.
using
Always sharp pointed.
f honograph needles, 4 -ft. wires.
tips. Colored
ach
identify
nipples
$1.50 pair.
We specialize to radio parts
excluaitely-parts furnished for
fi z

(1/10 -

117

Two 400,000 -ohm carbon resistors,

118,

119

(1 /10- watt);

(1/10 -

;

5

watt) ;
triple -gang condenser to match secondaries of Ll, L2 and L3; Cl, C2, C3,
(with compensators) ;
Eight .1 -nif. condensers, 200 -volt rating
(D.C.) non -inductive, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8,

of RADIO -CRAFT can be had
at the price of 25c each. Address
RADIO -CRAFT
New York City
98 Park Place

t'a m Ill B
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H

Day

'with

-

dio

set

rap, steins

CUmberiand 6.4060
Night
or Sunday.

The chwe< I. only 51-00 foi . Ovvice inspection cell.
Real Radie Service I. .,uhorned m tepair any make radio.
Re.l R.dto Service has neenryj.oe service men who work
from 6 A. M. ro I1 midnight omen Aura
week.
Rol Radio service ,seen Ron YA, ers. -1.11n, Queen.
Born.. Richmond. Lone Island end
Real Radio services your lei within an heu, alter nenfic.don.

Ten Dollars ComSYSTEM NEVER FAILS. Feeand
Part leulars 5
Coining rl rig Testimony
plete.
.0 nos
"Allow 11111e fir n-rurn mails
cent stamp.
Specialist.
ROSS,
G.

REAL RADIO SERVICE

oacr 550 State St., Brooklyn, N. V.
CUaber land 6.4060 4059 4061

male

(P 0. Box

47.TRANSMITTER UNIT/

-

you a.ndaciion te ,.nine

6

tScarberough,

It ft

REAL RADIO SER \'ICE when your

IS
not the actual photo of myself
showing my superb physique
and 1104 file huts System has
height
increased
3-4 piinches. Hundreds
Clients up
of Testimonials.
First In 1907
I to
to 45 years old gain fromureksl
Flot Today
8 inches In a few
ROSS
Dieting.
No Appliance -No Drugs -No

Atlantic."

.4

-

-

"catchy" service card (blue), VA .r 4 in.

1OO'

SRTNPEI(VIKEN VTCROPnONEnI"TPhonograph

TON- Powerful Speech and
Au plmer- neteetophnne, err.. ete. One
wilh 12- age booklet
95c--tan. $1.75.
in U. S.;
of experiments. Sent C. O.
foreign -rash with order, PR CS GUILD,
INC., 16 Murray St., Dept. D -332. New
York, N. Y.

unit

Beek Seat Overawe',

Dees..

This Litter Epira
December 31n
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Same .4 Imam

Na 31144
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TUBE CHECKER

or "short" tester can be
5.
built with our 1%. 2, 2s
6, 764 volt 23 statt transformer.
. for building tube
Full
a new
Tests ALL modern
checker.
tubes also "short element" tester
$22.25.
Trans.
without switches.
shipping wt. 5 Ms. add l'.P.

as shown

L & L ELECTRIC CO.

536 Madison Aye.. Memphis, Tenn.

SAA

Blair of Nrroounnraa
o

Lmni

Ebb t. b ewtlfg. that the meson named and deccAbed h..
passed all tmu for 000000 me.. and 4 hereby teemed to
u Innate. enact., etc.. the ,h..ife.r from
operate. dominate,

Ee

Me re
FEE
$

(Sdd be$100.00)
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The problem of coil design is one of balancing the characteristics of the primary
circuit in the same manner as that described for the variable -rant tube, above.
While this description of R,F. primary coil design has been somewhat sketchy in
places, the subject makes it necessary to
cover a large number of facts and it is
hoped that sufficient detail has been given
to the important points,

Pñ,0t

THIS

WAVE

DESIGN

R. F. COIL

Caming

BACK ISSUES

N

One .001 -tuf. mica condenser, C12;
One .02 -elf. mica or 300 -volt rating, C13;
Four .5 -mf. 200 -volt, CIE, C15, C16, C18;
One .002 -mf. mica condenser, C17.

(0.111;na((1 from page 569)

In any magazine.
Cases fur Set Testen.
analyzers. Portable Sets
Inc.
MAN,
RADIO
THE
ELAN,
New York. N. Y.
Dept. RC -332
89 Certlandt St.

THE RADIO EXPERIMENTER'S MAGAZINE

C9, C10, C11;

kit

any

ST MAGAZINE IN
SHORT WAVES

/;

resistor, R12 (t

One

Send for
Complete
Catalog

SHIELDS
ALUMINUM BOX nllverdip
finish.
5

resistor,

w:Itt) ;

One 1300-ohm carbon

hd
matched

Genuine

;

watt) ;

Complete

ens.

watt)

One 25,000-ohm carbon

One :3000 -ohm carbon resistor, R11 (1/10 -

Set

Imo (-Mee
net

watt) ;
Two 600 -ohm carbon resistors, R5, R6 (1/10 -

watt)

6

(1/2-

One 1500-ohm carbon resistor, 113 ((_- watt);
One 200 -ohm carbon resistor, 114 (1/10 -

One 2000-ohm carbon resistor, 1110

ptias. Wonderfultone quality nandse
vity. Full dynamic speaker. Full viwalnut cabinet.
c binet.

112

wlltt) ;

w

.Y

s

dti111°

Tim

`ry

On .411
Large
Newsstands

.fs'
Brooks.

Se; A Short

4 -Color Corer
9"x12" in Siee
Over 200 Illustrations

RAPIDLY increasing each day are the number
of experiments in the Short Wave field-developments which are bringing to this branch of
radio thousands of new "thrill seekers." Experimenters. as in the early days of Radio, again have
the opportunity to bring about stirring new invenRead in SIIQRT WAVE CRAFT, the
tions.
Experimenter's ,llagacinc. hnw you can build your
own Short Wave Sets, Imth transmitters and reSHORT WAVE CRAFT is exclusively
ceiversa short mate magazine-the kind you have wished
for so long.

Interesting Articles in the Current Issue
How to Build New "Plugless " SW Converter for
Broadcast Sets
Inexpensive l'hone Transmitters
Experimenting with Quasi -Optical Waves.
Practical hints on A.C. operation of S -\\' Receivers
Single Side -Lank Transmission
Building a Simple and Inexpensive "amateur Land "
Receiver
Keying with a "Vacuum Contact" Relay

SPECIAL OFFER COUPON
SHORT W:\ \'E CRAFT

RC -3
York, X. Y.
I enclose herewith my remittance of $1.25. (Canada and foreign $1.50) check or money order preferred. for which colt are to enter my subscription
to SHORT WAVE CRAFT for One Year. also
I understand
send me the last two issues gratis.
float the regular subscription rate is $1.50 and this
offer will be void after February 29th. SHORT
WAVE CRAFT is published every other month.
98 Park Place. New

NAM E

ADDRESS
Raerse side of the strike

Wave Semen

CITY

STATE

MARCH SPECIALS!!

are announcing an important new departure this month.
Every month we will show on this page certain STAR it items,
which are NOT LISTED IN OUR CATALOG. These are all
specials of which the quantities on hand are not sufficient to catalog them. Once sold out, no more can be had.
WE

*SERVICEMEN'S SPECIAL *FLECHTHEIM1 l'ORTABLE
TEST PRODS
VOLT'JIETERS
Here's what ever'

NEW!
"LITTLE
GIANT"

Absolutely the smallest dynamic streaker

will

withstand

the strain of modern
output Power tubes.
e v er manufactured.
Suitable for use on midget. Isortabh, and
automobile receivers. 51eaaures but 6% In.
Inug owe -all. having a 4% in. diaphragm
and weighing but 4 lbs. The 'Little Giant"
has. under test, actually flooded a ten -room
apartment with faithfully reproduced music
Field
of sirtually original tone quality.
winding iras a resistance of Zion ohms and
naay therefore be ert rgized by using it as a
filter choke in the power park. thereby serving a double purpose. This last feature
makes the "Little Giant" excellently suited
for portable A.1'. sets, since it does away
with filter chokes and thus with eonsidcrable weight. Equipped with built-in output
transformer to work from any standard output tower tube arrangement SlaIIfy One
Power tube or tubes used when entering.
Shipping weight 5 lbs. List Price 56.50.
..

!

securely snld red to tae metal r tuck insure,
permanent and p sitie elrIrical contact. The
other ends of the test leads are prodded with
outrenbut V-shaped oaunertian hies. Slapping rei ht -t4 III. List Price, 51.40.
No. SP9055- Servicemen's Special $ X35
Test Prods. Your Pelee

anti
and

,

radio

,

De-

signed especially
to accommodate
theatres.
halls. armories
and outri.r stadlums.
Includes
completely .shielded.
a
heavy duty power transformer feeding a type
250 full ware rectifier which energizes the
field coil with smooth, unfailing current. In
addition titis current is thoroughly filtered
by an S mfd. electrolytic condenser whirls
completely reduces hum to an absolute minimum. A special high quality output transformer, to operate out of any standard arrangement of power tubes, is furnished with
each unit (nwcify the type of power tube or
hubs, employed uiun ordering).
Roth

ypgy0tasaatyç4'
O

large

NO

áia`

WRITE TODAY.

a

1111

226
227

Choice of

Choir.

112.1
200.1 -190X

215
200
171

199CV -120

171A
201A
60c ea.

Choice
2.2

224

69c ea.

I

70c ea.

I

210
250
251

1

1.58 ea.

('hole,

(Mille/3

230

23.1

231

247
235

2:12

These oar:

'27,
'28.
and '80
Tubes.
This unit consists of a stan-

For

'7IA

...

,.

,

('Imlro
Price

,.

y

fur tub:

Choico

are mounted in
a

Price

I

800

Price

I

75e

*MICROPHONE l'REAMPLIFIER

dry

plifiers.
May

Inc of

cot prnsitiea
former. variable

An extremely enmpact
and efficient unit designed to "burst" tine
weak mirrophonic currents to proportions
width will rurreet iv
in a t ell the !Haut
storm of all type amued
s
either on or
with
pre amplifier

"boster" ttrctdt with transvt

lime

ntrol anti battery
all
a
ntnlued In a

receptacle and switch,
neat metal -shielded c e beautifull lurctsed
in Mark enamel and with polished aluminum
far
The moo measures IP_.x7%x41/"
cud is provided with sun robber feet. riilnld
tplete svllh I% volt mitrephone battery,
Shipping weight -10 lbs. Lust Price, $15.50.
1

-M

SP9057

Your

WE ARE A WHOLESALE HOUSE AND CANNOT ACCEPT ORDERS FOR LESS THAN $3.00.
if C. O. D. shipment is desired. please remit 20%
remittance, which must accompany all orders.
if full rash accompanies order, deduct 2% discount.
Send money order -certified cheek -U. S. stamps.

erophone

Price

Pre-

$7.50

Price

I

$1.76

Price

I
I

I

$1.15

*6 -VOLT

I

I

Choice

Price
$1.15

BATTERY PHONO)1 OTOR
At last

REAL

a

battery mo0ordesignetlespecially to meet the
needs of sendsd
portable

portable

ua

ad-

dress systems especially nstallatiuns
and ecnuonrirally
Mg vehicles. It. will ea
the
operate from 6 volt storage hörtery
Dr:nts wry r little
equimlunt In dry Cell.
current. The entire me er is flexibly ivoted upon a Cast metal frame auJ fs held tad
at all times by n onus -stn ing .spring. thus

ily

to

o

t

assuring iarsitive contact if the friction drive
gear against the Inside rim of the turntable.
This errawrmolt was ti -signed to
rolr the effects of limn .s Intl jars expricured by "toying *chicly.
The motor is sold
eumplete with IO ft.
unstable. mounting
and mutor switeh an I stool control.
`date
'hiPpitet weight-1n @s. L st Price. $15 00.
No. SP958 -6 Volt Battery Phone.
.....
Motor. Your Price

Radio Trading Co.
25A West Broadway

New York, N. Y.

com-

ntnunting flange:. JUST THE THING TO
CONVERT OLD TYPE BATTERY SETS
INTO MODERN ALLELECTRIC AC RECEIVERS.
The lower transformer will

1.08 ea.

Choice

Choice

Ptlmdy',

port. metal

uqulpped w'IW convenient teint i rial stripscase.
and

nouben.

Choice

d Jefferson

filer choke. Bout

-37
531

1

r

Power transformer and a 30
henry 500 ohm

aratteed l' NIu IN I SITI UNALLY for six months.
our NEI)N'rIt11NS because !hest, tubes are of much

-

The turnu -.
better lush).

Amplifier.

*JEFFERSON POWERPACK
-CHOKE UNIT
d a

2761

1.08 ea.

$$ 18.00

SP9059- Webster "250"
Power Amplifier. Your Price...

for postage.

2 gents

R.C.A. LICENSED TRIAD AND PERRYMAN TUBES

No.

List Price. $45.00.

lbs.
No.

6

Choice

63o

$6
W 25

Enclose

the 450 colts prising'] is obtained.
This famous amplifier is provided with a
high quality input transformer for workingfrom a phonograph pick -up or single or double button microphone.
The tubes required are 1 '26, 1 '50 and
'Si rectifier. Where the maximum output
1
Is not required a '10 may he substituted for
the '50 in the output. Automatic adjustment
takes rare of the discrepancy in voltages.
The undistorted lower output is 2 5 watts
-ENOUGH FOR FOUR DYNAMIC REPRODUCERS. This degree of power output
provides satisfaetory coverage for auditoriums (laying volume of 21.000 ruble feet
when used with a dynamic :speaker hating a
flat baffle boast. 50,000 cultic feet when
used with a speaker baring a directional
bate or Aunt.
Over -all dimensions are 15" long by 10"
wide by 6s;;" deep.
Shipping weight -34

Treatise sent by return mail.

NEW

NOT A CONVERTER

cell 'A" batteries,
and headphones to
the bets grounded.
plug In a type '30
tube, and tune In!
An ingenious circuit makes possible a 4 -n-nfl single -winding plug -In design.
This little Insu rument has the same sensitiv.
IH as many big, shielded s:
pave receivers ostirng ten tines as much.
power
amplifier may be added for any degree
of
soluble.
Inntplete with 4 plug -in coils.
Ilea lìne s e rnÍer dial for precision tuning.
Never Ms s first class Mort -wave set sold
for so little money.
This abort -wave set
measures 51,x7x1 in. high, over all. Shiu.
weight. 3 lbs. List price. 012.50.
No. 1666 -World -Wide S. -W. Set.
Your price

-

MONTHS FREF, REPLACEMENT GI'ARANTEE
BASIS, PROVIDING TIRE LIMITS! All tubes are carefully
meter -tested before shipment. and carefully packed. Do not
confuse these 111E B QUALITY tubes with an) other "low
Priced" tubes -mu low prices are possible becansr we do a
VOLUME business!

A
perfect
radio
short -wave receiver
for use between 18
and 200 meters. To
put into operation,
connect antenna,
ground. 15- volt "II"

NOW $18.00 Less Tubes

MONTHS GUARANTEED NEONTRON TUBES
SOLI

$13.50

and two Nu. 6

4

100 New Hook -Ups, etc.
675 Illustrations.

are

World -Wide Short -Wave Set

\

I

recti-

fying taie.
The over -all dimensions are 12" high. 12"
wide and K" deep. tyros Wed with adequate
mounting facilities.
A W' corrugated cone insures strength and
durability under the most powerful operating conditions. Capable of handling a tremendons amount of volume without distortion. Designed for 110 -20 volts 50.60 eyries.
Shipping Wright -32 Iba, List Price. $25.00.
No, SP9050 -RCA Victor Dynantie Speaker. Your Price....

D

TRAOINCC!

6

VICEMEN'S TEST OSCILLATOR -ALL ABOUT
TONE CONTROLS- SHORT -WAVE ADAPTERS
AND CONVERTERS
CONSTRUCTING A 3.
TUBE SUPER- HET SHORT -WAVE CONVERTER.
-MODERNIZING OLD RADIO SETS.-LATEST
TYPE MULTI -MU AND PENTODE TUBES.
ALL ABOUT DC RECEIVERS. -VACUUM TUBES
TREATISE.- .tad d.ttns of new radio situ:rrments, hints to Servicemen. valuable tables of useful data, etc.. etc.
This book Is not just another catalog but a
veritable mint of radio Information which will be
of infinite scat everlasting salue W you

-

'-eÄNr
st-ve -

n

greatest nlaok in print -NOT JUST A CATALOG.
It eontains a large editorial section
veritable
book in itself-with valuable information NOT
FOUND ANYWHERE ELSE. Among the wealth
of new technical information listed in the editorial
set -tlan, are the following: 1932 Complete Radiatoron Characteristics SHORT -WAVE TUNERS and
PHONO- PICKUPS.- Uoustructional Data of SER-

1

TREATISE

operation typical

plugs

L'inter rdltlnn of our RADIO SERVICE
Owive as large as our farmer one, has
MT une Ins.
It is positively the

come

-a

SERVICE

superior, heavy
iduty unitemhtalyng all the line
principles of ron-

speaker and electric cords and
supplied with speaker as is the

DPW

TREATISE.

RADIO

A.F. Amplification.

$3.25

FREE '76 Page Radio Treatise No. 24
Just

Contains 2
Stages Super Power

ONE OF THE MOST POWERFUL SUPER
POWER AMPLIFIERS EVER MADE.
ideal for theatres seating approximately 3,000
:ally and duite accurately recorded. Each people, dance halls, schools, lectures, husnrttr i, of the portable type, being Prnvfded !duds. auditoriums, outdoor gatherings, etc.,
with eonsy/16nt mounting rings for hanging etr. The gigantic lower is at all time:
:a walls or test pannels.
tat
S ld complete with within nmtrul -fur that matter it can be
flexible test (rads provided with Phos- used in any home, as the volume can be
But most
phor bronze, nun -corroding test tips and non- regulated /Horn to a wi. isprt
breakable color -autan insulated handles. Important. of all. Ihn- QUALITY OF REPRO.Shipping
eight -ta Ib.
List Price, $7.50. DUCTION IS AS NEAR PERFECT AND
LIFE -LIKE AS POSSIBLE! ITS POSSINo. SP9051-0.500 DC Voltmeter.
BILITIES CAN BE SUMMED UP IN
Na SP9052-0-600 AC -DC VoltTHREE WORD: ABSOLUTELY DISTORmeter -Your Price
TIONLESS VOLUME! The full benefit of

Cory macs resistance or r
dirt t and
grit. Ins e It-rt of ties iole. color-coded Ical

A.

of all RCA

t

Lance resulting from the prrsenee of

Fer 110 -20 Volts
80 Cycle Operation

Victor
equhu
't t.

mely. 0 to 500 volts Ise
and u -Guns volts AC-DC. and
which have an internal re
aistatre of 60 ohms per
volt are sturdily and attractively rmstruelmst nt aniekel- plard. highly polished protective shield
The
'ale.
me coolly and accurately calibrated su that
although the range is bicher that 500 volts.
the comparatively low voltage of 5
be

caused by

The

*WEBSTER "250" POWER
AUDITORIUM AMPLIFIER

ed a

I

*RCA VICTOR 11 -INCH
DYNAMIC SPEAKER

atrnction

el

.

$2.50

NAMIC9SPEAKER.. Your Price

l-lecbthelut superior built
Instruments haro well earnreputation of reliability
for their unusual life and
accuracy in actual use.
These soltmett rs which are
available in tsvo types

n,rvinttnatl a
experimenter has
far
as- been
-test leads that
CAN PIERCE
THE TOUGHEST
OF WIRE INSULATION AND TAKE VOLTAGE AND
OTHER
EASUREMENTS WITHOUT THE
NECESSITY
OF
STRIPPING WIRES.
Ti ........
.t. ate s constructed that instead .d tr., usual phone tips, aims ruble
chucks, capable of
rely gripping steel
phonograph
rain medics. a e permanently tatta'hed
to
the cads of the insulated houlhs. 'h
use f these peals completely eliminates the
introduction of errors in meter readings
II

DYNAMIC
SPEAKER
that

STOP SHOPPING. The lowest prices are right on this page.
No one undersells us. We meet any price on ANY NEW Merchandise. Order direct from this page and save money. 100%
satisfaction on every transaction. Take advantage of these special
offers. ORDER NOW, TODAY.

e

$2.50

safely handle 5-226's, 2- 227'o, 2- 171A's sri
an '90 rectifier. Thu filter choke Is of star
dard design and has sufficient DC resis,.t,
te tut down the high voltage tithe req u,
INn volts for the plate: of the 171A p..a
tubes.
The only nutrii t i goal parts nosetut tnnstnlet a g'nmPlrt, power park fur A.
*ers. poser amplifiers or public
r. --.
systems are a filter condenser hank and a
nuage hider.
These latter units can be
furnished won request.
Complete instruction for hooking up and
s,; lit titi- I. .nlI,;i rJ si tin emit unit. Shipping
t0 Inn
List Price. $10.00.
No. 8P9053- Jefferson Power Pack
Choke Unit. Your Price

all

$2.75

*Guaranteed

S -Mid. Electrolytic Condensers
Judlinusl
used In many parts et

any It F. or A.F. eirrults. In lower
packs, in dynamic speakers. they
will perform miracles in eliminating
any trace of objectionable A.C. hum

or

cuter

These

incidental

electrultie

tlisturbatat'.

condensers

are

part kulariy recommended for 250
where the working
Power packs.
voltage of the uuftltrred A.C. is 500
volts, two eh etrnlytir condensers in
serif-, sill stand up Indefinitely.
Easily mounted through the use
of a bayonett sv -ken base which is
equi Pl'.rd with a "positive contactspring. Tn.tally shielded and prctectrd by a. emus, cop Shitsping
weight- Ii. List Price, $2.50.
No. SP9054- Guaranteed 8 Mld. (lee - tt
trolytic Condenser. Your Price.... W
1

A9

ORDER FROM THIS PACE. You will find special
prices from time to time in this magazine. Cet our
big FREE catalog for the greatest Radio Bargains.
Should you wish goods shipped by parcel post, he
-ore to include sufficient extra remittance for same.
1ny excess will he refunded.

-
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All-Wave Receiver
New Duplex Power Tube
Plugless Short -Wave Converters
Power-Driven Speaker
Radio Kinks
Radio Piano
Two -Tube Short -Wave Receiver
Variable-Mu R. F. Pentode
E'litorial -"An Ant in a Power House."
AUTOMOBILES:
Auto Hints
Car Window Lens
New Devices for the Automobile
Lunch Box for the Car
Old Auto Parts Prize Contest
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AVIATION:
Catapult for Launching Planes from Shore
Gyroscope Compass
Parachutes for All Air Travelers
"Plane for the Back Garden"
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CHEMISTRY:
Chemical Snakes from Eggs
Odd Liquid Layers
Reclaiming Gold and Plating with It
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CONSTRUCTION:
Building a Heliograph
Historic Naval Gun Model
Household Helps
How to Make It
Junior Constructor's Page
Rocket-Propelled Model Ice Boat
Speed Sled
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-
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Copy

ELECTRICITY:
Electrical Haircut
Gigantic Geissler Tube
900,000 -volt X-ray Tube
Photoelectric Fire Extinguisher
"Wireless" Electric Lighting
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ENGINEERING:
Air -Conditioning Devices
Land -Going Steamers
Railroad Pierces Laboratory
Salvaging Millions from the Deep
Underground Streets of "Radio City"

Over 100 Illus-
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-

96 ages
4 -Color Cover
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that we claim it to be

SCIENCE AND ITS APPLICATIONS:
Artificial Patient, The
Clock that is a Little World
Cold at Its Coldest -457' Below Zero
Optical Thickness Gauge
Science Makes It Possible
Science News of the Month
Silver Electrocutes Germ Life

and better---

DO not hesitate to say that EVERYDAY SCIENCE AND
\TEJIECHANICS
the finest scientific-technical-mechanical-constructional
is

magazine in the field. Right up -to- the -minute with news flashes of scientific
events from all parts of the world. Dozens of constructional articles for
making useful things for the shop, garden and home. Many ideas from which
you can make things to sell.
Get this magazine at your newsstand today. Read about the many cash
prizes which are offered for simple experiments in photography, oddities in
science, uses of old auto parts, radio experiments, recipes, formulas and others.

Mail Coupon TODAY!

r EVERYDAY
100

SCIENCE AND MECHANICS,
Park Place, New Yak, N. Y.

I en. lose
send u

/.r

\\'5.332

Iteres,tth One Dollar for which you ere to
it'S
KVEHYIL\Y SC'IENt E . %NI) MECHANICS

the nest Fight Nonthc.

.,dare;,
City and State

(foreign

or Canadian h'Fara`rrt pion

not

arreeted

After reading your first issue. you'll agree
with us that EVERYDAY SCIENCE AND
MECHANICS is all that we claim it to be,
and

better.

Special Offer
The

regular

yearly

hscript ion

price

to

EVERYDAY SCIENCE AND MECHANICS is $2.50. new,tand rate $3.00. For
a limited ti,nr cul. we offer you

8

AdviCO

PHOTOGRAPHY AND MOVING PICTURES:
"Can You Make Trick Photographs ?"
New Tricks with "Marionettes"
Your Voice with Your Picture
R- Raying A Seashell

ATEST

All

METALWORKING:
Fire Screen with Seascape Design
Pewterwork
Shop Hints
MISCELLANEOUS:
Mechanical Oddities and Novelties
New Mechanical Devices
Termites -the Bidden Foe
New Devices

Months

$100

Science Forum

TELEVISION:
Making a Lens -Disc
Television will Disclose Deep -Sea Denizens
WOODWORKING:
Cigar Box Craft $500 Prize Contest
Amateur Woodworker's Course
Cigar -Box Cabinet
Coping Saw, Use of
Circular Saw Table for $9.00
Lazy Chair
Lunch Box
Pier Bookcase
Try Square, Making a Large
Turning Spirals by Hand
Urn Lamp, Cache
Work Bench for the Craftsman
Wrinkles, Recipes and Formulas
CONSTRUCTIONAL ARTICLES
to
As always. there are too many of theseand
turning
list at length; articles on wood sheet
metal
woodworking; model making; experiments;
work; scientific and chemical
house
for
hints
and
profitable
convenient
decoration and furnishing: radio, etc.

$100,000 Speaker Sale!
Included in this tremendous speaker sale are the products manufactured by leading speaker makers. Every speaker is brand
new and shipped in original factory sealed cartons. They are sold far below their regular list price because they were bought
in exceedingly large quantities and our purchase price permits us to give you the benefit of low cost.

DUO MAGNETIC

$3.95

R. C. A. 100 B

Duo Magnetic Speaker
Duo Inductor Dynamic
Chassis
Similar to Farrand Inductor.
.

$3.95

Famous

A.C.-D. dr.
Audit
Rect.

..

$14 95
$12.95

$4.50

A.C. -D.15
Concert .Ir.
D.9 -2500 OH11
D.C.

Field
D.7 -2500 OHM
D.C.
Field
D.15-Midget
2500 OHMS

OXFORD

Models
U" Audit using 280 Rect
-" Concert Dv
A.

$7.50

C.

$12.95
$8.95
$7.50
D. C. Models
14" 5000 OHM
Field
$8.95
14" 2500 OHM
Field __. ......... $4.95
9" 2500 OHM
Field
$3 . 49
9"
er
1

mimic 280 Ret:t
9" Midget Dynamic 280 Meet

C$8.50

- $4.75
MAGNETIC SPEAKERS
IN BOSCH CABINETS
Due to

lh,

Inane

bntirrp oper-

ated sets still in use which
require magnetic speakers, we
offer the following in the beautiful Busch cabinet.
B. B. L.

-

Al

are
th Hum balancer
plied with

0

4.5
Bosch
$4.95
R. C. A
$4.95
Farrand _..-.-_._ $4.50

PEERLESS

12.9

12" A.C. using

D.

C.

2500

Volts Field

I.e.
D.

s

.._._

$12.50

Field

OHM

110

Volt

D.C. Line

$6.95

2500

C.

(1 H M-1111
Volts

D.

12" 1000

$7.50

_.

Tube

D.C. Model

BALDWIN
Tube Itect.

Models

A.C.

12" A.C. Using Kodel Double Rect. and
2000 Mfd. Cond.
280

A. C. using 280

100B

price.

JENSEN
Dry lteeu üer

R.C.A.

Magnetic Speaker sold
first time at this cut

$5.50

2500

t.a .A.r. :Audit
"II
Tffi..
t ietr I,.a7.
Audit 2500 Ohm
V'L

$12.25

4.00

Stand _

C.

R.C.A. & VICTOR

0 ti
0 II

Volts Field I.ess
Output

M -1111

Victor
Les

$3.25

$895

Audit

D.C.

87.95
$12.50
tube reef
D.C.
ohm $5.50
,00 V.
r..,., output
R. C. A.
With

.

A.C.

ROLA

A. C. Models
Model 11-90-C A.C. using
2811 Rect.
\Yodel I:. Midget AC. ', ,,:Hect. .
C. Models
ohm P.P. Output Tran.
1,"0 "hot P.P. .11.11,11t Trans.
-111 uhni Single Pentode.
Eich
11111 ohm Push Pull 238.
,
Model
111110 ohne Single
238.
1800 ohm Single
Pentode 300 ohm Tap
.

-

$9.95

$8.50

Field

D.C.

5000

Field
antlmt

ohm 300 V.

ohm

n.c.

Field

1_

$4.25

for Ilia..

Do Not Write For Catalog!
All offers are
F.O.B. New York, and subject to prior
Terms: A deposit of 20% is
with
every order. Balance may be paid on required
delivery. Or,
deduct 2% if full amount is sent with order.
sale.

GRENPARK CO., Dept.

Ferrand
uw: +'c
"

I-

-:t-'

$4.50
$7.50
lln

V.

FARRAND INDUCTOR DYNAMICS
U.. d on A.C., D.C., and Battery vats with Equal
Results.
9" Model

$5.95

12" Model

6.95

PENTODE ADAPTER

This Pentode Adapter permits the insertion of a type
247 Pentode Power Tube in plate of the type 217,
tube.
Simply remove
I nb,.
and insert the
Adopter. and plug in thy. 21
OUR NET PRICE

2

i

PENTDE

11

III

$1.20

R. C. 245 Greenwich Street, New York, N. Y.
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LHotel Directory of the Radio Trade
The Hotels on this page are Patronized by the Radio Trade
Make them your Headquarters.
"AN

DISTINCTION "'

ADDRESS OF

Index to Advertisers
A
All American Service Company
:\mperite Corporation

556
560
554

Arco Tube Company

B
Blatt the Radio Man, Inc.
Bretton Hall

570
574

C

`

-a-

jt 3d

a e

Cable Radio Tube Corp.
Central Radio Laboratories
Chemical Institute of N. Y

l

¡JJ

y

1

f

Your Hotel Address Reflects Your Business
The universal acceptance of File DRAKE as the stopping place for travelers of
note lends added prestige to the mission of the business traveler who gives thi,
Chicago address. Service standards of the highest order relieve you of
detail and provide, with finer quarters and foods
many unusual accommodations to expedite your business. On request, special quarters for large or small
conferences are gladly placed at the disposal of the guest without extra charge.
Room rates begin at $4 per day.
H
as his

...

r

T

557
565

Clarostat Mfg. Co.
Classified Section
Coyne Electrical School
Crosley Radio Corp.

//+7

T,

Inside front cover

DRAKE

I10TEL, CHICAGO
e,nent

560
564
515. 563
561

D
Drake Ilotel
Dnbilier Condenser Corp.

574

552

E
Electrad. Inc.
Electrical Mfg. Company

553

556

F

Flanders hotel

574
G
S.

Gernsback Corporation.
Gernsback Publications, Inc.
Cirant Radio laboratories
Grenpark Company

.nier Blackstone 31as,n

560
562

560
573

H

Ilammarlund- Roberts, Inc.
Ilarrisnn Radio Co.
I loll vwood Restaurant

Inside back cover
564
574
570

lloodwin, Company, Chas.

I

THE
NEW

International Resistance Company

Hotel
of New York

The Home

FLANDERS

Homelike in service,
appointments and location ...away from
noise and congestion,
yet but a few minutes
from Times Square...
garage facilities for
tourists.

THE HOMEY HOTEL
Finest Hotel in Times Square
Right in the Heart of Everything

Times Square, 47th to 48th Sts.
East of Broadway
NEW YORK CITY
Rooms with Private Bath
1

Room and Bath from

person

$3 single $4 double
500 Rooms

$1.50

Rooms with Private Bath
1

persons

2.50

Home folks will
like this hotel

Rooms with use of Bath
1

person

2.00

Rooms with use of Bath
2 persons

Large Comfortable Suite
3 people

-2

3.00

or
5.00

Special Weekly Rates
FRED W. BIZEL. Resident Manager

HOTEL

BRETTON HALL
BROADWAY

86th ST.

at

NEW YORK

NIP

\Ifg.

551

J
560
559
560

Co.

Jewell Electrical Instrument Corp.
Johnson Radio Mfg. Company

L

& L

L
Electric Company

570

Lincoln Radio Corp.
Lynch Mfg. Company

Back cover
560
]ä

Midwest Radio Corp
Miles Reproducer Company
\ly. Own Radio, Inc.

518

556
569

N

National Company
National Radio Institute

553
576

p
Polymet \Ifg. Company
Popular Book Corp.
I'ress Guild, Inc.

567

564. 569

..

575

554
.................. 513
America, Inc.
571

Radio Training Asso . of
Radio Training Schools, Inc.

549

`:

HOLLYWOOD

Cosmopolitan New Yorkers."

The RUSSIAN VILLAGE
100 West 57th Street
New York City
Dining, Dancing, Russian and Gypsy
Entertainment.
LUNCH
TEA
DINNER

-

c.

-

No cover charge at any time.

Broadcasting \\'OR

Circle

555

552
555

Radolek Company

THE SENSATIONAL..

7 -9434

RESTAURANT

'S-

6'WAY. at 48 "-ST. N.V.C.

570

R

Radio Circular Company
Radio Surplus Corp.
Radio Trailing Company
Radio World

{
3 "The Gathering Place
of

........558,

RC.\ Institutes. Inc.
Ross, Malcom

570

Readrite Meter Works
Roth Press ..................
Royal Palm lintel
Russian Village

....

565
5569

574

s
Scott Radio labs.. E. 1L

Silver Marshall. Inc
-

40
BEAUTIFUL GIRLS
Entenale Y.in Willie Tan I ni v
BROADWAY'S BEST DINNER

S16. 517
547

40

'l'..

$1.50

$1.75

$2.00

Universal Microphone Cumpa

567

AI Katz and His Kittens

After Theat rr
12

and

I

mi

l.mr

(\1äle

every precaution is taken to insure accuracy,
against the possibility of an
occasional change or omission in the preparation of
we cannot guarantee

this index.)

GENERAL ELECTRIC

Phonograph Induction Motor
With 12 Inch Turntable

Deigned to meet the demand for a reliable. noiseless
and non Interfering electrically operated turntable for
-

phonograph: and radio -phonograph combinathins.
alas
double ph.re compound wound induction roils and «Ilse
:y pr ha laur,i armature, assuring Quiet. smooth operation.
( :overner
trolled by I.vnr

seuiti;

disc,
p!itch

at'pl

i,per

f
id

highly

with

sensitive

Speaker

A. C. DAYTON FLEWELLING

SHORT WAVE ADAPTER

.1N0 U.C. TYPES
This remarkable complete
Iakr,
Short wave Itemiser out of any set
without change if mirini. Short wave reception covering
IS to RI meters i accomplished by y3 plug -In roils with
non- corrosive nickel planed prongs. which give positive
contact. There is nothing else to buy. The adapter is
housed in a mahogany tin ralilnel.
Easy tuni -hed
motion,
ing
with slow
smooth. vernier dial.
Model A -C T'Y. For sets
,tang VT-227 A.C. tubes
as Itr.l HE Amplifier or in
A C.
:, da

rsize

magnet and driving unit. oFaithful reproduction from the faintest whisper to fullest volume of a
brass band.

Litt

$20.000

$ 3.35

OUR

PRICE
a

R. C. A. Loudspeaker 103

tnrgl..

It. P. M.
nstrurted Of
the finest Of
electrical
and

tart:.

Equip with 12
turntable.
For 110 Volt,
A.C.
n.1
rh

OUR

List

$7.50

PRICE

OUR

KOLSTER
245 Push Pull
POWER

AMPLIFIER
and
SPEAKER

can be used with any
tonte- -for lin 115 volt
6) cycle A. C. The amp iller has two stage, using
tbo
the first and NOo 113 tube, in the pu h pull
stage., with a 2Rn rectifier. Bolster U.
11)11.1,1111:
Speaker to matti. $1.95 extra. U. C.
LESS TUBES
e. :bot, trou Sol
niait'
Filin[ ,,lt
.sill <,ii,laIning

2.

I

$13 95

Genuine PHILCO Power
Transformers

No. 3516, for Chilon Models 65.
and other using following Tube.. 3 -221.
2 -215, 1.250.

I

of
6

30i In.

141 2

la

4

!l'a In.

in.

10

vil.

C.T. of
(227).

2

9

-5

6

341
6

!

8

104

V.

and 10: 7 and

OUR

9-21a

3e15

PRICE

Condenser Block for
Majestic
"B" Eliminator

speaker,

this

ossiilitll es

th

Standard replacement
transformer for PushPull formation using
171.

for

age
re-

,

UiI11en.ÌUn,: 12x2x3
OUR PRICE .

For
2 -245,

t

OHMS
0.01)0

25,000
30.000
40,000
60,000

2

45c

No.

PER DOZ.

No

5,.

I.C.A. Test Leads

-

op,ns

$2.40
a'eeessity to the
dealer or servlceand tracing shorts.
a

40c

RADIO CIRCULAR CO., 225 Varick Street, New York City
We

$

regret that

Thi, a

20'1 of

iten

li.ted below.

we cannot accept orders under $5.00

1

will pay balance upon receipt of nsercband i,

V.

In

Primary

14-

Digli amp.
V.

(110

titer tap of 12, 17

v
.

I

ius

ply
So.
Na

i-

;

I"_.

I--nigh
Volt:
volt

a

(2_501.

1

15-

-. tell b -r
IT

Size: Pix5x514 Inchr.
Can he used for any
pn.
amplifier usto.;
21í Tube..

li

sup-

OUR
PRICE

tap of above.
in

volti

$1.95

fief

FREE Catalog-means money to you
These are only

a few samples of the values to
found in our catalog. It is full of items on
which you can make from 50' 1, to 3110'$ profit.
And the best of them is. they are sound, well
known, trademarked articles you can depend

be

u

with the order and articles will he
20e
shipped C.O.D. Order any of the above articles direct from this page. And be sure to
ask for the catalog.
It means money to you!

RADIO CIRCULAR

225 Varick St.

ORDER DIRECT... from this page!
Enclosed find

--VM441

-2az Volts.

--I
4
7

:

Sn.
:nn

11..o,pa,sed for testing sets
and other common defects.
Easily attamed to testing meter or electrical apparatus.
i..u1.

-281.

center

tap of 0,

volts).

2,

,tone.

SO,

- -__

PRICE

of

side

1- Center

No

11OOK -UP
bine-k to R.F. plate, yellow
to Power Tube plate, white to first audio bypans. white to ('.T. of 226 reoistn nee, red to detector plate. Wire from can to ground.
OUR

(3

.

Atwater -Kent Condenser &
Filter Block

22

1

tap.
Extra large ease
especially
designed
to
prevent overheating.

Mrgnhm
Megohms

For Model 37 and 38 Sets
ideal filtering system for ANY
make A. C. set using 171 -A
tube.
Contains proper chokes
and high voltage condensers.
wire colored leads
Flexible

6 -226,

Magnetically

u It e s.

either

250.1)1)0
1.

with
use
and
1 -227

shielded preventing hum.
Can safely be overloadHigh voltages,
ed fior;,
400 volts at 150 mila on

75,000
100,000
125.,,00
15 0,000

10,000
13,000

OUR PRICE

90c

f: in

Victor ABC Power Transformer

e95

22

25)1

buuliI
ray
ination,
brackets
mounting
,field.
Which sere

really
good speaker are Unlimited.
A r t quickly.
Quantity
I
:died.
Q
OUR PRICE
placement with this

500
1,000
1,500
1,800
4.000
4,700
5,000

and

215.

type lobes. Core of
permal to, steel lam-

built for U.C.

Green wire to

-

$2.10

AUDIO
TRANSFORMER

same as original.

Replacement
f o r defective
blocks in "B" Eliminators
identical in electrical character.
istics and outside dimensions.
(an also be used in any make
"B" Eliminator as well as most
power packs

OUR PRICE

T. C. A. PUSH -PULL INPUT

standard

est

t

-__,

(280): 3-C.T.
High: 4 and 5 -High V.:
and 10 -2';i V. (245); 8-

and

.t,

sets are

type

$4.75

$3.43

These hum -free units contain suitable
Midi pull transformers and connect
directly to the set - -no outside wires
_ion ohm field. R ohm votre

A.1.

2220

List Price $15
OUR PRICE FOR
A.C. OR D.C. MODEL

(Model D700)
In. "Concert" D.C.

.

1

'
7

- --

A.C.

or

tutu,

JENSEN SPEAKER
Electro- Dynamic

An excellent replacement (ran: former for mn,t standard sets.
Green and black wires. 125 V.
Yellow wire C.T. of 7 and 9.
Secondary connections shorn un
diagram.
Size:
long,
wide.
high.

-

WD-I1,

Fixed Pigtail Resistors

Pbileo Part

:;A

$18.00

PRICE

pl,r

the detector socket.
Model ll -C TB. For sets
using EX-2111A. 1-x -199.

A beautiful speaker, superb in its
Molded
faithful
reproduction.
frame and pedestal resemble hand
carved oak.
Mechanism concealed
by attractive tapestry.
(Genuine R.C.A.)

h a n irai

mpuIt

K -6

oc
speak,.
type
Iemarkable tone quality: mie to spare.
Beautifully carved.
fin, Wa !nut cabinet. Ertuinned

s

for

i

Kolster
lfognrlit

CO.

New York City

TEAR IT OUT NOW!,

.

Send for FREE catalog!
I RADIO CIRCULAR CO.
225 Varick Street, New York City
I l'tea,e .rend me vnur catalog of radio bargain, can
1

profil on.
understand taris obligate. me in no way.

make
1

a

Name
Nome

address

L

Il Address
Also please ,end ratolo_. e City

..

State
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twill train you
e'

c.i/PiLéa-.

at home
to fill a
jG
pA
B
Radio Job.

'wvi-

If

you are earning n penny less
for my book of information on the
It is free. Clip the coupon NOW.
$25, $30 or $40 n week for longer
takes to get ready for Radio.

Special Free Offer
NI

than $50 a week. send
opportunities in Radio.
Why he satisfied with
than the short time it

nier' Manual on Trouble Shooting

in Radio Sets Sent Free
Art now and receive in adaltion to nay big free book
"111th Renards In Radio."
Manual mn
this Serstre

_

and Baltes
Only
.sets.
students could hase
'
book In the past.
readers of this iia,
who mall the roui..
recette it free. (hen
hunt. noises of all Is

Sim a week
"My earnings in Radio

times greater
than I ever expected they
would be when I enrolled.
They seldom fall under
$100 a week.
If your
course cost four or five
times more I would still
consider it a good invest-

ment.

E. E. WINBORNE
1207 W. tsth St..
Norfolk. Va.

Jumped from 539 to

SIMI a week
"Before 1 catered b
I was making $35 a week.
Last week I earned $110
servicing and selling
Radios. I owe my success
to N. It. I. You started
me off on the right foot."
J. A. VAUGHN
3107 S. :ra nd Boulevard,
t

St. Louis. Mo.

S

months

-I

Indianapolis, Ind.,

m

t t scat

So many opportunities many N. R. 1. men make
$200 to $1,000 in spare time while learning
to do SS
The day you enroll with me I'll show you howspare
time
jobs, common in most every neighborhood, for
on
money. Throughout your course 1 send you information and
you the plans
servicing popular makes of sets; I give hundreds
N.
R.
I.
of
for
$200
to
making
$1.000
are
that
bless
students in their spare time while studying. My course 18
itself.
for
pays
that
course
famous as the

Special training in Talking Movies, Television and home
Television experiments, Radio's use in Aviation, Servicing
and Metrhandisiug Sets, Broadcasting, Commercial and Ship
that I can train you
Stations are included. I am so sure
writing to refund every
satisfactorily that I will agree in
satisfied with my
are
not
you
if
tuition
penny of your
Lessons and Instruction Service upon completing.

64 -page book of information FREE
Radicle
Get your copy today. It tells you where
good Jobs are, what they pay, tells you about my
are
doing
it
have
taken
who
course. what others
snaking.

Find out what Radio offers you,

President
National Radio Institute Dept.,2 CS
Washington, D. C.

J.

E. SMITH,

.. NEW Radio Equipment

for Broad Practical Experience

Given Without Extra Charge
With Ibis equipment yea

rk

out

the

of

many

using. you read about and
are told how to do In
text books. Fmut urit
you get the valuable exun
periente that tells
expert from a beginner.
In a short tinte you have
would
learned
to learn In the
p

the

test

elides

used In the

i1

fel,You

prin-

fl

best known

receiving

am doubling and tripling the
salaries of many
in one year and

less Find out about
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Pioneer and \V or d's
Largest Homi a -Study Radio training organization
devoted entirely to training men and young men
for good jobs in the Radio
industry. Our growth has
paralleled Radio's growth.
We occupy three hundred
times as much floor space
now as we did when organized in
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Radio

without the slightest obligation. ACT NOW
"In looking over my
records I find I made ì500
from January to May in
my spare time. My best
week brought me $107.
I have only one regret
regarding your course
should have taken
it long ago."
HOYT MOORE
R. R. 3, Box 919,
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Rroadeasting stations use engineers. operators, station
managers and pay $1.200 to $5.000 a year. Manufacturers
(olio aually need testers, in sh ed l,rs, foresten, engineers. serlee then. buyers, for jobs pnyiug up to $7.+100 a year. Itadlo
operators on ships enjoy life, se the world. with board and
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You have many jobs to choose from

uto Talking Movies, Television, Aircraft Radio included

Grand Radio and Appliance Co..

.

created. Hundreds more are being opened eve, year by its
continued growth. Many i ni, and young men ,vith the right
training -the kind of training I give von - -are stepping Into
Radio at two and three tintes their former salaries.

are many

.

Operated

Radio's growth opening hundreds of SSO, 575,
$100 a week jobs every year
In about ten years Radio has grows from a $2.000.000 to
n $1.000.000.000 industry.
Over 300.000 jots Jly, been

THIS COUP,O

J.

E. SMITH. President
National Radio Institute, Dept. 2CX
Washington, D. C.

advantage or your Special Offer. Send
your two hooks "Trouble Shooting in D.t'..
Sts" and "Itirh Ilea arils in Radio." I
understand this does not obligate me and that no
salesman trill tall.
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or

complete in hand.
some walnut console,
with dynamic speaker
and all tubes.

THE receiver the whole world is waiting for-because it receives the
whole world of radio, between 15 and 550 meters.
The Hammarlund "COMET" more than satisfies the prcfessional- delights
the amateur -and thriils the broadcast listener.

-

CUSTOM

BUILT

A super -heterodyne, of course. with exclusive features. A.C. operated
using eight newest type tubes- super -sensitive-super selective -super -fine,
as custom radio always is when built by Hammarlund.
The "COMET" is the perfected all- purpose receiver -for the home -the
office -the laboratory -the newspaper -the police department -the airport -the ship at sea, wherever super- efficiency is par amount.

Write Dept. RC -3 for illustrated (cider containing list of world short -wave
stations.

HAMMARLUND- ROBERTS. INC., 424 W. 33rd

St.,

New

York,

N.

Y.

r'

!

superpower
insures
World'd tifide

Performanc&

15 To 550ME1LRS-NO
THE phenomenal ability of Lincoln DeLuxe reeciter,
to receive stations front every corner of the globe
is largely due to Lincoln Super -Power. The tre-

mendous gain of Lincoln's highly efficient circuit
opens a new field for the radio listener. National
and international programs, fascinating foreign broadcasts, short -waves, air -mail, trans-Atlantic phone,-these
and many other features are available to the Lincoln
owner.
From 15 to SS0 Meters at the Touch of a Switch
One of the outstanding advances in radio design of recent
years is the elimination of plug -in coils for short -wave
reception. Having designed the DeLuxe to tune from 15 to
550 meters, Lincoln engineers perfected an extremely
efficient and ingenious design whereby a small no- capacity
selector switch makes the contacts formerly made by the
coil prong and socket contact. A Lincoln owner may change
from broadcast to any one of four short -wave bands by
merely turning the selector switch.
A New Conception of Short-Wave Reception
The application of Lincoln's mighty (rower to the reception of short -waves produces truly amazing results. Stations half-way around the world e
in with clock like
regularity. Lincoln enthusiasts in the ventral states bane

LINCOLN

P LUGIN COI LS

repeatedly reported broadcast reeept
of many trans 'aeilic slat'
The tremendous amplifica
of the
highly engineered Lincoln circuit is always perfectly controlled in a channel less than 10 K.C. wide. A letter from
Alaska reports reception of Mexico, Nebraska and Van couver, B. C., all three stations 5 K.C. apart!
Full, Rich, Life -Like Lincoln Tone
Lincoln tone is a revelation of purity and fidelity. Lincoln
experts have designed an audio system that, with either
radio or phonograph pick -up input, delivers tone of
astonishing richness and realism. Artificial tone corn pensators or control devices are not required to bring out
the natural vivid tone of the living artist.
DeLuxe DC- SW -10, Battery Model, Is Extremely Efficient
The Lincoln DeLuxe DC -SW -10 is the battery model
version of the famous DeLuxe SW -32 described above.
Taking advantage of the new low drain 2 volt tubes, the
11C- SW -IO, when operated from an adequate battery
source, provides exceptionally quiet, crystal clear receplion of both broadcast and short- waves. This model,
although intended for rural or unelectrified areas, is
finding increasing favor in congested city communities
because of its absolute freed
fr
line
and clear
life -like tune quality.

LI N COLN
-SW -32

(4andMai1NOW! DE

LUXE

RADIO CORPORATION

Dept. RC -3, 399

S.

Wood St., CHICAGO, ILL
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